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Although violence was not the cause of the American Revolution, two historical 
factors contributed to America's violent mode of opposing British policies in the 1760s 
and 1770s: one was the 
seventeenth century, and the other was the habitual use of the riot as a purposive weapon 
of protest and dissent in both Great Britain and America during preceding two 
. 2 
centunes. of the original thirteen states experienced large-scale social violence 
between 17 50 and 1800. Richard Maxwell Brown proposes that the Revolution made a 
contribution to the "demonic side" of our national history for its origin was violent and 
the concept of popular sovereignty lent itself frequently to majoritorian tyranny. 3 
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Apparently, violence reared its ugly head more frequently during the Revolutionary era 
than it does today (although this obviously is subject to debate). Cities such as 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and especially New York and Boston turned to violence when 
the opportunity presented itself. People took to the streets, tore down offices, and 
defaced property. Yet amid all of this anarchistic behavior, riots were infrequently of the 
bloody sort. 
Popular uprisings and crowd action were significant contributing factors in 
colonial America towards the coming of the Revolution. It has been argued by a number 
of historians that early Americans lived in a world filled with chaos and disorder. Prior 
to the Revolution, New England Puritans used violent methods against Quakers and in 
dealing with witchcraft (such as Salem in 1692). Drinking men in taverns settled their 
differences with fists and knives. People in crowds threatened violence and sometimes 
turned to it to resolve problems that no one of them alone could handle. 1 These are just a 
few examples that represent the significance of crowd action during early American times 
of conflict and it is quite possible that such accepted occurrences of collective action and 
mob violence in colonial era society may have contributed to our nation's character to 
day. 
Not all eighteenth century mobs simply defied the law; some used extralegal 
means to implement official demands to enforce laws not otherwise enforceable, others in 
effect extended the law in urgent situations beyond technicallimits.4 Pauline Maier 
argues that popular government saw mobs as legitimate because they took on the defense 
of the public welfare. While not advocating popular uprisings, they could still grant such 
incidents an established and necessary role in free societies, one that made them an 
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integral and even respected element of the political order. 5 Maier argues that violence 
was a natural phenomenon in colonial America and embedded within its culture through 
the use and execution of popular uprisings and riots on a habitual basis. This fervent 
trend was rooted in the mother country. Since concern for English rights and liberties 
was a concept deeply embedded in the society, it came to be tacitly accepted by that 
society that mob violence in [defense of] those rights or in protest against some major 
grievances was in itself a legitimate, if not a right of freeborn English subjects.6 And 
since this derived from the mother country, nearly every level of society appeared to have 
accepted justified crowd action. Popular upheavals were central to the way that British 
power came to its end, and they were central as well to the beginning of republicanism. 7 
Thus, it has been argued that America's inclination towards violence and collective 
action runs historically deep and can perhaps be linked to European ancestry. 
Collective action did not usually involve bloodshed, however when it did, 
authorities (and not the crowd) were most often the cause. Regardless, in most cases, 
mob behavior was typically seen as justified and reflected an atmosphere of what was 
right and what was wrong within a colonial community. Contrary to conventional views 
of rioting, these popular uprisings (more often than not) were well organized and 
disciplined in their forms of resistance. 
Political authorities in colonial America generally found coercion ineffective for 
maintaining social control. Lacking a standing army or regular police force, governors, 
legislators, and selectmen had to rely on the militia to preserve order.8 Often, a sheriffs 
posse was called upon to curb unlawful behavior. Drawn into the ranks and given 
officers, a crowd became a unit of the militia.9 Revolutionary re-organization occurred 
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within the colonial militia as well. Groups of"minutemen" were organized by the Whig 
parties; so were clubs and organizations, whose officers were elected by leaders of the 
movement to resist Parliament. As late as the Battle of Bunker Hill (June 17, 1775) it is 
loosely associated, illegally established people's militia that formed the heart of the 
colonial armed resistance. 10 Informal crowds were important also as they protected entire 
communities from danger. Perhaps the irony in all of this is that many members of the 
militia had aligned themselves with members of popular uprisings. 
Indeed, collective action reflected numerous strategies of self-preserving survival 
within colonial society. For example, crowds were able to keep epidemic-stricken 
victims from entering townships that stunted an imminent spread of particular diseases 
such as smallpox. In times of shortage, crowds kept merchants from exporting scarce 
foodstuffs. In times of moral outrage, they closed down houses of prostitution. 11 
Overall, direct action among crowds was the quintessential social weapon of ordinary 
men and women. 
Yet, it is important to note that crowds consisted of a vast range of social classes. 
Among educated "gentlemen" within a crowd, there were also laborers, artisans and 
apprentices. Edward Countryman's argument supports the notion that a "legithnate" 
crowd acted within the corporatist political economy of the colonies. times of 
shortage, the rich had an obligation to help the rest; in times of trouble, the powerful had 
an obligation to help the weak. But if privileged men failed in their duty, lesser people 
use violence to protect themselves. 12 essence, Countryman emphasizes that fair 
prices of food for the poor were more important than a merchant's profit. community's 
right to keep out smallpox was more important than the right of victims to wander in their 
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misery. Its right to share work among its members was more important than the right of 
outsiders to drift in, seeking jobs. 13 
One of the most interesting phenomena that occurred during the American 
Revolution is the formation of "extra-legal" and "illegal" organizations for the purpose of 
political agitation. In cities, for example, mechanics, artisans, laborers, storekeepers, and 
merchants all combined collective efforts towards agitation of their adversaries. By the 
dawn of the American Revolution, the movement became the focus of British Parliament 
itself. The pressing need for mass movement was becoming more evident as the 
Revolution drew near. The questions placed on the agenda for immediate resolution to 
British policy demanded mass participation and full-time activity and some kind of 
discipline so that the effect was not dissipated in anarchistic or purely individual acts. 14 
As a result, organizations of mass opposition towards the policies of Parliament evolved. 
These types of mobs often took on the defense of the public welfare and were seen as 
necessary shaping the political events of the Revolutionary era. Pauline Maier argues 
that mobs defended the interests of the community "where established authorities failed 
to act." This notion stemmed from the ideas of many colonials that authority had to be 
faced by the people directly. Mobs were seen as Americans acting outside of the law, yet 
not generally viewed as anti-authoritarian by fellow colonials. 
Despite the conventional image of mobs as bloody and violent, Maier paints a 
more subdued picture of popular uprisings. She argues that mobs were domesticated and 
controlled and that violence was only viewed as a last resort. John Jay reiterates that 
"they are more temperate, cool and regular in their conduct- they hitherto have abstained 
from plunder, nor have they that I know of committed outrages but such as the 
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accomplishment of their purpose made necessary."15 Thus like Maier, Jay attributes less 
violence and casualties due to the lack of an army in eighteenth century America. 
Communities who relied on posses and militias called upon local men to form mobs 
"acting by habit with relative restraint and responsibility" and who did not exert more 
force than was necessary to overcome overt resistance. Nevertheless, Maier suggests that 
mobs were an essential phenomenon under free government when people were nervous, 
spirited, jealous of their rights, ready to react against unjust provocations; and this being 
the case, popular disorders could be interpreted as symptoms of a strong and healthy 
Constitution.16 It seemed as if colonial mobs were actually an experiment of bigger 
things to occur, ultimately evolving into the social order of America, and in essence, 
contributing to the nation's moral and definitive character. 
Thomas Slaughter reemphasizes Maier's argument and proposes that riots 
resulted in minimal violence. Instead of lashing out at individuals and institutions 
themselves, crowds took out their grievances on objects of a vicarious nature such as 
effigies (which had come to symbolize revolutionary colonial America's riotous nature). 
,The burning of effigies allowed for political public demonstrations without causing actual 
harm to the individuals that were under protest. Indeed, colonials were undeniably 
creative in terms of voicing their opinions. Effigies of stamp distributor Andrew Oliver 
and of a huge boot with a "green-vile sole" and a devil peeping out of it were dangling 
from a tree near Boston Neck. The boot and its sole were a pun on the names of the 
hated figures of Lord Bute and George Grenville. 17 Colonists were standing by the tree 
to collect the mock stamp duty from every passerby. Consequently, three to five 
thousand colonials took part in the demonstration. 
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Edward Countryman that there were two distinct types of popular 
uprisings, namely urban and rural. there was plenty of upheaval in the 
countryside. Often colonial rural instances, upper cla~;ses and royal officials would 
respond to rural rebellion with firm repression. They called out the militia and regular 
troops: against the Regulators in both Carolinas, against Hudson Valley tenants in 1766, 
against Shay's Rebellion in Massachusetts in 1786, and against Whiskey rebels in 
Pennsylvania in 1792.18 Townsmen usually went about rioting unarmed (with the 
exception of stones and sticks). Often, after demonstrations, they would disperse posing 
no true challenges to institutions of authority. Nevertheless, rural individuals were more 
likely to carry arms and attack "symbols" of authority. They broke up courts; they 
kidnapped judges and sheriffs; they opened jails. Crowds acted that way in North 
Carolina during Regulation, in New Jersey during the land riots, in the Hudson Valley in 
1766, in the Green Mountains through the early 1770s, and in western Massachusetts 
during the Shay's affair. 19 These movements tended to be well organized and could last 
for a considerable amount of time. 
Despite agrarian unrest throughout Act, 
Stamp Act, Townshend taxes, and the Tea Act were most threatening in an immediate 
sense to urban interests. A sequence of urban violence runs from the Stamp Act riots in 
1765, during the Sons of Liberty violence throughout New England, the Boston 
Massacre, the burning of the Gaspee, and the Boston Tea Party to the incident that 
triggered the Revolutionary War-the fighting at Lexington and Concord.2° Customs 
officers and the constant presence of redcoats made life for many urban colonials 
(particularly in New England) miserable. If it were not for the action of urban colonial 
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crowds, opposition to any of these acts would have been impossible. Crowds continually 
..,...., .......... ...., .............. , ..... customs officials and redcoats that they so vehemently They forced 
officials to resign high positions; they gathered huge, sometimes illegal meetings; they 
paraded with effigies, they tore down elegant buildings, disrupted concerts, and erected 
liberty poles.21 Individuals opposed these crowds at their own risk. Consequences often 
resulted in destroyed property or perhaps public ridicule such as tarring and feathering. 
Yet the behavior reflected by these crowds did not normally fall under the category of 
anarchistic hostility. Their focus was controlled and direct. 
The rioters in Boston were all taking part for different reasons, but perhaps their 
primary focus was based on fiscal economics. Dirk Hoerder suggests that rioting, mob 
violence, and collective action resembled a type of class warfare. Grievances from every 
strata of the lower and middle classes of society became unified under the struggle for 
independence (with exception to many colonials who believed that they were rioting 
because of their economic shortcomings). Consequently, it seemed to come to full 
socioeconomic circle for the lower classes. Just as Whig elites exploitatively capitalized 
on the use of crowds for their own political purposes, they also witnessed those crowds 
break up as a result of social-class warfare again after American independence. 
Social scholar Gary Nash set aside literary sources and evaluated previously 
unused data such as tax lists, inventories of estate, probate records, and records of poor 
relief in order to understand the changing structures of wealth and opportunity in colonial 
America. He believes that the social fluctuations within colonial urban society were 
ultimately linked to the revolutionary movement. The rich were getting richer while the 
number of poor increased continually. Nash suggests that cities (such as Boston, New 
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and Philadelphia) accumulated an increasing proportion of property-less persons as 
they grew in and commerciality. As a result, these societies became more 
economically stratified and developed an increasing split between the wealthy and 
impoverished classes. presumes that the social changes were ultimately connected to 
revolutionary politics in colonial cities. 
The tax lists confirmed that the overall trends in the cities were towards an 
increasing concentration of wealth. Probate records corroborated the [analytical] thesis 
suggested by the tax data, that a major aggrandizement of wealth occurred at the top of 
society, especially within the uppermost 5 percent.22 Both sources reflect the inequality 
within the cities. Meanwhile, the relentless rate of impoverishment began to run rampant 
in all three of the major cities. Boston's overseers of the poor began to systematically 
"warn out" hundreds of poverty-stricken individuals which relieved the town of any 
obligation to assist them through poor relief. Towards the end of the colonial period, the 
average wealth of the Bostonians was merely half of what it had been in late 
seventeenth century (as decedents gradually left smaller and less valuable estates). 
New York also suffered economic distress as prosperous centers oppositional 
British military activities and colonial privateering exploits during the Seven Years' War, 
the postwar recession, combined with price inflation, also struck with [economic] 
severity. Although Boston succumbed to the shadow of economic hardship somewhat 
earlier, the rate of poverty in Philadelphia jumped to about fifty per thousand inhabitants 
in the decade before the Revolution- a fivefold increase in one generation?3 Overall, the 
chances of success at any level of society below the upper class seems to have been 
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considerably less in the eighteenth century than beforehand and the restructuring of 
colonial society was highly visible to rich and poor alike. 
Towards the end of the colonial period, it is apparent that urban dwellers were 
beginning to re-assess the distressful conditions of their lives. Nash suggests that the war 
itself was spawned by the urban response to these conditions coinciding with the 
evolution of revolutionary ideas through print. Accordingly, careful attention must be 
paid to the printed attacks on the wealthy that appeared with increasing frequency in 
newspapers and tracts in the late colonial period. 24 It was no coincidence, then, that 
revolutionary radicals such as James Otis and Samuel Adams gained widespread support 
in reference to the changing conditions of the cities towards the end of the colonial 
period. As a result, it is reasonable to suggest that the wealthy became obvious targets of 
the economically downtrodden in urban centers where socioeconomic status became so 
visibly apparent. When the Stamp Act riots occurred, it was entirely appropriate from the 
lower class point of view that the initial targets should be the luxuriously appointed 
homes of Andrew Oliver, Benjamin Hallowell, and Thomas Hutchinson?5 
Overall, Nash argues that unexplored statistical evidence carries more weight than 
any sort of ideological interpretation in terms of the creation and reception of the 
revolutionary sentiment. Thus, Gary Nash offers a perspective that treads against the 
conventional historiographical grain of many American Revolutionary scholars. He 
suggests that evolving social and economic circumstances such as the collapse of the 
Atlantic economy at the end of the French Indian War coinciding with internal 
restructuring of urban society "where elements of the elite were increasingly being 
viewed as conscience-less aggrandizers of wealth and power" provides for a deeper 
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understanding of reasons for revolution. Combining these changing circumstances with 
the imposition of Parliamentary taxes, there is little wonder that popular uprisings 
involving mob violence took place. 
Other esteemed historians have painted factors contributing to collective action 
among colonials with a broader stroke. For instance, revolutionary scholars such as 
Edmund and Helen Morgan offer reasons why the American colonies may have 
conducted themselves in a collective manner towards the cause of colonial freedom. This 
school of historical analysis alludes that Parliamentary abuses of power may have 
propagated a universal colonial resistance to Great Britain. Thus, as Parliamentary abuse 
affected colonial government negatively, so too did it adversely affect colonials 
themselves. 
The Sugar Act was an abuse of Parliamentary power to regulate trade because it 
infringed colonial rights not only by extending the jurisdiction of admiralty courts, but by 
imposing duties on branches of colonial commerce which did not conflict with British 
interests.26 Some historians have argued that the commercial dominance of the British 
Empire would have worked indefinitely side decided to explain their .... ..,...,._ .... _...., ..... JL ... ..., 
purpose, but once Britain tried to cross the lines of trade towards a relationship of 
monetary exploitation, the situation evolved from a mercantilist relationship into an 
imperial one. 
Stamp Act had brought the historical riff to a boiling point and Edmund and 
Helen Morgan argue that colonial leaders were opposed to such taxes from the very 
beginning of the trans-Atlantic relationship. Colonists would find themselves taxed 
without consent for purpose of revenue, their right to common-law trials abridged, the 
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authority of one prerogative (admiralty) court enlarged, and the establishment of another 
(ecclesiastical) hinted at. 27 Naturally, there were ominous repercussions as colonials 
objected to what appeared as basic violations of civil liberties from a tyrannical 
government. 
Indeed, colonials may have presumed that it would be permissible to regulate 
trade via tax, but if for Britain's unwarranted profit and exploitative political agendas, it 
was summarily thought of as wholly unjust. The relationship had turned from one of 
arbitrary economics to political. Perhaps this was the spark that catapulted the 
experimentation towards American democracy that advocated civil rights, freedom, and 
liberty. 
When people of Boston began to pull down houses, they transformed the debate 
over Parliamentary authority into a test of Parliamentary power.28 They were challenging 
the explicit authority that Parliament claimed. If all rebelled together, it might not be so 
easy for the English lawmakers to demonstrate their absolute authority. 29 Ultimately, the 
results proved that collective action would work within the colonies. Boston led the way 
for the other colonies. Richard Maxwell Brown describes the city as the "cockpit of 
urban Revolutionary turbulence." The resignation of royal governors throughout the 
colonies appeared to spread like an infection in the eyes of the British. As a result, a 
united colonial effort stood in Parliament's way. 
Impressments further split the colonists from the British since the institution was 
very much like being held in bondage by the Royal Navy. It not only had a negative 
effect on colonial commerce, but also violated the civil rights of seamen. Urban crowds, 
the majority of whom were seamen, would demonstrate opposition to impressments. 
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was a tradition of hostility and antagonism. From the beginning, impressment's 
most direct violations- seamen- were its most active opponents. 30 
repeatedly took over vessels and held captains hostage for the men that 
mobs 
pressed. 
There were numerous instances where crowds had dragged ship's boats to the center of 
town for "ceremonial bonfires." Such was a classical case of colonial collective action to 
address perceived civil injustice. Impressment riots are rooted deep within America's 
history. 
As early as 1747 during the Knowles Riot, popular uprisings towards 
impressments occurred. Thousands of people responded to an impressments sweep with 
three days of rioting at Boston Harbor. Negroes, servants, and hundreds of seamen 
seized a naval lieutenant, assaulted a sheriff and put his deputy in the stocks, surrounded 
the governor's house, and stormed the Town House where the General Court was 
sitting. 31 The crowd demanded the seizure of the impressing officers, the release of the 
impressed men, and death sentences as punishment. 
Press riots occurred more frequently on the eve of the American Revolution. The 
pattern of rioting towards impressments gradually evolved a towards the 
Stamp Act. Thus, rioting became more politically discriminative within the New World. 
England's new attitude (via the Stamp Act) led to a radical approach among seamen. The 
results proved undeniably beneficial for Whig leaders. Customs officers were allowing 
ships to sail without stamps, offering as the reason the fear that the seamen, "who are the 
people that are most dangerous on these occasions, as their whole dependence for 
subsistence is upon trade," would certainly "commit some terrible mischief."32 This is 
because British policy directly affected the livelihood of the seamen. Instead of fleeing 
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from each of the royal seamen began to take part in an active 
movement. Under intolerable conditions, seamen from each of colonies a 
common view for their reasons of resistance. Impressment meant the loss of freedom, 
both personal and economic, and, sometimes, the loss of life itself. 33 The seamen who 
defended himself sought to protect his rights of liberty and this became a communal 
effort on the eve of revolution. 
Not only did collective resistance occur alongside the harbors of Boston, another 
instrument of opposition during the revolutionary era took place on university campuses. 
college population was overwhelmingly pro-Whig. Anti-Tory sentiment 
characterized most college publications. Thus, many college papers themselves dealt 
with incendiary subjects such as the right of resistance to a tyrannical chief magistrate; 
the natural rights of man, the compact theory of government; and the question of taxation 
without representation. 34 Overall, these papers dealt with considerable measures of 
colonial repression by the British. 
A notable example of resistance towards the politically and economically 
repressive efforts of the British occurred with the case of President Thomas Clap at Yale 
University. Seeking to eliminate "exuberance" of the student body, Clap instituted in 
1765 exceedingly tight discipline, heavy fines for its infractions, increased tuition, poorer 
meals, and a policy of quick expulsion. However, he was repaid with a visitation from 
most of the student body who expressed their feelings towards him by breaking the 
windows in his home, and nearly breaking several of the bones in his body.35 The 
aftermath of this resulted in the withdrawal of most of the students and instructors from 
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Yale in 1766. Consequently, Clap resigned and Yale continued with the return of the 
faculty and students. 
In New York and Boston, the constant presence of Redcoats turned into perpetual 
aggravation. Simply the appearance of the troops threatened the liberty of colonials at 
face value. The soldiers interfered with the everyday activities among these cities. They 
pitched their tents on Boston Common and then commandeered one building after 
another. The army needed to drill, and when better than a Sunday morning, when 
trumpets, drums, and shouted orders were sure to disturb the Puritans as they prayed. 36 
Soldiers cut down liberty poles almost as soon as they were erected. As a depressed 
economy made jobs all the more valuable, the presence of military men made the effects 
of a glum economic situation even worse. A historically defining moment during the era 
of the American Revolution considering all of these military activities was, indeed, the 
Boston Massacre. 
On March 5, 1770, a crowd confronted British troops on King Street (now State 
Street in Boston) who were guarding the customs house. A few members started to throw 
snowballs at the British. The panicked soldiers then proceeded to open fire on colonials 
killing five and wounding others. This was the Boston Massacre, and for the next 
thirteen years Bostonians would gather each March 5th to commemorate it. Only when 
Peace of Paris brought the final guarantee of American independence would they 
begin celebrating July instead.37 Consequently, the Massacre occurred only days after 
a customs officer, Ebenezer Richardson, had fired into a crowd that was demonstrating at 
his house and shot and killed a young boy by the name of Christopher Sneider. 
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Challenges by sentries the streets, bands marching past while [colonials] 
worshipped their God, soldiers at work while Bostonians could not find a son of the 
town shot dead at the age of eleven; these were memories that stung, and snowballs were 
a mild enough way to express them. 38 Obviously, colonial rage was ultimately funneled 
towards popular resistance that ultimately led to independence. However, there is the 
other side of the story also. The troops may well have been miserable too. The soldiers 
themselves were young men, sent far from home to serve in a place where they were 
despised for who they were. They were the dregs of Britain, serving under aristocrats 
who paid more for their commission than a private would ever see in his life. 39 What the 
British soldiers may have seen on the night of March 5, 1770, were an irrational crowd, 
and not an "outraged citizenry." When they heard the order to fire, they did not pause to 
ask who gave it or why they were there at all. They did what they were told.40 These 
men did not indulge in the fine life that their commanders were luxuriously accustomed 
to, yet symbolized nearly all of the ruthless exploitation that the colonials grew to 
vehemently hate. 
Indeed (as Gary Nash has offered), within the decades leading up to the war, the 
increasing displays of wealth and by the upper classes further contributed to the 
separation of status in early America. The upper class were inclined to believe that it was 
wrong for the rioters to oppose their displays of wealth, but in the eyes of the lower 
classes, the rioters were provoked by the wealthy. Colonials despised of extravagance. 
The good fortune that Andrew Oliver and Thomas Hutchinson took pleasure in was 
glaringly visible to Bostonians (not to mention that the economy was on a steady decline 
at this time). 
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Another school 
was that collective action and mob violence were justified 
as Dirk Hoerder 
notions of a "Puritan 
ethic" as traditions of equality and equity were historically intertwined with New 
England. For a century and a half, ministers had preached against the sins of pride, 
mnbition, and covetousness, whether for possessions or for offices.41 In this sense, social 
and class-consciousness caused riotous behavior. Many rioters, therefore, thought that 
they were doing "God's work." For example, a newspaper account of the burning of 
Andrew Oliver's effigy was described as an "Offering for the Sins of the People." 
Collective colonial crowds' selections of targets made the Puritan ethic a palpable 
influence of their agendas. These targets included support or connection with the Stamp 
Act, malpractice in office, arrogance, pride through wealth, and flamboyant displays of 
luxury. Rioters often damaged the most expensive goods of the houses that they gutted 
because they signified class divisions. 
One can argue the probable connection between popular sovereignty and 
revolutionary events that occurred as a result. Richard Maxwell Brown describes popular 
sovereignty as a ')ustification for the people in all their power to take the law into their 
own hands and to put miscreants to death by summary justice. "42 According to 
Brown, it was the Tories that bore the brunt of the combination of popular sovereignty 
and violence. The Continental Congress' adoption of the Continental Association (total 
cessation of trade with Britain) made possibilities for harassment of Tories all the more 
plausible. What resulted was a nation-wide patriotic movement that gave credence to the 
likes of Samuel Adams and James Otis (and their "seditious" beliefs). Those were the 
voices that throngs of the lower classes yearned to hear. 
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Popular uprisings during era American Revolution were often 
vigorously passionate, however (as Maier has suggested), usually never wrought 
with total chaos. Disguises, liberty poles, the carrying of effigies, tarring and feathering, 
bonfires, even tearing down houses were all well understood in the eighteenth century 
world. Colonials turned to them because they were familiar acts.43 Crowds maintained a 
sense of order through a focused aura of mutually desired goals. 
It was the presence of the Sons of Liberty that guided uprisings in a purposeful 
direction. The Sons began to take shape throughout the colonies around 1765. They 
derived their name from a well-publicized speech that was given in Parliament by 
Colonel Isaac Barre, who was sympathetic to the American cause, and there were times 
when the term was used to mean virtually any American who was involved in 
resistance.44 The Sons consisted of various types of men including intellectuals such as 
Samuel Adams, all variety of dissidents, artisans such as Paul Revere, and merchants 
such as Isaac Sears. Many of these men knew that their personal welfare and their 
community's welfare were bound together (socially and economically). All played an 
important role within the resistance movement that was American Revolution. 
Historian David Hackett suggests that men like Paul Revere were important 
organizers of popular resistance as they occupied a position in colonial society that linked 
relationship between wealthy and political elites and lower classes. For the American 
Revolution to be truly revolutionary (in every sense of the word), it was arguably 
necessary for every strata of colonial society to be involved. 
The Sons of Liberty understood the pressures that "common" people were under. 
Their great task was to tum traditional crowd action toward the British question and to 
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f"'.,VAAVA.• ..... t.'Y new political "-'V'..lJ.oJVJ.V'-•'-'J.J.'"''-"'-' U.U.J.V.I.J..f"o. Americans.45 Sons attempted 
to domestic nrn•niP'rt"lQ with the lrt"ll"'\P>rl the colonists blatantly faced. 
Radicals like Adams carried on an endless propagandist campaign against the British and 
their policies through the Boston Gazette. 
The Sons of Liberty inN ew York were even more radical than those in Boston. 
Domestic issues were clearly at the root of crisis among colonials. New York's most 
radical newspaper, the New York Journal, dramatized the British issue, but it also carried 
essay after essay attacking the evils of high rents, rising prices, and short employment. It 
also castigated fashionable youth who would not give up their finery.46 As a result, 
luxurious mansions and carriages among the wealthy were destroyed. There was no 
emergence of a Sons of Liberty in Philadelphia as many of the working-class artisans 
were divided on the revolutionary issue. 
With the Puritan ethic rooted in colonial society, it did not help to be wealthy (let 
British). The likes of Royal Governor Thomas Hutchinson and customs collector 
Andrew Oliver made themselves enemies of the community because they served as 
British minions, and they made themselves enemies of ordinary people because they were 
profiting greatly at a time of severe distress.47 Yet they were loathed by the lower classes 
of Boston not only because of their wealth, but because of their pompous nature also. 
~~.. ... , ........... '""v ..... was so arrogant that he did not even condescend to explain to his troubled 
neighbors his position on the Stamp Act. To appear at a window and talk to the 
multitude, he considered an "indignity, to which he would not submit."48 
On August 8, 1765, a crowd of men paraded with effigies (of Grenville and Bute) 
to a brick building and tore it down. It was believed to be Andrew Oliver's stamp office 
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-.rr-.-·"'""ri''A"" Hutchinson arrived with the ........................... . The rioters met them with a volley 
of stones and then went their ways. 49 
Twelve days later, a crowd destroyed Hutchinson's house. With the destruction 
ofboth Oliver's and Hutchinson's homes, the Sons of Liberty (Loyal Nine) demonstrated 
that they were not afraid of anyone who dared oppose them and would bring out the mob 
if such a situation presented itself. Throughout the country, the position of "Stamp 
Officer" all but disappeared due to a growing fear of the mob following the events in 
Boston. Men who worked for the mother country were shunned and ridiculed amidst the 
patriotic fervor of the new world. Oliver was never aware of his worst humiliation. It 
came [March 3, 1774] with the cheering of people watching the one time stamp man's 
body being laid in its grave. 50 
Each group of the Sons of Liberty was unique and operated in their own particular 
way. Some members came from wealthy leadership, while others were castaways. 
However, it is important to realize that they all cooperated with one another and pledged 
mutuality in their efforts toward colonial independence and liberty. As Edward 
Countryman has vigorously expressed, leaders are nothing without followers. Neither the 
colonial elite nor the Sons of Liberty could have done anything serious against British 
policies without enormous popular support. 51 It was the people themselves who 
transformed the rhetoric of revolution towards the actual movement. Crowd action 
allowed this to happen. But the sustained popular political militance on a great political 
issue that developed in America's towns was something very new. 52 Indeed, the advent 
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transpired into a broader sort of collective action that led to the 
Under the guidance of the Sons of Liberty, the Stamp Act Congress was founded 
in an effort to force the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1765. This congress formulated 
notions of"inter-colonial solidarity" in their quest for resistance and ultimately evolved 
into the Committees of Correspondence. James Otis proposed the formation of the Stamp 
Act Congress in June of 1765. The idea was for each of the provincial legislatures to 
appoint committees to consult jointly on the problems raised by the Stamp Act. 53 Most of 
the colonies approved of this plan and the system spread like wildfire. All the while, 
Committees of Correspondence began to appear in smaller towns throughout New 
England. The Committees kept each town informed and united in opposition towards 
crisis. 
At the Congress was represented all colonial opinion: radical, moderate, and 
conservative; only the view of direct crown agents was missing. The congress adapted 
unanimously, after days of discussion, three documents: A Declaration of Rights, a 
Petition to the King, and a memorial to both Houses of Parliament. 54 The Declaration 
proposed taxes by consent, rights of trial by jury, and urged the repeal of the Stamp Act. 
Although both the King and Parliament denied these documents, they were well received 
by the public and represented a new means of political struggle against Britain. Shortly 
thereafter, merchants and storekeepers obliged not to take part in any goods shipped from 
Great Britain. Methods of passive resistance (such as non-importation and non-
consumption) were often used instead of actual riots. Yet many "rioters" were adversely 
affected by non-importation. The paradox lay in the fine line between economics and 
politics. By supporting colonial resistance to the British, many shopkeepers, merchants, 
and mechanics saw a deterioration of their personal and entrepreneurial economic status. 
Conversely, those who chose importation could face collective action via the mob. 
Results of the Stamp Act Congress were widespread. By November 1, 1765, every stamp 
agent in every colony resigned. This, coincidentally, was the date that the Stamp Act was 
to take effect. 
Additionally, perhaps the broadest and most rigid established popular 
organization of resistance in New England was the town meeting. These meetings 
adopted resolutions of boycotts and demanded the repeal of all "obnoxious" laws and 
emulated smaller schemes of much larger things to come. These resolutions generally 
contained governmental theories and political proposals that were further to the left than 
that of Congress and that, in many instances, were harbingers of the Declaration of 
Independence. 55 In sum, the Town Meetings were basically programs that guided actions 
of resistance. 
Colonists could draw on their experiences of collective action in opposition to the 
Stamp Act in order to battle Townshend taxes. Non-importation became more 
extensive as a result. Also, there was a revival of the Committees of Correspondence. 
The colonial political organization was carried out by Representatives of Massachusetts, 
which in February, 1768, sent a "circular letter," drawn up by Samuel Adams, to each of 
twelve colonies protesting the Townshend Acts, and other recent British acts 
limiting the power of the House, and reiterating sharp objection to taxation without 
representation. The letter and the tyrannical response that it brought from the British 
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resulted in more fully uniting the colonies and further estranging them from Great 
Britain. 56 
What resulted from this were new revolutionary instruments known as provincial 
conventions that advocated strong anti-Parliamentary resolves. The provincial 
conventions appeared throughout the colonies. It is noteworthy that even after the British 
repealed the Townshend Acts- with the forceful exception of the tea tax- the popular 
leaders and mass organizations and parties wanted to retain the boycott until all 
obnoxious legislation was repealed and the principle of no taxation without 
representation was conceded.57 
New England Town Meetings were set up like committees similar to those that 
were implemented by the Sons of Liberty. Thus, by 1774 all the communities in the 
colonies were knit together by one or another form of official and unofficial Committee 
of Correspondence. For the remainder of the Revolution, Americans relied on the 
instruments of resistance (Committees of Correspondence, Boycotts, provincial 
conventions) that they were already accustomed to. The culmination came in a revival of 
the Stamp Act Congress on a grander and more highly organized form, known to history 
as the First Continental Congress- a culmination forecast by Samuel Adams in 1 771 and 
by Benjamin Franklin in 1773.58 
Rural crowds also played a significant role in the coming of the Revolution. It 
may be argued that city crowds provided the "punch" for the movement against Great 
Britain, but rural movements allowed resistance to become fully revolutionary. The new 
world was intended to act as a refuge for people who wanted to escape the modernization 
of the old. New England lifestyles stressed consensus, harmony, integral agreement, and 
focus on whole on individual, and during the r.:>n·tpp·n1"h n.a..-.h,..... their 
static and non-commercial way of was more or less in harmony with values. 59 
By 1700, however, this experiment was beginning to fall apart as nonagricultural 
business began to replace farms. As a result, new forms of wealth and poverty began to 
take shape and the overall quality of life began to dissolve on the frontier. Also, the 
monopoly of the Congregational Church was threatened by the influx of Anglicans, 
Baptists, Quakers, and Presbyterians. 
Nucleated town centers, village greens, and town-meeting politics all signified 
that these people wanted to continue their old ways. Their greatest single fear continued 
to be that they would lose their farms and descend to the status of tenant under the 
dominion of a great landlord.60 Proprietors in early America were not only gaining 
wealth through someone else's labor, but also political power as well. Landlords also 
willingly used the power of provincial governments to acquire their needs. The 
landlord's dream was the New Englander's nightmare.61 Frontiersmen were clearly 
fearful of a revival of feudalism and were hardly willing to succumb to such practices of 
exploitation. 
It was only a matter of time until the "old-fashioned" communities exploded from 
within. These changes, and parallel ones in politics, meant the destruction of the 
communal way of life that had supported New England's early values of harmony and 
stability, but the old ways of thinking and feeling died hard.62 Well-settled communities 
faced the threat of being shattered by proprietor interests as many landlords saw their 
tenants much in the same light as that of serfdom. 
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'-1-IJ.LJ.J.LJ..J.F-,>J primarily riots over 
arose applied to ownership 
governments and proprietors. In most 
positions tended to with the upper 
among farmers and rural lower class settlers. It can be seen that the insurgents were not 
responding to sudden crisis or short-term institutions but rather to structural conditions 
basic to their existing societies and to major trends in their developments.63 
Thus, the movements applied counter-governments since the one in place was 
not compatible with a frontier way of life. In case one side was composed of 
wealthy, prominent, and powerful men, and since these men had the authority of 
government with them, the rioting took on profound political hnportance as well.64 
Indeed, it may be argued that rural uprisings reflected class warfare universally similar to 
those in colonial cities at that time. 
Rural crowd action often entailed Enlightenment ideals of human rights and was 
highly organized, sometimes lasting for years. Rural rioters generally targeted property 
rather than people. They acted to occupation of land by men who had leased it 
from the "great ones." Many occupants destroyed land that they had previously owned as 
revenge against new, wealthy proprietors. Sometimes this meant [total] destruction, 
sometimes it meant turning the occupants out and installing others in their places, and 
sometimes it meant harassing them by spoiling their crops and pulling down fences. 65 
Rural rioters also enforced their agenda by targeting jails where arrested rioters were 
held; settlers claiming the land under title granted by landlords; justices of the peace 
enforcing landlord law; and sometimes the landlords themselves. 66 • 
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It was 
of violence to ,..,.,....,..  .-. ... r • .-. rt"'IAr1•""C' of 
popular Such was the case with the South Carolina Regulator movement. 
The movement from 1767-1769 was a classic example of the vigilante mob tradition 
prior to the actual Revolution. 
During the eighteenth century, the term "Regulator" was synonymous with 
"vigilante." Charleston's settlers sought some form of government and petitioned for 
courts and sheriffs, but were constantly denied. Energized by an outbreak of frontier 
crime and violence that arose in the aftermath of an especially destructive Indian war and 
without county courts and sheriffs to combat the banditry, respectable settlers of affluent 
and average means formed as "Regulators" in late 1767 and began a two-year vigilante 
campaign. 67 These men attempted to restore order within the colony and broke up outlaw 
gangs and communities. The idle and immoral were locked up, given trials, flogged, and 
expelled or subjected to forced labor on Regulator plantations.68 legacy appears to 
have been contagious. The Regulators as vigilantes were an example of the popular 
sovereignty impulse of the era that flared up into anti-British rioting in cities and in 
the incidents of tarring and feathering. 69 Consequently, many of the South Carolina 
Regulators later became Whigs and fought on the American side during the Revolution. 
The North Carolina frontier did not suffer from an absence of government (unlike 
South Carolina), but rather from the type of government that was in place. In Regulators' 
eyes, it was foreign and corrupt. The colony contained two distinct societies: the east that 
was largely made up of the gentry class, and the west where subsistence farmers had 
settled years before. The movement lasted from 1766 to 1771 and ended with the eastern 
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... JI. ........ _.."'" ........ J........... At its height, 
seven ~.UU'~_,._._ .... ,'"" ....... u~ .......... .._.. -r<:>rsn'\.a, .. Ct who lived in the Piedmont 
counties Rowan, and Anson were involved.70 
By 1760s, economic depression and the of currency made it 
impractical for the western farmers to pay unfair taxes that were imposed upon them. 
Something had to give. Beset by economic stagnation, corrupt officials, oppressive taxes, 
and eastern domination; westerners took part in a "peasant's uprising" devoid of leaders 
and ideology and bent only on punishing the most obvious offenders: the "courthouse 
rings."71 A political struggle on a provincial level arose due to the under-representation 
of western counties (and eastern domination) inN orth Carolina's assembly that isolated 
the Regulator area both socially and economically. 
As more merchants and especially lawyers entered North Carolina, tensions grew. 
Regulators viewed with great alarm what seemed to them the demise of a simpler society 
which planters ruled unchallenged by men who did not work the soiL The Regulation 
was compounded of their resentment at this loss of dominance and their anxiety about the 
future. 72 
Since the most socially acceptable paths towards wealth and political 
advancement were planting and land speculation (not to mention landed wealth), lawyers 
and other highly educated men posed an obvious threat to this planter elite. Lawyers 
accumulated power and wealth in very little time, much to the chagrin of the Regulators. 
By the 1760s, Regulators viewed lawyers as "leeches" who enriched themselves at the 
expense of the community. In addition, these men saw North Carolina courts evolve 
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who looked upon public office as just one way to improve their fortunes. Among these 
men, embezzlement, bribe taking, and extortion were so rife that Regulators sang ballads 
making fun of their climb to wealth. 73 These types of people were aristocratic in nature 
and were unwilling to work with people of a "lesser" sort, namely the farmers. 
The breaking point occurred when the provincial assembly appropriated public 
funding to build a mansion for Governor William Tryon. Hence, "Tryon's Palace" 
became the contemptuous name for the project. The issues at hand as a result of the 
governor's project were both economic and symbolic. An economic controversy arose 
because statewide taxes paid for the "palace." The project itself was symbolic of the 
Revolutionary era the south as there became an increasing division between wealthy 
and poor, haves and have-nots. Imposing houses for planters and a palace for the 
governor were symbols of increasing wealth, but they were also among the means that 
the rulers of such a society could use to dominate others. 74 Regulators attempted to stunt 
this project by first pressuring officials to withdraw, and ultimately, with armed 
confrontation. 
However, the .Regulator movement was not sustained as the armed confrontation 
impression on issues of both social and economic justice in early America. The regulator 
insurrection seemed to occur as a cause of pure frustration. The planters simply could not 
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Thus, 
redefine the nature 
exploitative The uprising was the planter's response to social and economic 
change. In but a decade the planter's economic world had been greatly jumbled, and, 
worse, their political power had been challenged by a group that appeared at once alive 
and hostile. The Regulation was their response. 75 
In reality, the only truly successful rural insurrection movement was the Green 
Mountain uprising. Perhaps the rural uprising that exemplified the cause of collective 
action during the era of the American Revolution with such decisive execution occurred 
in the Green Mountains ofNew York under the leadership of Ethan Allen. The Green 
Mountain Boys viewed themselves as New Englanders and commonly saw New York 
settlers as "outsiders." For the Green Mountain rebels it meant a chance to identify their 
own cause with the larger one through Ethan Allen's dramatic capture of Fort 
Ticonderoga, and through repeated insistence that the Yorker officials whose lives they 
made miserable were tools of the British. 76 
Ethan Allen did not act in a jurisdictional vacuum; he and his Green Mountain 
Boys created the vacuum which they then moved to fill. Allen brought more than just 
organizational skill to these tasks, treating the northern frontier to one of the greatest 
demonstrations of political slight ofhand seen in the eighteenth century.77 Thus, these 
men created their own society and laws and lived in a manner that they saw fit. 
It began with forming an extralegal militia company against a new and forceful 
neighbor with Ethan Allen as "Colonel Commandant." Under Allen's guidance, the 
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settlers 
r>rt=>-::. T1 r1 o a .._ ............... ,. ... ...., 
Mountain 
option for these men to secure their land titles since 
the land in New York's Albany County. 
royal authority by 
companies of Green 
dispute centered on who owned 
New England political tradition allowed the people to employ collective action if 
the state violated the welfare or norms of the community. 78 Ethan Allen interpreted the 
laws ofNew York as a means to further enrich the wealthy. He appealed to notions of 
natural law, specifically "the law of self-preservation." For Allen, the preservation of the 
family formed a core justification of political resistance to superior authority. And, he of 
course included his own family in this equation, for between them they held title to 
thousands of acres in grants. 79 Allen was of the opinion that preservation of the family 
depended upon the security of the land. He insisted that settlers had a right to the Green 
Mountains because they worked on and preserved this land. If, only for a glimpse, 
Allen's philosophy could be seen in the same context as Thomas Paine's Common Sense. 
argued that only the people "could establish governments and borders." 
The Mountain settlers began as unwilling outlaws, but Ethan Allen- and the 
government ofNew York- transformed them into rebels against tyranny.80 Yet it is 
important to note that Allen and the Green Mountain Boys' dissent reflected "nonviolent 
communal action." In a sense, it was as if Allen played the part of a colonial Robin 
Hood. His techniques of threat, bluff, and outrageous self-exaggeration propelled him 
into the leadership of the Green Mountain rebellion and kept an essentially nonviolent 
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rrr."Trart>"''-rna-ni- nc>e"rc•rs 81 
pattern reflecting the logic 
those that were out in Boston and New First, they petitioned New 
and 
acknowledge the authority 
Council. When that did not work, refused to 
of the three mentioned. Finally, in to the 
continued effort by New York to their land, the Green Mountain Boys became 
........ '-4"'"""j • .., of the theater of humiliation." Ethan sudden accumulation of power 
persuaded mobilization and support among his neighbors. For Allen, techniques of terror 
drew ever more of the 
community into political action while reminding the hesitant which side held power. 
Allen aimed not just to scare off Yankees but to intimidate the undecided into joining the 
insurgents. 82 
Allen literally took law into his own hands began his own portable 
court in the woodlands ofNew Hampshire. He re-invented himself into a symbol of 
and "frontier lawlessness," all the while condemning New York's 
government as a "ruthless tyranny." was truly the master of symbolic propaganda. 
Allen played on popular images of wilderness disorder for all they were worth, 
encouraging the suspicion among his enemies that he was a border line savage, a known 
associate of Indians, and an infidel lacking Christian moral restraints. He terrorized New 
Yorkers with little more than words and the occasional fist, forestalling the 
direct action. 83 A classic example of this occurred when the "Colonial Commandant" 




fled to Albany, where they spread 
Green Mountains discovering the trick. 84 
had 
of barbarism in 
Perhaps Ethan greatest political accomplishment was the linkage of the 
American settler's claims to their own lands and 
institutions. Allen clothed the Grants' cause in a language of American resistance to 
Parliament and equating the struggle of the Sons of Liberty with that of the Green 
Mountain Boys. America battled for control of its property and future; so did the New 
Hampshire Grants. 85 In this sense, Allen was comparing the Grants to America and New 
York to Great Britain. If Parliament had no right to pass taxes or to regulate trade, 
neither did the General Assembly of New York. The admiralty courts violated the 
English Constitution and common law, and so did New York courts.86 Allen was 
paralleling the American patriot with the Green Mountain farmer and because of this, was 
able to mobilize further support. From 1772 on Allen declared it the same struggle: what 
New York's Whigs objected to Grants objected to in New York's rule. 
Equal partners in the struggle against Britain's "ministerial tyranny," the Grants settlers 
faced a second tyranny closer to home. 87 The reasoning was that the conspiracies were 
the same on both national and local levels. 
Despite these tales of so-called "lawlessness" by the Green Mountain Boys, it is 
evident that they desired to respect the rule of law. Their petitions to New York..,....," .......... '"" 
for the establishment of counties, as well as their willingness to go first to New York's 






their collective power to 
the people of the 
independence. 89 
It is fair to ....,...., ..... ...., .... ~ ..... ..., that the Mountain were pushed towards 
economic and political sovereignty by the ignorance of the Empire. As a result, 
they looked to themselves for political solutions and legal order. Ethan Allen made all of 
this possible through his logical methodologies of resistance. The Green Mountain Boys 
molded law in such a manner as they saw fit and used classic colonial collective action 
(both violent and non-violent) as a way to execute frontier justice. 
Overall, rural collective crowds served as important and necessary elements in 
terms of economic, social, and political justice within the American Revolutionary 
movement. They challenged and undermined the authority of provincial institutions 
while urban crowds challenged British government. Great Britain's Coercive Acts in 
1 77 4 and the resort to arms the following year served to bind the urban and rural 
movements one question and to mobilize country people who had hitherto 
..,_ ... _,,~ ...... L ........ quiet.90 The existence of rural rioters told the majority of the American 
population that something was terribly wrong with the standing order. Combined with 
urban crowds, collective action in rural America made the Revolution complete. These 
rural risings exposed the lines of stress that ran through late-colonial rural life as nineteen 
of twenty people lived the countryside in the 1770s. Their problems, like those of 
townsfolk, gave shape to their era and to the Revolution they helped to make.91 
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simply that 
seen as a battle of Whig and ideologies. 
can be 
saw f"np.·rnc<A"' 1,"1""Cl upholding 
constitutional liberties, protecting traditional legal rights and structures .... p;;., .................. perceived 
threats of British tyranny.92 With to this personal account action, 
there were obviously more Within 
the era of the Revolution itself, the Stamp Act riots were just the """"' ...... n·n1 -n.rr of using 
violence as an acceptable means of intimidation. Many historians have argued that 
revolutionary era colonists lived in a passionately brutal world and had little confidence 
in their ability to alter the violence within their society. They were accustomed to 
collective action and mobs because they lived in a world filled with vehemently ferocious 
acts. Indeed, mob violence led to social and ultimately, political reforms within the 
colonies. 
Eventually during post-revolutionary America, it became understood that liberty 
demanded the rule of law and anti-riot statutes were passed in order to temper the mob 
phenomenon. It was no coincidence, then, that attitudes were changing towards popular 
uprisings after American Although insurgencies were tolerated during 
governmental shortcomings pre-Revolutionary times, Americans became less ready to 
"endure domestic turbulence" or accept its disturbing implications during the advent of 
republicanism after 1776. Some colonials viewed the uprisings as an insult to the new 
government where grievances could be addressed through the courts or ballot box. 
In America, this stability demanded that operative sovereignty, ... .ll.n.~.~ ................. ,,~ right 
finally to decide what was and what was not in the community's interest, and which laws 
were and were not constitutional, be entrusted to established governmental institutions.93 
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Constitution carne to be seen as the "final product of 
experimentation." 
(or did it?) as the 
institutional 
that colonial collective 
action and the mob violence that it occasionally triggered had a large impact on defining 
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COLLECTIVE ACTION OF THE AMERICAN STATE, 
COLLECTIVE ACTION OF THE AMERICAN MASSES 
IN THE 2 1ST ENTURY 
II 
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"The central paradox of American history has been a belief in progress coupled with a dread of change, an 
urge towards the inevitable combined with the longing for the irretrievable past; a deeply ingrained belief 
in America's unfolding destiny and a haunting conviction that the nation was in a state of decline."1 
-Lawrence Levine 
"There is a rowdy strain in American life, living close to the surface but running very deep. Like an ape 
behind a mask, it can display itself suddenly with effect. It is slack-jawed, with leering eyes and 
loose wet lips, with heavy feet and ponderous cunning hands; now and then, when something tickles it, it 
guffaws, and when it is made angry it snarls; and it can be aroused much more easily than it can be 
quieted."2 
-Bruce Catton 
Contemporarily and historically, 
individual and collective freedom. Indeed, Americans have made tremendous strides and 
.................................. ~to achieve social equality, but the United States has not always lived up to its 
has boldly repressed individual and 
collective freedom while, in the same breath, presenting itself as a land of opportunity 
and equality on a global scale. During World War I for instance, individual freedoms did 
not necessarily correlate with America's global ventures in terms of freedom, democracy, 
and particularly economics. the time, America had increasingly evolved itself into a 
Anglo-Saxon J,JI.,.,...,,T.,.c<Tan'tco 
landscape and deemed other to 
due to a of social change that ~""+la.r>i-n.rl what Lawrence 




., ,T1 ... , .......... "Old Stock" 
social "Golden 
rooted in the sentiments personified by former president Theodore Roosevelt. 
repression throughout contemporary 
1-v\a·.-.,-..-:: • ..-. history, many people were able to enjoy new types of freedoms. In numerous 
cases, ethnic minorities preserved their heritage and strengthened their communities 
economically in an attempt to survive within an increasingly diverse nation. As our 
twentieth century dramatically unfolded, President Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal 
addressed many issues of social and especially economic inequalities in the wake of the 
Great Depression even if it evolved more as a blanket of security rather than a 
heightening of social liberties. Each these examples reflects the paradoxical nature of 
collective action between the individual and the state. 
throughout the world terms of freedom, it did not always in the domestic 
realm and democracy held different meanings for different people depending often on 
one's wealth, sex, social status, or race. 
Thus, there has been a tradition of collective action that has permeated the fabric 
of the American culture. Our nation has been in a state of flux since literally decades 
prior to its War of Revolution for Independence. As centuries have passed and more of 
our citizens have become involved, collective action and the struggle for change- for the 
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or bad hindsight 20/20) 
era of the Cold 
World War I Vietnam War), collective action and ..., .............. ,.., .... 1"\'"''"'' ........ 0 a vital and 
ne,c::essarv instrument of the 
of grass-roots democracy among masses. Democracy, in its purest 
sense, is an experiment of evolving ideas. Twentieth century America exemplified this 
through a continuous thread of sociological, economic, and political evolution and 
collective reinvention. 
Going Green in the 20th Century 
Hindsight suggests that it was only a matter of time before Americans necessarily 
became concerned with environmental conservation. After over two centuries of 
unrestrained resource exploitation by "unbridled capitalism," many Americans finally 
addressed their unsustainable association 
necessity perhaps, public policy ............ , .......... ,..., 
environment Out of 
adapted more sensible environmental 
approaches that considered the resource needs of future generations. 
According to Clayton Koppes, the conservation movement helped preserve the 
"American Dream" by restoring "grass-roots democracy" within a capitalist society. 
Thus environmental policies, like other government regulations, might intrude on the 
market with the idea of making capitalism better in the long run. 3 Koppes suggests that 
the Progressive-era conservation movement included three schools of thought, efficiency, 
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to nature. targeted resources, they were 
fundamentally ++i=>""·""-n+ and often incompatible. 
came to 
and 
national forefront for reasons primarily based around the dictates of context 
was probably most with capitalism. The 
efficiency wanted to manage natural resources by applying modem engineering 
and managerial techniques, in contrast to the haphazard, short-run practices of the past.4 
Notions efficiency continued to use the environment in a manner towards productivity 
and proclaimed to uphold long-term goals that were vested within the American public. 
Perhaps the best of this could be seen through the construction of dams in order 
to create nuclear power in the interest of national security during World War II and 
throughout Cold War that followed. 
the concepts of 
light of what was nalJPe:nmtg ................. ,.,.....that 
course, with 
in our nation's 
an emphasis on efficiency, 
federal government in 
The equity advocates stressed that natural resources, which belonged to all of the 
[citizens], should be retained in public control in order to insure that the benefits of 
resource development were distributed fairly. 5 Indeed, this ideology promoted good old-
fashioned "grass-roots" democracy, but consistently faced political opposition, 
particularly by the more powerful efficiency school of thought. As Koppes has 
suggested, the equity portion of the movement proved to be the "least successful," 
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1 the 
movement tenns resources as 
an 
of both schools r>r..cnr~ "'f'<::l"''f 
conservation -n~nr-1 -n to nr.c•C't=~~1r'"'<TP areas of 
natural beauty or scientific importance. 6 The ~~'!'!·~::~---,..., science of ecology helped to 
bolster this school of thought as increasing numbers of Americans sought to preserve a 
relationship with nature within Communities." 
esthetic branch, with its tangible legacies of national parks and monuments, is the best 
reminder that there was indeed a conservation movement that has affected the 
environmental overtones of American society to this day. Arguably, preservation in 
tenns of esthetics was also a product of its time considering that it occurred primarily 
during the Great Depression and the era of the New Deal "when pressure to use resources 
was minimal." 
Thus, it appears as though conservation movement, however wrought with 
.u ... ~ ............ ,.,'" contradictions, was heavily by particular moments that called for action 
collectively within American history. Yet among these groups were competition that 
often reflected a conflict of interest. For example, Secretary of The Interior (under 
Franklin Roosevelt) Harold Ickes' agendas of equitable and esthetic philosophies 
towards conservation stood stark contrast to such policy makers as Reclamation 
Bureau Commissioner Michael Strauss who shamelessly leaned towards expansion and 
efficiency in the interest of the American government and economy. 
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West is 
an advocate of historical anthropology. According to Sahlins, 
there seems to be an anthropological paradox concerning Western and non-Western 
cultural change. that "When we [the West] change, it is called 'progress,' 
but when they [non-Western culture] do- notably when they adopt some of our 
progressive things- a kind of adulteration, a loss of culture."7 Thus, it is as if the 
history of non-Western societies only began when Western culture made their presence 
felt at a particular location. According to this school of thought, "Despondency theories" 
came to fruition as a result of Western imperialism. With the backdrop of Enlightenment 
ideals, "Despondency theory" reflected notions that non-Westerners would assimilate 
(pending survival, of course) to the Western culture for the good of mankind. At the tum 
of the 20th century, it was clear that the American state appeared to emulate this 
anthropological philosophy. 
As the nineteenth century came to a close, so too did the American frontier 
according to famed Progressive-era historian Frederick Jackson Turner. Living in an 
increasingly industrialized country, many Americans believed that they needed to 
"Americanize" an increasingly diverse population through assimilation and/or coercion. 
Their Americanization efforts targeted immigrants and Native Americans who they tried 
to "civilize" by changing their religion, economics, and culture, or by outright 




who were in positions 




to public servants 
resulted in collective 
government towards 
Native Americans have been paternalistic, albeit in a variety of ways that were 
generally coercive in nature. Each of their r.::>c'"''=''~"h provides examples of paternalistic, 
yet diverse and pluralistic policies. 
It can be argued that Theodore Roosevelt had a mission when considering Native 
Americans. He depicted ranchers like himself as pivotal characters in the evolutionary 
struggle between civilization and savagery- the struggle to establish the American 
nation.8 According to Gail Bederman, Roosevelt's ultimate goal was to establish a 
purified America where there were boundaries in terms of race, sex, and class. This 
was especially within the divisions of gender and race. For Roosevelt, "heroic racial 
formation" had everything to do with superior masculine control naturally allowed a 
dominant and advanced people to control a particular land and its resources over those 
who were considered "savage" or "primitive." Such an ideology provided America's 
underlying sentiment towards Native Americans and European immigrants for 
generations to come. Thus, Anglo-Saxons had a "sacred duty" of implementing a higher 
civilization at every tum in order to advance the [collective] evolution of a nation. 
Therefore, America's nationhood itself was the product ofboth racial superiority and 
virile manhood.9 
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__,..-.,na-.:ralt- race and rra.•"'ru-.,... were 1-r\.P,Vf"1'"1£"'<:ihhT ~-nt,prf1:"XT11"\<=lo£i with each 
10 
opinion of them as being both primitive, and at same time, 
sightedness former coincided with his 
pursuit of a masculine identity on the heavily populated 
" Such short-
personal 
Thus, if America 
had a...,._" ..... ,...,, duty to strive to develop the so-called "highest possible civilization," than 
Roosevelt had no problem carrying out such an .... A .. , ............... . Social Darwinist theories on 
race and masculinity were popular ideologies era and allowed Roosevelt a platform 
for carrying out policies towards Native Americans in the manner which he chose. This 
ethnocentric school of thought portrayed Natives as innately inferior and unable to 
acquire American virtues of democracy and prosperity. Hence, racism and racial 
profiling came to be a deep-rooted aspect of the social fabric of American culture. The 
advent of nationalism allowed social Darwinism to perpetuate in America and, in tum, to 
thwart racial tolerance and boost imperialist ....... v ..... ,o;;..a.,~.~ •• 
Roosevelt's ideologies were carried out by his destructive agenda towards those 
inhabiting this nation well before the Anglo-Saxon race had arrived. In short, racial 
health and civilized advancement were both of manhood and imperialism. This 
legacy of national virility and masculinity would carry on for generations to come. Thus, 
an effeminate race was a decadent race; and a decadent race was too weak to advance 
civilization. Only by embracing virile racial expansionism could a civilization achieve its 
true manhood. This, as Theodore Roosevelt saw it, was the ultimate meaning of 
imperialism. 11 
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...,...,"" ........... ,~ to 
bold extent as 
terms 
--n,-,n..,.,PC'C'' that was by 
..., ............ .Foi'"""' ultimately brought an end 
and stripped ..., ........ , ..... ...,,, .......... culture. 
Walker, the ..,'U' ............... _ .. ..,....,j.'"' .... ""' ... of Indian during the 1870s, 
as but wanted to .-.rr•r--=-•~o a bit more 
Plains .... u-.. ........ U_IJ. Walker was of the 
oversee the welfare 
industrial had cut them off from their traditional means livelihood, 
Indians should be given temporary support to help them make the necessary adjustment 
for 12 Walker viewed implementation of reservations as a way 
to an 1n..-.-..-aa,Ct1ft Much like 
.......... ..., ..... ,~ .......... '"', Walker's policies were convictions towards 
of the so-called " although a manner that was far less 
severe. a 
rebelled in event that the American government attempted to regulate their lives. In 
Walker's paternalistic view, was no longer a West, no longer the boundlessness of 
frontier. Indians everywhere would eventually "vacant on other 
have to settle down to farming and urban labor. 13 
The policies of the American government reinforced by the ideology of Manifest 
Destiny guided much of America's thought on the justification for expansion while either 
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or literally J.AY.U-.u.•·F-, race of the It 
seems as though 
I.:'TT<~IH'T'I by A.I.L>J\.,LL.L.U.L,.., 
majority of White 
By implying an .......... - .... ,., ...... 
In such 
out their 
the mindset of the 
Protestants, particularly towards European immigrants. 
complex to Native Americans, science and nature was able to 
collectively trump earlier thoughts of democracy towards them. Naturally, personal 
agendas and objectives took the place of universal ones that may have previously been 
present throughout the United States, including the Western frontier. 
"100°/o Americanization" 
Lawrence Levine's "Progress and Nostalgia: The Self Itnage of the Nineteen 
Twenties" provides a broad, sociological look into our nation as it faced dramatic social 
change a reaction by "Old Stock" economic, 
political, and cultural growth of European immigrants and return their country to a more 
purified "golden past." Dawley's "Restoration by Suppression," reiterates what 
increasingly diverse nation by drawing on the premises of the past while incorporating 
new ideologies of subversion including race, biology, and fundamentalism. Lizabeth 






culture and race during this era, sheds a different 
>"'MC'I1".h>1"1 1" ... Y>O that were to ""'"-''-''L>-LJ.L,O,....,O'""' 
intensified community life among them. 
forces 
" ... ,..,.....,..., ........... that an example of this occurred when the United States 
wanted to restore (particularly on a global scale) national purity and purpose as it related 
to their reaction to the Russian Revolution of 1917. Thus, the full significance of the Red 
Scare 1919 cannot be grasped unless it is perceived as an attempt to restate traditional 
American values, to reconfirm long-standing American to purify the nation and 
call it back to its historic mission by ridding it of intruding ideologies and groups. 14 
the method that America chose in coping with its rapidly changing society was 
"revivification" that called upon its core "values" an effort to rid it of "alien 
influences." In essence, this was a collective reactionary cause to the ever-increasing 
rates immigration by various ethnic groups that threatened to diminish those values. 
Following World War I, this could be seen throughout America in terms of race, class, 
labor, and economics. 
Such sentiments were predicated on a conscientious strive to return the country to 
an era that was dominated and dictated by white Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP) 
thought. Indeed, many Yankee Protestants looked to reestablish the "old ways" of the 





of the so-called 
held true in terms immigration 
was firmly placed on 
A substantial portion of the nation faced the new decade not in excited 
anticipation of what might be or in stubborn satisfaction of what was, but with a nostalgic 
yearning for what Americans continued to have grandiose hopes for the future, 
but increasingly their dreams were molded upon patterns of the past. 16 Alan Dawley 
suggests that nativist reaction to new threats of diversity resulted in "One Hundred 
Percent Americanism," a coercive method of restoring WASP prominence in an 
increasingly diverse America. 
The fear of a pluralistic democracy perpetuated a "status panic" by the old 
American stock who as the class capable of leading 
the nation. As it were, because ethnic groups occupied different niches in a hierarchal 
social order, cultural differences were magnified by class antagonisms. 17 
The controlled selective human breeding movement as eugenics further 
led the self-determination of the white Anglo-Saxon Protestant movement towards 
regulations and restrictions of minority cultures. According to Dawley, whereas 
progressive reformers had once emphasized the environmental causes of social evils, 
anti-reformers now trotted out biology to explain crime, poverty, urban squalor, disease, 
and sexual transgression. 18 Social reformers could now rely on so-called "empirical 




as Just as 
races 
nation. Thus, there was a policy of racial homogeneity among WASPs to 
restriction elevated the invidious assumptions of the biological republic to the level of 
. 1 1' 19 natlona po tcy. 
Land of the "Free'' 
During the First government undermined civil liberties 
patriotic movement and in promoting a particularly intolerant and authoritarian brand of 
ideological basis for what 
became 
Prior to the Great War, there was some degree of openness about whom and what 
should represent the nation. Political, economical, and cultural pluralism narrowed 
during the war in unprecedented fashion as the state actively mobilized patriotic support 
for the war and promoted intolerant, nativist, militaristic, and authoritarian agendas. 
Such agendas reinforced what Cecelia Elizabeth O'Leary sees as a restrictive 
definition of"Americanism." For example, in terms of American legislation, there were 
1 7 of1918 
""£"1r"''" opposition to World War I and further demonstrated 
on the same level as 1 Salem Witch Trials. 
war effort to promote global democracy and seemed to 
seen on the ....,V ... L.._....,., .... ..., 
v 1 .. ,....,;::;, .... ~-.~. ............. and coercion could be '('(f1j~~"""""''rl through the lens of popular 
culture also. M. Cohan's and films such as The Boy 
Who Cried Wo(fboth the increasingly militaristic society that 
resonated with the American public during the era. 
Gradually, distinctions """" ... " ... '"'""" patriotism and Anglo-conformity became 
increasingly blurred. Well World War I, white Anglo-Saxon Protestants 
proclaimed themselves as the only group capable of self-government. An official 
patriotic defined superiority intolerance- eclipsed 
competing interpretations. Lawrence 
nationalism developed in 
......... fo .. !"."""·"'" that much like Europe, "American 
was ""'~"'""""' ... ·'""""' not just to a particular country but 
to an ideologically constructed politically exclusive version of what that country 
should represent."21 In the climate of World War I, "Americanism" trumped the true 
nature of democracy the sense that it stripped Americans of the ideals that America 
was supposed to represent including individual and collective freedom. The fayade of 
nationalism and government pronouncements of pro-war inadvertently helped 
homogenize many social groups in an effort to gain further rights. For instance, O'Leary 
suggests that "moral themes in government pronouncements resonated with progressive 
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contract war, 
VJ.J.<.4"-J.F'""' was met with public r~C' 1 C't"•::lnr·~ as Martin ................... ...,.~~. nearly two 
as 
v .... ," .... '"'"""''"' corporations, patriotic marginalized the left 
World War I, the forced ideologies and homogeneity 
.... _.,.,LLA..<''-"VVL.) h.nnl.rh••Ari and across 
race, and In general, embodied 
by nationalism during World War I did not resonate with a on 
nn•...-.~·~,.1 "" front. Indeed, liberty and equality abroad did not J.J.'-'""''"'""u.~. correlate with 
liberty and equality at home. This truly revealed the paradoxes of American nationalism 
and ultimately revitalized the long tradition of political debate and resistance especially 
" 
In comparison to contemporary 
War I 
towards equality 
seen as an era of 
decades 
than .. '" .. "''"'F.J."" ... ·v.u.~ collective n-n,:rt·~ ... njJ."':l.,., ...... .., ........ policies in many 1 ""·r<::~n.,.,.""'" ... """·,...,.r'r""'r1 to 
repression, subversion, or assimilation of the mass-wave of immigration, particularly 
within urban settings. According to Levine, the social strife had occurred of the 
fear of social change that had perpetually been gaining momentum since the beginning of 
the republic. 
Lawrence Levine proposes that "the central paradox of American history has been 
a belief in progress coupled with a dread of change, an urge towards the inevitable 
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consistently 
was a nation 
a 
...... """._ .. ....,._ ... was a state 
of America and the 
I 
Americans 
developments of ethnic ........... nl'J~J.:.u~~ in an effort to 
return "their" country to a more purified "Golden Age." 
antagonisms from the "Old Stock" 
economic society. 
"Ethnicity in the New Era" has allowed for a more intimate account of how various 
ethnic,.,....." . ,~., including Jews, Italians, Irish, and poles dealt with America's "Progress," 
"Nostalgia, and "Repression" in the urban setting of Chicago. Although limited in 
geographical scope, Cohen's study of Chicago minorities contrasts Levine's assessment 
by suggesting American institutions that were intended to assimilate those "ethnics" 
actually backfired and collectively created and intensified community life among each 
group. 
Cohen contrasts 
that the smaller ethnic groups actually competed against the larger economic society. 
Cohen suggests Europeans who predominated in mass production work remained 
invested in the institutions of their ethnic communities as leaders hoped or began to look 
to alternatives provided by the larger society is a measure of workers' cultural loyalties 
during the 1920s. 24 Her argument was that those very influences that were trying to 
assimilate such ethnic groups triggered the efforts of them to, in fact, intensify their 
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.LJL>c< .. U>. .. q.J.<'-'<J in the '-../L~,.<V'-'•1"'-;V V'V..lJ.J.A.LL ... UJLL«L•,,U such as 
'VLJL ...... .<YLH..IUo .... 0.11"\Cl>"nT ..:JV .... 1J.V«,lV0o burial C'n.r>>,C>T' ,....,,.,.,¥-<:>·n,.c:a ..,.._,._._.._....,~ .... u ... , .. v ..-.c•'l"lal"t-art that 
transformation culture could rrra, 1 r.t:•n within the American institutions. Indeed, 
national ones for Jews, Italians, Irish, and Poles throughout the 
Land of 
Robert McEl vaine focuses his research on values and how a society's values tend 
to conform to historical circumstance. He suggests although most economic systems 
should be based on morality, the unrestricted marketplace created for an amoral society 
(among the masses). marketplace came to be seen by most classical economists as a 
realm in which morality had no 
-,...,..n.r-A-rn 111' (Y this economic system, Social Darwinism widened the gap between 
and morality. This resulted in quest for "Independence" based 
and acquisition). McElvaine argues that the two camps of individualism were based 
generally on historical circumstance. The majority of the American wealthy did not have 
any problem with the economic system, deeming the capitalist machine as "acquisitive" 
and "competitive," whereas the collective masses were seen as "cooperative." For 
example, the significance of these general tendencies for the Depression decade is, of 
course, that it was a time of both liberalism and of economic collapse.26 
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accn11s1t1tve by nature were JYl.IU.I.~'-'u. 
by A.LV'""-'-~AA.U.L.U. n<--.~.->•~•rt•l~.rT with intellectual 
of the 
Great 
embraced Marxist "''""""'""""'·..-..T"' that ..., ...... fJ ..... ..,'"' .. L~.,.,~ conflict, and 
individualism that dominated the 
had -" ...... A ....... ._~, ..... what many intellectuals had been 
consequently, condemned the nature of 
"Roaring Twenties. The 
arguing for years: an economy built on acquisitiveness and competition was destructive 
economically, socially, and psychologically. 27 according to McElvaine, 
"Americanizing Marxism" appealed to masses because it allowed the economic 
Overall, it seems apparent that our history generally tends to dictate what values 
Americans will cling to. According to McElvaine, it seemed inevitable that the 
mood of the masses changed with the dramatic 
reason, the lower to middle classes favored ""'"' ......... ..., ..... 
the era of the Depression. Americans 1 
in the economic system. For good 
individualism and cooperation in 
may not have known about 
ideology, but they knew what they liked- and what they did not like. Their rejection of 
greed, egoism, and the unfettered marketplace led them toward values through which 
they "remoralize" the American economy and society. 28 
Alan Dawley suggests that the United States itself was likely the source of the 
Great Depression. Indeed, that the crash was more of a "symptom" than the "cause." An 
insatiable appetite by consumers for goods and services could reflect the acquisitive 
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nature 
of pure capitalism not last to 
industrial production and popular consumption. 
corporations and big were benefiting from this "utopian" system, 
but the individual the fruits security and/or higher within 
eight percent and weekly by even workers were constrained in what they 
could buy back from what they had produced. 29 concentration of wealth in the hands 
of a few proved to be disastrous and resulted in perhaps the darkest hour of American 
capitalism. 
...,...._<JJ..U.'"" number of Americans became poverty-stricken and likely 
disillusioned by the laissez faire economic system under President Hoover. 
Overproduction, maldistribution, speculation, and inadequate welfare were a crisis 
waiting to na .. "-n."'" crux of problem was that the laboring masses had too little 
income to the fruits of their rising productivity, while the corporate rich had too 
much capital to invest profitably. 30 
Although acquisition of property through liberty had been at the heart of the 
American capitalist dream, the Great Depression shed new light on the disparity of 
wealth accumulation, the downfall American consumer family ideal, and Laissez 
Faire in general. The worse the Depression became, the more Americans began to 
wonder whether unbridled liberty for private enterprise had not resulted in a denial of 
liberty for the majority. To a small but growing band of social critics, the time had come 





with a took so many landmark 
.... ...,,_~v.~. ..... in so short a time- the Bank Holiday, National Recovery Administration, the 
Agricultural the Federal Emergency 
to name only the ...... l:~ .... -.. ~··M_.. 32 
Ifnot the 
""''"'"'""-'-""~"~""' that ..-~ 1 ""''"'n+l'" related to the rnPnr>~ln masses. For instance, the national Recovery 
Administration was implemented in an effort to maintain wage and production rates, not 
to mention having capacity to chart consumption capacities. Perhaps more 
importantly, Roosevelt's New a more optimistic sense among 
this was created a 
""'""·u._. ... ~l~t·-n~:lr-IE-prt mortgage system. credited backings for these loans were based 
on sound fiscal principles. Consequently, the HOLC's long-term rates allowed the mass 
media to propagandize the emerging nuclear family norm. 
Indeed, Roosevelt's managerial programs rejuvenated developments among 
materials and the labor masses as well as increased production and consumption. 
However, the programs did not necessarily resolve vast inequalities. Instead [New 
Dealers] tried to find ways of providing economic security in an unequal environment-
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not 
War was a 
through 
as a pivotal ...,..,.L_ • ...,...,If-1'~ of the 
Not 
Deal.33 
and communism and 
the Soviet Union and the United States. It is convenient to study Cold 
some eighteen years after it officially ended (or did it?) The Cold War cannot only 
uv~.n'"''""-'U as an arms race or a subject involving the foreign policies of competing 
nations, but also as a struggle of what happened on core, periphery, and the domestic 
fronts. Indeed, collective containment at broad affected collective containment at home. 
Women, gay men, lesbian's 
influenced policies domesticity. Many of this "minority" were shaped by these new 
state-imposed guidelines, while others those very policies to shape the world around 
The Cold War dragged on for four and a half decades. The Cold War went on for 
so long that end of its experts any other international 
system: 'V'VJl~.~.~-~- ............. '"'_. .. .., across faded as a result. 34 Author John Gaddis 
argues that "new" Cold War historians have an advantage over those that were 
interpreting during the struggle between the superpowers. Marxist-Leninists states kept 
their archives hidden until the latter 1980s. It has only been a fairly recent phenomenon 
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us to see not 
eastern as an 
are aware of the events 
do not to see Cold a 
....,...., ..... ,._ .................. ,...,permanent condition. This 
broader 
other 
are now able to f"'n"tnn·:::arp 
to see a conflict within a 
contrast the Cold War with 
events. capacity to 
sources from a number new to be "multi-archival." 
drawing participants of the Cold portrays the struggle as 
were the root causes and more of an international personal 
of Cold that...,..., .... "'_...., .. ..., will continue (and probably until the 
end of time for that matter) to learn more the Cold War. 
Consequently, "-..J .... U. ..... L ..... argues that most ~.u.u, .. v.._ ........... b_, ..-. .............. , •• ideology as a serious 
It can 
overlook ideas. suggests Marxism-Leninism ""r.."'-'""" ... '"rt "authoritarian romanticis1n" 
which .... "" ... '"'"'.,.,.. the.,...,..,..,..,""..,.. that Soviet IP<::irlPrc-
Gaddis' and Stalin terms governing 
in particular led to Cold War. In this sense, Stalin can portrayed as a leader who 
lost touch with reality and believed in a 
trump America's. Gaddis proposes that 
(and "'"""'•-' ...... '-',...., ... '"' ...... of it) that could not 
nrn..,,a.. ... of American ideals were 
superior to those of the Soviet's. We were good, while they were eviL Democracy 
worked, whereas autocracy did not. He supports his presumptions by pointing out the 
effects that each of the superpowers had on their satellite states, noting that the United 
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had of contrast to the 
...,._,,,~..., ... ~~u .• ,"~""' the rampant cases 
tn A...I\.4JL'-'IIJ""• which ultimately .......... u • .-......... western success global 
success, 
to be a ..., ......... LJ ....... .~....,.A ... on the front. World War II up through the early 
1990s, ~--'"" ""',_, ... ._. ... , ...... .., and administrations had to with the Cold War on two fronts: 
globally According to same spirit of endeavor that 
must motivate Americans domestically would ""rll'"'""rr·•,.,a r:>rt'Crrt.f'H'l1"C>C of freedom 
overseas. most critical to parallel 
democracy and human at home and within their fight against communism. For 
instance, "like Eisenhower, Kennedy perceived an intimate connection between what 
Americans did abroad and what they did at home. "36 Placed social context 
domestically, there was an ...., ..... ..,'" .... ""' debate over the importance of masculine identity 
and the of the Civil Rights movement. Thus, the macro (global) Cold War ultimately 
affected the micro realm of it. 
overall ""'"r•lrrl, .. ....,....,. ofhistorian 
of the European empires in Africa and Asia following World War II. Thus by the 1960s, 
colonized people everywhere could envision themselves as not only being free of their 
"Western masters," but also on the same level socially as "minorities." Perhaps Gerstle' s 
most general proposal in "Civil Rights, White Resistance, Black Nationalism, 1960-
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1 was that movement was 
Western rir. ................. i". 37 
Martin Luther for his time. 
World War II 
consciousness 
democracy. 38 was 
intensified popular devotion to principles of and 
to parallel the use of Cold War rhetoric which stressed that 
American ideology was critical in the worldwide struggle for freedom against tyranny 
with social issues concerning civil rights and race. 
JFK: Personification of the State 
At the of the 19th century, there became a growing concern over white 
masculinity. era of Theodore Roosevelt had witnessed the end of the frontier and the 
of factory production. As a result, an increasing number of white males were leading 
sedentary as their bodies collectively grew softer and physically less fit. At the 
same time, birthrates of "elite" white males were steadily declining. Although 
unforeseen within the majority of contemporary society, the crisis of masculinity was 
occurring everywhere during the latter part 20th century while being "soft" was 
considered a sign of weakness as well as reflecting an overall social climate of 
homophobia that permeated throughout America. It was not until John F. Kennedy took 





an independent cause of policy ~...,,..,_ .. JJlV-'-~0, but as part of the fabric 
employed 39 
an "ideology to justify his 
Kennedy constructed an aristocratic persona embodying the 
stoic warrior ........................ ,.., ..... ,........... this time during the War, came to perceived 
"crisis of American ................ ::.',-:;' .. ~ .. ·j--:.:.."" •.~+ .... with decline of American"""" .. '""'~ abroad." 
presumes that Kennedy both shared and exploited fear throughout his short 
.o-n..-.e>ro-.r lnSlSH~a that States had become 
physically, ......... ..., ................. ... a the former president "n"I'"P,C1t:l>1'1i1"t:>r1 himself 
with a ··..-v.nnr•" an image of toughness. 
and administration as 
McNamara were shaped by a tradition of 
which they imposed upon the American public during a period of the Cold War when 
.......... L'.._ ... ..,, ........ OJ about decline of American manhood" manifested. The administration 
............ , ... '"',L""' ..... men had established brilliant careers in "government, academia, law, and 
banking." They were taught that the United States had an imperial destiny; that the 
United States faced danger and the possibility of decline; and that it was the 
responsibility of men with a legitimate claim to social power to harden their bodies and 
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During the 1960s, there also became a collective fear of "feminized" men who 
were thought of as unwilling to resist communist encroachment. This notion was 
Women 
were seen as threats in the form of "momism" which surfaced during the Second World 
War. In this view, mothers destroyed soldiers' masculinity during the war and were seen 
as "agents effeminized weakness and decline. Represented as powerful figures 
controlling a "matriarchy, women, in the ..., ........ ..., ... ,._, of "moms," were held responsible for a 
variety of evils besetting American men and society, including (but not limited to) 
immaturity, ... U.J.IJ'-''"""'· ..... ....,..,. homosexuality, ....................... ....,"'"' draft, isolationism, 
materialism, and susceptibility to forms oftotalitarianism.41 This 
phenomenon with "debilitating ""' ...... """...,'"'-' were seen as 
detrimental forces to American the War. 
combat these "ominous" trends towards regression throughout his administration. 
Mothers may have been seen as negative influences on their sons during this era, 
but the irony lies in the fact that these women were supposed to stay within their 
domestic sphere at home (as will be discussed at further length below). According to 
Dean, women were also viewed as a possible collective threat to America's imperial 
interests during Kennedy's years in office. Ideally, "tough-minded" men were supposed 
70 
as ~-----'""'·----
...,....,.~ ..... '"" .. +n...-.,., .... +..-c.nne>C'l 42 This was '-'lHlri .... .,>Jrt•-1 
co"'""'"""'' the man. It seems as though 







"''""'•ruvr ofhis late 
""-ta++a-.. " that "I was 3 7 I wasn't 





"'""'"' .. ""'rt"'' found the 
i--rr...-.'1-r•i-• ro • ..-. towards 
view that 
towards 
there were also 
interests. Overall, helped shape Kennedy's campaign rhetoric, and 
its themes were reflected the foreign policy of his administration with programs like 
the U.S. Army's Special Forces, "counterinsurgency" doctrine, covert warfare against 
71 
it <f"11C1nr<I',C>>'{T who 
enjoyed the rare v..., • ...,...,...,, .. v .... ~ blunt, earthy terms. 
~~~'~NT wasnot~mnr~•QC1"'n45 orPnPrQI linked the H1oP.nt"'lr.'{'"""'r 
administration to an u-.r-rP'-lC'i ?T'IP.·rtro~u-. power within 
in tJV.L.Lv ... ,.,.J Kennedy 
famOUS debate as ••,..-,,on·nrr•nr-1!.-:>Tt::." it combined public power with the 
private sphere of women. rips Nixon by him as an advocate of feminine 
While Nixon "'t-+.,. ............. +"',rl to represent 
and 
prosperity, ........ VJL ............ , ..... more 
vulnerable to the ...... .~A.!J,1t? .... rr:r""'rl r"'rn-n-IA1'\Tt:l1"1A" 
domestic tastes were 






personification of the state. held the 
collective democratic ideals of America as youthful and strong compared to a communist 
Russia that was old and tired. In this sense, he paralleled his own body with the state 
(although paradoxically, this was a difficult feat considering his deteriorating health 
72 
..... ,.,. ...... T"" ... of the state with 
and 
VU.0J.J..LE.1J.j ~''-'".LJLAJ..L,,.;-l.LLI"'-.L to the CH'Ar>n"f"11i"'I:T nation . 
It is as 
.,..., .. , ........ "··- ..., .. U.LI'L.IU.J.\,.;U. by Kennedy v"""''""u-=,..., was born 
such an elite status. Whereas a n"t"P•c<1 rtt:><r!T as Dwight .L./ 1~..,"'""'v'f'~'~.r,y"·""""" was already 
upon as "the ambitions as a nPn;Pr~ a time of 
war, to that spent 
an effort to rebound successfully from the failure of the 
event took personal). 
Accordingly, the former backed up words by new policies 
measures . 
.1.'-""''.LI.U.LJ.V'Y- with the 
oo:ssesse:a of hard bodies 
were IJY.l.I.U .... ,J.£. ... ,..,. as an elite 
only ten...,.., ... ..,..., ......... 
educated and 
also initiated Corps who 
so 
course, were 
_AAA.~AA,..., in the languages and customs of their 
... '""U' ... ML""" ...... destinations. also had to through a ritual boot camp in Puerto Rico, 
importance attaining hard bodies. Altogether, the Peace Corps 
provided another opportunity to toughen the youth of the nation, to strengthen the body 
politic, by sacrificing the effeminate luxury of American material consumption in a 





provided further outlets to implore 
Containment Abroad and Containment at Home 
It has noted that the nuclear family a collective social crusade by the 
early 1950s throughout Jane Sharon DeHart discusses how the Cold War 
affected the thinking towards n-t:n'"'ll£110> .... and sexuality in the United States. She discusses 
the roles of men and women during the period known as the "long fifties" (1945-1965) 
and proposes that America had a willingness to incorporate the foreign policies of 
roles of women in 
general. She alludes that American men were pressured to succeed in order to provide 
the comforts necessary to attain the dream" of the suburbanized lifestyle 
portrayed the ......................... and women were expected to look no further than the boundaries 
of their white picket fences for fulfillment. 
suggests that this phenomenon constituted a domestic version of 
containment. Just as anti-communism required the containment of Sino-Soviet expansion 
abroad, gender revolution and deviant expression of sexual desire had to be effectively 
contained at home. 51 As a result, the promotion of family values was seen as necessary 
for personal and national security in terms of the struggle against communism. Domestic 
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true 
were "rl'r1 "D•r1 that they should 
and country. Many 
would to 
consensus 
at home the good husbands, 
of the day advised that female 
children, 
form of 
.....,,'L,.., .. v.., .... _; ...... of venereal 
a1sease, and the devastation of American youth. 52 the 
...... ...,. .... u ..... were viewed as ,...,VIJU, ......... L ..... J.Jll". masculine autonomy. women were 
If one at his 
was a metaphor for a strong, and happy 
family and thus a United As well as moral nurturers and educators of their 
nation's .. ...., .......... ....., .... "', women were vital custodians of the country's material marvels-
electric ranges, refrigerators 
Byl Cold the United States a new and permanent national 
OCA£"'11't"'11r'U state with .,.,-,-,!-,.ni-<111"11'1-1 to manipulate attitudes i-,-,.n:rn..-l--1£"1 rc.o...-.r• £:>.¥ sexual 
and ........ ..,....,~._,...,. built U.S. security state allies in 
<:l£'<lr1t::•'f"'n1£' VA . .L"".I.''"''-' to ACI1"1t"''li"'1 
a result, the collective dominance of white, heterosexual males ----·--c.,- as was 
exemplified by the popular 1950s " men 
"knew best" for several reasons. the second world war opened up domestic labor 
opportunities for millions of women, the conflict also proved a boon to American 
masculinity: male military and civilian experts won the most complex, demanding war in 






..+., ..... +," for education and ."U''-'""'""'" """~"" .... ""'"'"'rl preparation 
white ~ .............. ..,. 55 
Collective Containment on Domestic 
attorney 
1n L.....,'-'"''-'L'L""''-'- offices, UL.I.I-'LJAI''-'1 on street corners, private business, and 
death for society." Geoffrey Smith suggests that 
McGrath's reflected the notion 
initiated counter-epidemic of 
community found 
World War II. The early 1 
the military, 
..,....,"'"''-'Aolo of disloyalty" which justified "a state 
a 
saw "widespread purging of homosexuals from the 
" 
deficient character, moral and masculinity. as Cold Warriors, they 
were undesirable citizens. 56 Homosexuality was seen as a contagious disease spread by 
communists to weaken the United States. effect, the oppression of homosexuals at all 
against communism because of the notion that "a single homosexual could contaminate 
an entire government office" was held prevalent. Perhaps homosexuality was demonized 
in order to create boundaries for acceptable sexuality. Gay men and lesbians were seen 
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facing allegations). mention previously, McGrath saw this opportunity 
as a test ...,.__.,J..,_,..,,..._ and l""rl>1,... <"M•OCII:-1, n.·.-. <:ll 't".O.'t"•r....-1-n .U • .L.LU.;LA.Lf-j 
disloyalty to the state arose. The Senate shortly 
J. .... ,,,," .. ~ .... to monitor the ~""'"'" .... '-4 ... 
habits of .... r .. ,·~rr~m also removed persons who simply 
exhibited "homosexual H.~r.·,c~e.n.c1 .... >J." Homosexuality a threat to national security 
it a secret. the imperative for 
as and 
..... ..., .... 'V'A.J.<IA.A. "'"''"'".-.i-"r state itself. 
that was r>A1"'ta1nt:>rl ,....,,.,...,.,, rr 
at a 




became a to "deviant" sexual and political during 
the and a lever to push women out paid labor force and them full-time 
wives and mothers. 58 According to DeHart, women of the long 1950s did what they were 
expected to do. women dropped out of college or chose not to pursue graduate 
77 
to they to sex, 
who they anticipated would good felt 
boredom that, 
childrearing and housekeeping produced. 59 All all, Cold War politics the 
that men and women collectively presented themselves in terms of sexuality. 
It is debatable that notions of domestic containment were re-enforced by popular 
following World Appy how 
of military life. Indeed, sentimental militarism enveloped a number of these 
films portraying of loyalty and morality during a time in our nation's history when 
we were an increasingly militarized society. Appy contends that Hollywood 
played a crucial role in translating sentimental stories (such as White Christmas) to the 
American who were ignorant of the country's transformation into a 
permanent ...... .....,,H'"'J .......... state. White 1954, 
a global policy of containment and counterrevolution, had 
that ....................... ....,'-' .......,..,,0 .,,,. 70 public and 
Jl ... .._.J ........................ the first draft, had 
to build support, and sometimes overthrow governments around the world, had 
permitted a permanent wartime economy, had fully embarked on a nuclear arms 
race and an enormous program of domestic civil defense, and had just concluded a brutal 
and stalemated war in Korea. 60 
Most films (like White Christmas) made little mention of Cold War realities and 
the ones that did project an anticommunist message, were likely to tum out as "box office 
78 
it is probably as a 
of"' ..... , ....... , .......... '"""" ...... 
that had 
61 
In Mutiny and 
..., .. ._ .. LJ._, .... "' to never the "Old 
supposed to allow the elected leaders 1nake the heavy ..... ..., ......... -'A.'VALU• Further reinforcing 
containment, "Old was n.n.·Mr•ru.::•rf as ronrnn<=>T~~1T ""'·"'-'-''-~.........__.to make of 
the important, .... u ... , ... u .... u. .. p;,.A.~ .. decisions. of films not only projected the 
importance of an orderful military, but also the significance of a systematic society in 
general. other words, containment in the military ranks could be paralleled with 
containment at home. 
Unite! 
'"'" 11 '""~'...,' 11 the notion "Old Man" 1 
it followed. 
By the 1960s, millions of young Americans discovered their costs of faith jungles 
and villages and turned on the Old Men who ordered or supported the 
argued that the fear of communism pushed the majority of middle-
Americans to look to masculine strength and the "patriarchal home" as protective 
forces in a perilous world. In this anxious context, independent women, gay men, 
lesbians, "domineering moms," and "matriarchs," among others, seemed to threaten 
79 
aot>ea:rs to be an 
'V'VJU ..... ,u .............. u,L ..... supports the notion that women """"'r•<;~rr•-=- ......... .._. ............. u .............. ..., 
Meyerowitz 
..., ... ,_.,...,..., ..... into came to 
ultimately provided for'""'"""_.,, ..... ...., ... equality and...,...., ..... ~ ....... freedom. In 
essence, this Cold War language produced a new vocabulary for propagating democratic 
and --riQ,-rv><JI-r>rt·s-n.rr individual "f'rO•:>riA· ....... 
the Cold to establish their ...... !'-> ... , ..... ~ ........ ..... , .. n. ........ r>. .. , 
fact, 
social change. 
ability of the ·n:rn-rn""" 
language of 
movement 
and the movement for sexual freedom ':!1"'!1 ...... nn gays and lesbians to add more "manpower" 
to the nation's cause ................... r-. the Cold War. She "''''"l"£TJ:l•C'TC' that:::~;::.-:--.~?.';}, ... ·..:> .. women's 
organizations and '"' ... ..., .... ..., ... --"- ........... Women's clubs (BPW) and 
not only demanded and 
defended women's rights, but did so in such a manner as to denounce communism in the 
for 
containment of women within 64 Instead 
' 
War did not 
organization used the 
Cold War to enhance women's participation in the public sphere. The underlying 
argument was clear: Cold War competition demanded that employers, educators, and 
government officials develop and use the talent of women. Cold War ideals converged 
conveniently with the BPW' s long standing commitment to using women's full capacities 
in government and industry.65 For these women's organizations, winning the Cold War 
did not depend on maintaining domesticity, but rather on promoting democratic 
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would ultimately VL.U.JLULL'-'"-' .1..1.1"-LJ.'U'.U.LLJ. 
participation." 
...... ..., ...... '"'""-' U.JliJ'-''"-IJIJ,.,IJ some important ..... Au ............. 
... .,., ................... " ......... sought to end sex 
through already ,.,..., .......... ,. .. H.,. ..• .., ..... structures 




social, economic, and cultural structures an overtly 
institutions general, liberationists held an 
liberationists, ,..., ... ,., ............. equality was a 
movement 
of 
reproduction, and "patriarchal" 
to render gender ultimately 
.......... .,., ............. structures, whereas the "Miss 
attitudes. For women 
equality. 
movements of 1960s. 
movement- especially its concern with 
revitalizing the democratic process and reformulating "politics" to include the personal-
were approaches already present in the New Left 
and black freedom movement. 66 
During the 1960s, women were becoming more active in mainstream America. A 
growing number of women not only joined in the labor force, but also sought to enhance 
their livelihood and independence by enrolling and graduating from college. Echols 
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movement was at 
liberationists had .:: .... u . .~..~. ........ 




this primarily through constitutional principles 
legislation and -L>.JlU ....... ~,.., societal structures. Women's liberationists were different in 
the sense more 
everyday life. 
nature of American C"rt."''""T' 
discrimination, 
capitalism and patriarchy.68 
were to use 
saw ITtcn-or>t:C>?' •-r•arl>~l'l ~~~'f<T within facets 
........., ...... ..., ...... the patriarchal 
ending sex 
that the destruction of 
........... fo, •• n..,F,"" as a means to promote 
of measures: by collectively 
repressive nature 
society r-....... t-.-~H:)i"t:•rf them 
" rights 
were supposed to be protected in a democratic society- something that wasn't plausible in 
Union. For activists, it boiled down to individualism (democracy) versus 
conformity (communism). Cold War rendition of totalitarianism thus enabled 
homophile activists to the cause of gay rights on the side of "good" American 
ideals of individual and to associate homophobic suppression with "bad" 




£1"(ft:>.1"'A"t1<T1 1r'7 contests that 1"'0'tn.rt-na11"C< 
the Cold War to liberal causes. She language of reform shed new light on 
to f'1"'<::~·nc<l'::!f'.a Cold War ideology into a new 
and UV.£.,._._.._.,.._ V'V.A.J.<-U,JL.L..l..l..l.J.V.I.JL' .. , 
Equal Amendment, argued for homosexual and more generally for 
reinscribed ideology the Cold War as they attempted to 
carve out respectable oppositional ......... ..., ............... on gender and sexuality. 70 Meyerowitz 
...,....., ....... ..., .............. ,.,...., that these movements 1950s by women and promoters of sexual 
freedom paved the way for the more radical changes that dramatically occurred in the 
1960s. 
Epilogue: Collective Action in the 21st Century 
though the Cold has come to an there is still a continued effort to 
argues that 
continues to witness conflicting groups within our national borders who to 
collectively redefine "the people" versus "the other" through "wars" of culture. Evoking 
83 
passionate eptc 
.,. ... ....,,n-rr''"" .,..,:::.1-..... raa ..... the communtsm, 
wide range of social policy of abortion and multiculturism to gays in the military. 71 
stresses that through wars, the rnre:.r~;-,;rn,e,l,f,'J.11 n!'-J concern <:lft"I' ... P<:l't"C' to the 
for national identity. At are competing what nation stands 
what it and aspires to be, who we are as people. That so much of this 
conflict involves issues of gender and sexuality is itself a measure of just how embedded 
and contested 
identity. 72 
boundaries remain in the contemporary construction of American 
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Applications of New Knowledge: 






of my United held a 
unique tradition any nation this world The tradition of 
''''"'T.,H ... action threaded a needle through America's history across space and time-
dating back to well the official declaration of the republic. the 
question the concept itself has 
American collective is truly astounding 
...... 'U' ..... ""'"·· particularly one ""'-'''Jl"' ....... ""' ..... 
"City upon a 
in ancient Roman ideals and literally put to the test by our visionary founders' verbiage 
and colonial patriots' tenacity and dedication; although admirable prolific, 
was far from perfect, predominantly in terms of the rights 
However, the system that has been laid out before us has 
of its individuals. 
America to ultimately 
develop into a progressive bastion of civil and collective conscience reflected in law, 




us quite a we are today and it should never go n ...... , ... n-r·1 """~r1 as to how 
the 
still 
...,..., ... .., .............. ..., .. ,..., of so 
rPC'•""o::!rt"h that I 
not reached the 
this final part 
us to point. And if I learned 
relating to this topic, we as a nation, 
we would like to 
I have incorporated a.~._,.._., ..... ..., .. ......,......, includes 
focusing on 
Thus, ...,..,...., .... '"' ...... III opens up 
, ................ ...,, .. ra student 
in 
a power-point timeline that artrilrt:>C'Ct:>C' social, e:C{)IlC'n.'111C, and political V.L.U.<>J..J._F,I""'-' in 
America from the 1 through the 1990s. In essence, this portion will serve as an 
anticipatory set for the of Part III as students will immediately placed in a 
mindset that considerable ........... ,., ..... F,....., 
r>""'"""c•.....-c•rt collective action. It will serve 
in this nation through the means of 
notes (as it could used at 
more 
It will address 
and for class 
sequence). 
topic of racism directly and 
institution." To give students more of a worldview, they will be able to see how racism 
gradually became institutionalized within our nation's culture (and subcultures). They 
will also have the opportunity to explain the formation of White Identity and how it 
separated itself from other cultures/races. 
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third portion 
order to secure political for women in 
distinguished ...... _. .. ""..._ .... American Booker 
prominent light on the Woman -.:,r.--n-.-. rra Movement 
rf>><r"-t"Mrr a time when the political debate -:.n-r .. aa·rarf to 
the United States. 
The Civil Movement embodied true nature collective action in 
movement. it was a T'll, ... .,r•.n'"' and actions "'""'":l'tTIA part of this part 
of my includes ideologies of nonviolence as it to civil 
disobedience. In 1960s America, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s concepts relating to 
nonviolent forms of resistance towards became an method for 
rights black orator's from a Birmingham 
Jail" Have a Dream" speech in 1963 reflects the philosophic ideologies of a man 
who stood the nonviolent means to act within of a ..,..,_,c"-''"''-·J..L 
who can effectively create positive changes. Of course, with change always comes 
resistance and this portion of part III will also address King's detractors including 
prominent clergymen from Birmingham, Alabama as well as Reverend Joseph H. 
Jackson. 
Perhaps the most famous of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s detractors was Malcolm 
Another component of this section will contrast the respective desires of both King and 




........ r..i-an"i" cd·..-.-.i"a.£1<' "'""' ....,...,..., ....... jiO, them as futile in order 
._,,_,,,.,""',.,T"' will have the opportunity to evaluate 
VA.J.f.O,U.LU and ,..... ..... , ................ ._'"" and decide which approach 
was most effective in terms rights for 
In the final I thought it would be interesting to include a section that would 
African 
are, more times than by a significant number in our ordinary 
textbooks. Were John ~-<rr.·oun and Malcolm X all that much r~ ....... = .... a .... + from each 
other? portion of part III allow students to compare the social conditions of 
Americans prior to the Civil War and during the Civil Rights Movement and 
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hanges - 1950's 
all 
s ial hanges - 1950's 
• Automobiles - made the 
movement of people to tne 
suburbs possible. They 
also led to the spread of 
people to new parts of the 
country. People moved 
from the decaying Rust Be 
(Northeast) to the South 
and West. 
• Television - The # of 
homes with a televisio 
grew in the 1950's and 
became the leading form of 
entertainment. 
.....( 
Social Changes - 1950's 
- • -ivil Rights 
• I ne South was still 
segregated in the~ 1950's, 
i the North, AA V\lere 
restricted to poor 
eig bo oods an1d low-
payi g jobs. 
• •ackie Robi son became 
e 1st black player in 
MLB 1n 1 sigr1ifying 
attitudes toward 
segregatio were~ 
begi ning to change . 
...0 
00 
ial Change- 1950's 
- Civil Rights 
• Truman banned 
segregation in the armed 
forces in 1948. 
• Truman also 
strengthened the Justice 
Department's civil rights 
division which aided 
blacks who challenged 
segregation in the courts . 
,..D 
....0 
cia I hanges - 1950's 
- Civil Rights 
• ~-'reside Eisenhc,wer 
appo1nted Earl Wcirren as 
Chief Justice. T 
Warren Court made a 
mber decisic)lns that 
eep affected 
• Brown Board 
Education reversed the 
"separate but eqLJc:il" 
ling in Plessy 
Ferguson which ad been 
e basis for legal 
searegati n. 
s ial Cha e- ""1950's 
- Civil Rights 
• I ne governor of Arkansas 
ordered the state's National 
Guard to prevent AA 
students from attending 
Central High School1n Little 
Rock. 
• Eisenhower viewed tne 
governor's defiance as a 
challenge to the 
Constitution and he placed 
Arkansas' National Guard 
under Federal control and 
used it to enforce 
integratio ... 
Social Change- 1950's 
g 
• nl•ontgo erv B 








"""' leads a boycott of the bus 
syste a d emerges as 
leader in e deve~oping 
civil ghts move ~3nt. H 
rew support of I rge 
mbers peopl 
~.. IJH .......- 1114 NAY 




ocial Change - 1960's 
- Civil Rights 
• African Americans organized 
into civil rights groups. 
NAACP (1909), Black Muslims 
(1931 ), Core of Racial Equality 
(1942), SCLC (1957), SNCC 
(1960) are all groups that 
fought for equal rights. 
• Tactics ranged from MLK's 
onviolent civil disobedience 
(SCLC) to militant approaches 
(black power) advocated by 





s ial hange - 1960's 
· ·1 Rights rotests 
• Gree sbo - AA ~;c3t at 
ites o lun counter 
a a refused to leave. 
• Birmingh m - Polic~e used 
ogs n re noses 
reak up arche . 2,000 
peopl were a 
including L. ,. 
• • •niversity of Alaban1a-
Governor eorg Wallace 
ed to prevent 2 
students from registering. 
Kenned n the Ncitional 
G ard forced Wallac~e to 
back o 
ice use nre 
in Birmi 
u 
Alabama Governor, George Wallace, 
blocks an entry way to prevent African 
Americans from registering for classes 
at the University of Alabama. 
....... 
<:> 
S cial hange - 1960's 
- Civil Rights Protests 
• March on Washington -
Kennedy gave the 1st 
ever presidential speech 
on the need to guarantee 
civil rights. That week 
sent a civil rights bill to 
Congress. Civil rights 
groups organized a huge 
march on Washington to 
show support for the bill. 
MLK gave his "I have a 
dream" speech at this 
protest . 
Social Chanae - 1960's 
• Civi I Ri hts Act of 
1964- resident 
II 
onnso 1gnecl tne 
Act whi 




facilities to all ces 
- Establis 
com isston to orotect 
al joo opoortun1t1es 
r all .. er1ca s. 
cial Change - 1960's 
• Voting Rights Act of 1965 
............... --_.....,......-,_~~~ ., i • - Southern states 
MEXICO 
continued to resist civil 
rights laws, so Johnson 
passed the Voting Rig 
Act of 1965 which 
- Put and end to literacy 
tests 
- Authorized federal 
examiners to register 
voters 
- Directed the Attorney 
General to take legal action 
against states using poll 
taxes. 
....... 





• Leaders like alcol X 
began advocating 
. 
o ence as a 
speeding p tne 
· anae. 














- Women's Rights 
• By the 1960's warne 
been voting for 40 years, 
but they had not achieved 
equal status with me 
economically or socially. 
• Women's groups called 
for more job 
opportunities, equal pay, 




cia I hanae - 1960's 
• u orne ·s Rights 
• Changes that occurred during the 1960's 
incl ded 
re men entered rnale dominated fields like 
edi · e and science . 
......... Betty riedan vvrote a tJook stating women were not 
content with th~eir role as homemake 
e I of the c;ivil Riglhts Act of 1964 barred job 
iscri inatio !based on sex. 




Social hange - 1970's 
-Women's Rights 
• Equal Rights Amendment 
(ERA)- approved in 1972 
guaranteed equal rights under 
the law regardless of sex. 
was not ratified by the states 
howeve 
• Equal Opportunity Act of 19 
- required employers to pay 
equal wages for equal work. 
• Title IX - gave female college 
athlete the same financial 
funding as male athletes . 
........ 
-,..., 
Social Change - 1970's 
-Women' Rig 
• Roe V. de--
upreme Co 
decisio at 
rotected a wornan's 
·ght to terminate a 
pregna. " .. 
• irth Control Pill - led 






• People with Disabilities 
• 1960's - Kennedy 
establishes a commission 
highlight the problems of 
mentally handicapped 
citizens and back the 
establishment of the Special 
Olympics. 
• Rehabilitation Act of 1973-
barred discrimination 
against people with 
disabilities in federally 
funded programs. 
• Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990- prohibited 
discrimination i 
employment, transportation, 





- "Eisenhower Prospe 
Eisenhower was a 
who looked to red 
gov't. Amer1cans 
e 1950's Rease 
• During WW I, Arne 
earned good wages, 
because rationing, they only 




• After e 
reduction n1rtea rrc>rn war 




• Kennedy's New Frontier 
and LBJ's Great Society 
programs increased the role 
of gov't and the spending of 
the gov't. 
• The programs of the New 
Frontier and Great Soci 
attempted to fight poverty 
and economic inequality. 
Examples 
-VISTA aided poor citizens 
- Medicare gave medical 
care to the needy 
- Head Start - education to 
poor preschoolers 
- Upward Bound ......... 
assistance to low-income 
college students . 
Economy- 1970's 
Ill Republica .. , • r\11XOn 




was expa d 
ed n~ lllllioo ............ ~. 
• Earl 1 7 's sc:rw an 
Ill Ill Ill 1ncrease 1 lntlaltiO ... 
Ill 
ered IXOn 0 





• President Carter also 
confronted rising inflation 
and unemployme .. '". 
• Stagflation - a stagnant 
economy in a time of rising 
inflatio 
• Energy Crisis- The U.S. 
was the world's largest 
industrial power and largest 
consumer of energy. In the 
late 1970's, The U.S. 
imported 40°/o of its oiL 
OPEC kept prices hig 





• • •uring the mid-1980's 
eagan made deE3p cut · $S.OT 
federal programs i an $7.0T 
attempt to balancE~ the 
0 $6.0 T 
atio al u get. ~ 
'0 $5.0 T 
• The nati nal debt climbed! : 
due to a trade imbalance. ~ $4.0T 
e U.S. was imp~orting 'i: ..... $3.0 T 
ore goods than __ 
exported Reagan passed 
$2.0 T 
the trade deficit ar1d $1.0 T 
national ebt to his $0.0 T 





~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 
v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 00 00 ~ ~ 0 0 
(!\ (!\ (!\ (!\ ~ ~ (!\ (!\ ~ (!\ (!\ 0 0 
- - - - - - - - - - - N N 
National Debt from 1940 to Present 
Souree: U.S. National Debt Clock 
-D 
conomy- 1990's 
• President Bush promises 
"no new taxes" when 
running for President i 
1988 but breaks his 
promise in 1990 as the 
budget problem grew 
worse. 
• A global economy emerges 
as the U.S., Canada, and 
Mexico sign NAFTA (No 
American Free Trade 
Agreement) which 
eliminated trade barriers 
between the nation .. 
• The European Union (EU) 




• isennower was 
Republica preside 
who tried to cut back the 
size ana oower or tne 
federal g 
• unain, farm rodLJCtio 
increased ana pr1c:es 
dropped, so Eiser1 ower 
issued subsidies 
(payments from the gov't 





• New Frontier- Co nuing 
e traditi n FOR's New 
Deal of tn govern me 
taking an 1 creased 
responsibi ity for its citizen , 
Kennedy' New Frontier 
rograms created jobs and 
maintain the 
governme s comrn1itment 
to develo ew regic)ns a 
to fight poverty. The~ Space 
Program d The Peace 
Corps a s 
rograms . 
vernment- 1960's 
Great Society- Johnson 
continued Kennedy's efforts to 
fight poverty with his Great 
Society programs. Example of 
these programs include VISTA, 
Medicare, Department of 
Housing and Urban 
Development. 
His Office of Economic 
Opportunity establis 
Project Head Start (provided 
preschool education to low 
income families), Project 
Upward Bound (helped 
students from low-income 
families attend college), and 





• -vr"' do wipe away the scars of centuries by saying: 
w, you are free to go where you want, do as you 
sire, choose the lec~ders you please.' You do not 
take a who for years has been hobbled by chains, 
liberate bring him to the starting line of a race, 
saying, 'you are frt~e to cojmpete with all the others,' and 
still JUstly believe j'OU have been completely fair . .. This 
is the next and mo~re profc)und stage of the battle for civil 
rights. We seek not just freedom but opportunity-not 
· ~ legal equity bLit human ability-not just equality as a 
right and theory, but equality as a fact and as a result." 
.._ 
rnment- 1960's 
• Kennedy a Jon so 
ere De ocrats wno 
increased the size 
gov't and amount of 
spent o social pr<)grams. 
e New Frontier ,and tne 
reat Society p rams 
were sim1lar to th New 
Deal nd th Squc~re Deal 
rograms or Fran in a 
eo do Roosev~e .... 
....... 
vernment- 1970's 
• .,•ixon, a public;c~n, was elected in 1968. Because the 
emocrats contrc)Ued Con1gress, it was difficult for him 
sh m legislation through Congress. 
• He did m nage to establls 
-OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health 
dm1nistratio ) - enslJres safe working conditions 
for aiiB 
- · PA ( nvironmental rotection Agency)- protects the 
envi n ent and fights pollutio .. . 






- What: Illegal break-in to 
wiretap phones in the 
Democratic Party 
headquarters. 
- Where: Watergate Towers, 
an apartment complex i 
Washington D.C. 
- Who: Committee to Reelect 
the President, act with the 
permission of Nixo 
advisers. 
- Why: To get informatio 
about the Democratic 








overnment - 1970's 
atergate 
• .,•ixon refused 
tapes of 
b/w e a 
dealing Wltn tne (~()Ver-__ . 











• Based in the evidence i 
the tapes, impeachme 
proceeding began. 
• In 197 4, Nixon resigned 
to avoid impeachment. 
• Although Nixon was 
never convicted of a 
crime, Watergate proved 
that a President is not 
above the law. 
• Watergate caused the 
American people to 
distrust gov't even more . 
overnment 1970's 
• Nixon ac ieved great success in world 
1111 
arra1rs. 
• He establishes an era of Detente with the 
Soviet Union which leads to SALT. 
• He visits communist China and 
establishes diplomatic and economic 
relations with the giant country. 
overnment - 1970's 
• •immy Carter was ected 
·n 1976. 
• Carte wo 0 
treaty b/w th Is 
e Palestin1 ns cauea tne 
Cam 
I 
• Llfter el 
Carterag 
pled S a . ave IS 
cancer treated i Arner1ca. 
e new lrania 
a gered 








• Reagan, a Republica 
president, cut taxes for 
businesses and the rich 
oping for a trickle down 
effect. 
• He tried to balance the 
budget by cutting social 
programs and the EPA. 
• He paid farmer to not 
grow crops again as they 
faced the worst economic 




• k"eagan faced e 
rowing probl 
terra ·s arour1d the 
world. 
• k"caga fought to end 
apartheid in South 
Africa. 
• Reagan also 
launched a ne\1\r anti-
drug cam aig ... 
Government - 1990' 
Georae H.W. Bush inherited a huge 
I debt and a flawed economy from 
ga wnic hurt his popularity. 
• ~-~. vv. Bush sent troops to Saudi Arabia to 
confro t Saddam Hussein after the 
invasion of Kuwait. 
• Operation Desert Storm began in 1991 





• President Clinton w~on the 
1992 electio .. 
. 
• I ne ISSues or nealtrl-care 
reform an Social S~ecu 
reform were debated dur1ng 
linton's admin1stratio .. , 
o chang were aclreed 
po . 
• -linton's v1t1es were tn 
subject of investigations 
e Whitewater 
investigati n accuse~d he 
and h s of invorveme 
in an 1llega real estate 
scheme i Arkansa~; . 
~.s .... 1I~IJOA ....... ,0~''" 
O's 
vernment- 1990's 
• Clinton was accused of 
perjury and obstruction of 
justice in 1998. 
• The House of 
Representatives impeached 
him, meaning he was 
formally accused of 
wrongdoing. 
• The Senate found Clinto 
not guilty 2 months late 
• Although Clinton had many 
accomplishments as 
President, his impeachme 
casts a shadow over his 
legacy. 
Suoreme Court Decisions 
• 1\fllr~nrr~ \f Arizona- Ruling states that 
hose a used of crimes must be read 
heir riahts before being questioned. 
i ence obtained without this warning 
cannot e used against them in court. 
Gideon Wainwright- Ruling says that 
States must orovide a lawyer to poo 
eo le accused of felonies. 
QUESTIONS: 
• How did racism become institutionalized as part of the fabric of our society? 
• What are the core roots of racism in the United 
• How did "White Identity" come to fruition in America? 
OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to: 
• Examine the history of 
• Determine how racism 
(and/or subcultures). 
within the United 
institutionalized within 
• Explain the overall formation of White Identity. 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Time, Continuity and Change 
• Establishing a sense of order and time 
• Understanding connections to the past 
nation's culture 
People, ..,. ~"0~ 
• Making forces of race and culture 
surround them 
Individuals, and Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what controls and influences them, 
and how are maintained and/or changed 
and Pra1cnces 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in public policy 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence policies (both positively and 
137 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
• Compare contrast of in 
• Analyze the development American culture, explaining of how 
beliefs, and traditions have changed over time and how they unite all 
Citizenship, and Government 
• Identify and nT~rroc- and disadvantages various governmental 
systems. 
• Trace the evolution of American values, beliefs, and institutions. 
• Explore how influence public policy in a representative democracy. 
• Consider the need to respect the rights of others, to others' point of 
view. 
• Participate in school/classroom/community activities that focus on an issue or 
problem. 
• Explain how democratic principles 
problem. 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• Identifying similarities and differences 
• learning 
been 
• Cues, and advanced organizers 
in resolving an issue or 
their 
-What are some 
the history 
an important role in 
era of World War 
race on a 
such things as work, school, health, family, etc. in your 
of Racism in our Nation's History? 
in our culture, 
history in is rarely studied in high school or (in many 
college. 
138 
• Students will thus introduced to of urr1.'taccnr 
(University of Vermont) who argued that numerous contemporary American 
history textbooks not properly acknowledged the of or 
antiracism in our nation's history. This will an ideal manner in which to 
introduce the readings for this 
Formulating a Hypothesis: When did America Begin? Did Racism Begin in America? 
If not, how did the American Experience Shape the Dimensions of Racism in the United 
• Students will be requested to work in pairs or small groups and discuss two 
important themes that will relate to this lesson: 
it All 
o When do you think elements began in American culture? 
AND 
o When did White Identity come to fruition in the United 
11 That is, when did a white American's identity change from being 
Polish, Italian, or Irish? 
• Did these individuals consider themselves as uwhite" na'tnra 
coming to 
• When and why did White Identity become important? 
11 What impact has White Identity upon the history and culture 
United .... 1\.a\...:;.;) 
and 
to help them with 
of race in 
be provided as well. 
Relations 
are related to 
readings will 
assignment. 
r•m= .... ,.., in a manner that will reflect 
and 
Closure: Reflections of (The Way life Used to 
• Students will be the opportunity to reflect on their assumptions that were 
at beginning the 
the following 
139 
o your on changed the 
beginning of this How your views 
changed? 
o How important do you think it is for students to learn more the 
history race and race in United Why is 
important (or not)? 
o How could you, in your as a student, 
race relations with the greater community at How could you help 
abridge racial relations in order to build a better, more tolerant 
community? 
Independent Practice: Take this Conversation Home with You 
• Students will be encouraged to this conversation home with them. They 
will be urged to carry on this conversation with people they are dose to such as 
parents, grandparents, and siblings. This will grant students a broader 
perspective on race and race relations along generational lines. Ideally, this will 
prompt further discussion and ultimately promote further greater diversity in 
the given community. 
140 
Guided Questions for Howard Zinn's Excerpt from A People's History of the United States and 
11Roots of Racism" {london Institute for Race Relations): 
111 In your approximation, when did racism become culturally ingrained in the United 
States? 
111 According to the readings, what evidence is there that whites were, at one time, born 
inherently racist? 
111 \A/hat v1ere some the ways in which white groups/ethnicities encouraged to think of 
themselves as a caste above other races/cultures? 
111 Why was racism overtly promoted during previous eras in our n~TIInn· 
it benefit and who did it harm? 
history? Who did 
111 What impact did slavery have on whites? How have white groups/cultures been 
historically effected by elements of racism? 
141 
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Slavery and the roots of racism 
Dave Stockton introduces the first in a series of articles on the 
slave trade and its abolition. In this article he explains the roots of 
the racist ideology that was used to justify it 
March and April 2007 will see the launch of a series of events to commemorate 
the of the abolition of the slave trade within the British 
Museums in cities involved in the trans-Atlantic slave 
Liverpool and London, will hold exhibitions. Special lessons will place in 
schools. The London Mayor will unveil a memorial. £16m from the National 
Lottery Fund will be spent on these celebrations. 
Indeed it is high time that slave trade's real scale is told to the population. 
Unfortunately it will be presented as a story where the salves are the suffering of 
victims and the liberators the good Christian (white) men and women who 
campaigned for it. 
What will not be stressed the role played by the slaves as actors in their own 
liberation, in and, in the case of Haiti, revolution. The fact that these 
uprisings and mass movement in France, America for Abolition, 
were both essential will not be These mass movements involved 
freed slaves like Olaudah Equiano, who important roles. They involved 
women and radical artisans as well as like William Wilberforce or 
Thomas Clarkson. 
The official celebrations will also fail to stress that slavery was an essential part of 
the birth of capitalism. Production of and sub-tropical 
commodities like tobacco, coffee, sugar and a mass labour force 
in the new West Indian and American colonies, acquired by Britain and 
France.It was not possible to persuade to cross the Atlantic. 
The answer lay in transfer. The of slave 
labour in the colonies capital and its 
transfer to the home ,..,.., mt- ... ,.,,.,. 
Slaves were in the interior of Africa and then marched to the coast for 
sale. They in large forts called factories till ships were ready to depart 
Those who survived often fell victim to diseases and suffered malnutrition and 
dehydration on the one to two month About 13 per cent perished on the 
voyage. It has been estimated that a million Africans died during 
these as a result of being packed into tight, unsanitary in the 
ships horrors of the Middle are movingly rl&>·~rrihP•rl 
Olaudah describing his passage to Americas 
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• Mass walkout shows the way- now let's link up 
students and workers 
• Interview with director Ken Loach "No wonder people 
53,000 votes in Unite elections 
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were on the coast was so intolerably loathsome, •lies,damnlies,andthebiggestcutsinhistory 
were confined it became absolutely • 
and the heat the climate, added to the :~::~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~:~~es:~~.~:~v~~~:;~:::~~k 
which was that each had scarcely room to turn Iraq 
sul'fo.cat:ed us ... This wretched situation was again aggravated by • Tories launch historic attack on education 
nOW become insupportable; and the filth Of the Browne's plans 
into which the children often fell, and were almost 
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whole a scene of horror almost inconceivable. partv 
• Review: Made in Dagenham: an inspiring account of a 
double the number who during voyage died in first months 
after arrival in camps designed to them in". Then came the horrors of the 
plantation itself. As well twelve hour under the tropical sun, which whites 
blithely claimed Africans were designed by to endure, slave families 
infant mortality rates that the population of Caribbean and 
plant<~ticms in the eighteenth century could not be sustained 
without new supplies from Africa. Large scale rape of slave women took 
place by white overseers and plantation owners. 
The who benefited directly from slavery were the great merchants of the 
City London, Bristol and Liverpool, the great landowners who built their fine 
classical mansions from immense fortunes made from their plantations in the 
West Indies. 
The merchants and landowners were far from unaware of the inhumanity with 
which their slaves were treated. As a consequence they had to dehumanise the 
slaves: to put them in a category where the ideals of freedom, justice, that they 
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Slavery and the roots of racism 
proclaimed in the British, American and French Revolutions, simply did not apply 
to the Their and philosophers obligingly 
whnl<'l><:O;>il'> mistreatment of fellow 
How widely this racist spread can be by the fact it was not just 
used by plantation owners argued in books by many of the leading figures of 
the eighteenth century Enlightenment. The German philosopher Immanuel Kant 
wrote: 
"The Negroes of Africa have received from nature no intelligence that rises above 
the foolish. The difference between the two races is thus a substantial one: it 
appears to be just as great in respect to the faculties of the mind as in colour" 
Even the leaders of the democratic revolution in America, men like George 
Washington and Thomas Jefferson owned hundreds of slaves apiece. 
The abject misery and poverty that the slaves found themselves in led to massive 
revolts and struggles to end this terrible chapter in human history. 
Dates 
First English slaving expedition by Sir John Hawkins 
1673 First slave revolt on Jamaica 
1760 Great slave uprising in Jamaica: 'Tacky's Rebellion' takes six months to put 
down 
1772 slavery declared illegal in England, Wales & Ireland 
1781 Over 100 enslaved Africans thrown overboard from the slave ship Zong, a 
fact only revealed because of the cost per head) to the London insurer 
1787 Society for the Abolition of the Trade founded: Granville Sharp as 
president of a mostly Quaker committee 
1789 Olaudah Equiano publishes The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah 
or Gustavus Vassa the African a powerful first hand description of 
becomes a tireless campaigner for Abolition. 
Haitian Revolution. Slave revolt succeeds and independent state 
founded 
1794 French Revolutionary Convention abolishes in French colonies and 
grants citizenship to all men (sic) "regardless of 
1796 William Wilberforce Bill defeated in House of Commons by four votes 
1807 25 March Slave Trade Abolition Bill passed in the British Parliament 
1816 Major slave uprising in Barbados led by Bussa, brutally suppressed 
1823 Major slave uprising in Demerara (British Guiana) led by Quamina and Jack 
Gladstone; defeated and reign of terror ensued 
1831 Nat Turner's insurrection~ Virginia. 
1831-2 Major Slave Revolt ("Baptist War" led by Samuel Sharpe, a deacon) in 
jamaica involves 60,000 slaves 
1833 Abolition of Slavery British Empire Bill passed, with effect from 1834 but 
providing for up to six year transition and with #20M voted as compensation to 
slave owners 
1838 1st August enslaved men, women and children in British Empire became 
free 
1848 Emancipation by the French of their slaves 
1863 Abraham Lincoln issues Emancipation Proclamation freeing the Southern 
Slaves. 
1888 Slavery abolished in Brazil 
Like what you read? Join us! 
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Howard 
CHAPTER Table Next CHAPTER 
Chapter SLAVERY WITHOUT SUBMISSION, EMANCIPATION WITHOUT FREEDOM 
The United States support of slavery was based on an overpowering 
practicality. In 1790, a thousand tons of cotton were being produced every year in the 
South. 1860, it was a million tons. In the same period, 500,000 slaves to 4 million. 
A system by slave rebellions and conspiracies (Gabriel Prosser, Denmark 
Vesey, Nat Turner, 1831) developed a network of controls in the southern states, 
hacked laws, courts, armed forces, and race prejudice of the nation's political leaders. 
It would take either a full-scale slave rebellion or a full-scale war to end such a deeply 
entrenched system. If a rebellion, it might get out of hand, and tum its ferocity beyond 
slavery to the most successful system of capitalist enrichment in the world. If a war, those 
who made the war would organize its consequences. Hence, it was Abraham Lincoln who 
freed the slaves, not John Brown. In 1859, John Brown was hanged, with federal 
complicity, for to do by small-scale violence what Lincoln would do by large-
scale violence years later-end slavery. 
!!O'.ten1m1ent-tnte a government pushed hard to 
do and abolitionists-its end could be orchestrated so 
as to set to Liberation from the top would go only so far as the 
interests of the dominant groups pennitted. If carried further the momentum of war, the 
rhetoric of a crusade, it could be pulled back to a safer position. Thus, while the ending of 
slavery led to a reconstruction of national politics and economics, it was not a radical 
reconstruction, but a safe one- in fact, a profitable one. 
The plantation in Virginia, North Carolina, and 
Kentucky, and rice exr,an,lea into lush new cotton lands in Georgia, 
Alabama, Mississt]ppi-anld needed more But slave became illegal in 
1808. Therefore, the law went unenforced," says John Hope Franklin 
(From long, unprotected coast, the certain markets, and the 
prospects were too much for the American merchants and they yielded to 
the temptation.. .. estimates that perhaps 250,000 slaves were imported illegally before 
the Civil War. 
How can be described? Perhaps not at all by those who have not experienced it. 
The 1932 edition textbook by two northern liberal historians saw as 
perhaps the transition to civilization." Economists or cliometricians 
(statistical have to assess slavery by estimating how much money was 
spent on slaves for and medical care. But can this describe the reality of slavery as it 
was to a human being who lived inside it? Are the conditions of slavery as important as the 
existence of slavery? 
John Little, a fonner wrote: 
say slaves are happy, because they laugh, and are merry. I myself 
or four others, have received two hundred lashes in the day, and 
had our feet in fetters; yet, at night, we would sing and dance, and make 
others at the rattling of our chains. Happy men we must have been! 
We did it to keep down trouble, and to keep our hearts from being 
completely broken: that is as true as the gospel! Just look at it,-must not 
we have been very happy? Yet I have done it myself-I have cut capers in 
chains. 
A record of deaths in a plantation journal (now in the University of North Carolina 
Archives) lists the ages cause of death of all those who died on the plantation between 
1850 and 1855. Of the thirty-two who died in that period, only four reached the age of 
sixty, four reached the age of fifty, seven died in their forties, seven died in their twenties or 
thirties, and nine died before they were five years old. 
I 
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Slavery Without Submission, Emancipation Without Freedom 
But can statistics record what it meant for families to be tom when a master, for 
sold husband or a wife, son or a In 1858, named Abream 
was sold by his master, and wrote to wife: "Give my love to my father and 
mother and tell them good Bye for me, and if we Shall not meet in this world I hope to 
meet in heaven. 
One recent book on Time on the Cross) 
2 of23 
looks at whippings in in with two hundred 
slaves: "The records show that over the course years a total of 160 wl11tnrltn1:r<: 
administered, an of 0. 7 whippings per hand per year. About half the 
whipped at all during period." One could also "Half of all slaves were vv lLliJI.!'"'U· 
That has a different ring. That figure (0.7 per hand per shows whipping was 
infrequent for any individual. But looked at another way, once every four or five days, 
some slave was whipped. 
Barrow as a plantation owner, according to his was no worse than the 
average. He spent money on clothing for his slaves, gave holiday celebrations, built a 
dance hall for them. He also built a jail and "was constantly devising ingenious 
punishments, for he realized that uncertainty was an important aid in his gangs 
well in hand. 
The whippings, the punishments, were work d1sctt1lin.es. 
and the Numbers Game) finds, Fogel and statistics, "Over all, four in 
five cotton pickers in one or more disorderly acts in 1840-41.. .. As a group, a 
slightly higher percentage of women than men committed seven or more disorderly acts." 
Thus, Gutman disputes the of Fogel and Engerman that the Barrow plantation 
slaves became "devoted, responsible slaves who identified their fortunes with 
the fortunes of their masters." 
Slave revolts in the United States were not as frequent or as as those in the 
Caribbean islands or in America. the largest slave revolt in the United 
States took place near New Orleans in 1811. Four to five hundred slaves after a 
rising at the plantation of a Major Andry. Armed with cane knives, axes, and clubs, 
wounded Andry, killed his son, and began marching from plantation to plantation, their 
numbers growing. were attacked by U.S. and militia forces; sixty-six were 
killed on the spot, were tried and a firing squad. 
himself a free 
was to bum Charleston, 
was thwarted before it could 
Carolina, then the sixth-
revolt of slaves the area. Several 
thcms:ancls of blacks were in one way or another. Blacks had made 
about 250 heads and bayonets and over three hundred daggers, according to Herbert 
Aptheker's account But the plan was betrayed, and thirty-five blacks, including 
were hanged The trial record itself, published in Charleston, was ordered destroyed soon 
after publication, as too dangerous for slaves to see. 
Nat Turner's rebellion in Southampton County, in the summer of 1831, threw 
the South into a panic, and then into a det:enmrted effort to bolster the security 
of the slave system. Turner, claiming religious visions, about seventy who 
went on a rampage from plantation to plantation, at ieast fifty-five men, women, 
and children. They gathered supporters, but were as their ammunition ran out. 
Turner and perhaps eighteen others were hanged. 
Did such rebellions set back the cause of emancipation, as some moderate abolitionists 
claimed at the time? An answer was given in 1845 by James Hammond, a supporter of 
slavery: 
But course was distilled nectar from your 
lips discoursed sweetest music .... do you imagine you could prevail on 
us to give up a thousand millions of dollars in the value of our slaves, and 
a thousand millions of dollars more in the depredation of our lands ..• ? 
The slaveowner understood this, and prepared. Henry Tragic (The Southampton Slave 
Revolt of 1831), says: 
In 1831, Virginia was an armed and garrisoned state .... With a total 
population of 1,211,405, the State of Virginia was able to field a militia 
force of 101,488 men, including cavalry, artillery, grenadiers, riflemen, 
and light infantry! It is true that this was a "paper army" in some in 
that the county regiments were not fully armed and equipped, but it still 
an astonishing commentary on the state of the public mind of the time. 
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During a period when neither the State nor the nation faced any sort of 
exterior threat, we find that felt the need to maintain a security 
force roughly ten percent of the total number of its inhabitants: black and 
white, male and female, slave and free! 
Rebellion, though rare, was a constant fear 
southerner whose American is a 
A great number of southerners at all times held the firm belief that the 
negro population was so docile, so little cohesive, and in the main so 
friendly toward the whites and so contented that a disastrous insurrection 
by them would be impossible. But on the whole, there was much greater 
anxiety abroad in the land than historians have told of .... 
Eugene Genovese, in his comprehensive study Roll, Jordan, Roll, sees a 
record of "simultaneous accommodation and resistance to " The resistance included 
stealing property, sabotage and slowness, killing overseers and masters, burning down 
plantation buildings, running away. Even the accommodation "breathed a critical spirit and 
disguised subversive actions." Most of this resistance, Genovese stresses, fell short of 
organized insurrection, but its significance for masters and slaves was enormous. 
Running away was much more realistic than armed insurrection. During the 1850s about 
a thousand slaves a year escaped into the North, Canada, and Mexico. Thousands ran away 
for short periods. And this despite the terror facing the runaway. The used in tracking 
fugitives "bit, tore, mutilated, and if not pulled off in time, killed their prey," Genovese 
says. 
Harriet Tubman, born into slavery, her head injured by an overseer when she was 
fifteen, made her way to freedom alone as a young woman, then became the most famous 
conductor on the Underground Railroad. She made nineteen dangerous trips back and forth, 
often disguised, more than three hundred slaves to freedom, carrying a 
pistol, telling the fugitives, "You'll be free or die." She expressed her philosophy: "There 
was one of two things I had a right to, liberty or death; if I could not have one, I .would have 
the other; for no man should take me alive .... " 
One overseer told a visitor to his plantation that "some negroes are determined never to 
let a white man whip them and will resist you, when you attempt it; of course you must kill 
them in that case." 
One form of resistance was not to work so hard. W. E. B. DuBois vvrote, in The Gift of 
Black Folk: 
As a tropical product with a sensuous receptivity to the beauty of the 
world, he was not as easily reduced to be the mechanical draft-horse 
which the northern European laborer became. He ... tended to work as the 
results pleased him and refused to work or sought to refuse when he did 
not find the returns thus he was easily accused of 
laziness and as a slave in truth he brought to modern manual 
labor a renewed valuation of life. 
Ulrich Phillips described "truancy," "absconding," "vacations without leave," and 
"resolute efforts to escape from bondage " He also described collective actions: 
Uccas:iormlly, however, a squad would strike in a body as a protest against 
severities. episode of this sort was recounted in a letter of a Georgia 
overseer to his absent employer: "Sir, I write a few lines in order to let 
you know that six of your hands bas left the man but 
Jack. me with their work I give some them a few 
the rest On Wednesday morning, they were missing." 
The instances where poor whites helped slaves were not frequent, but sufficient to show 
the need for one group the other. Genovese says: 
The slaveholders ... suspected that non-slaveholders would encourage 
slave disobedience and even rebellion, not so much out of sympathy for the 
blacks as out of hatred for the rich planters and resentment of their own 
poverty. White men sometimes were linked to slave insurrectionary plots, 
and each such incident rekindled fears. 
This helps explain the stem police measures against whites who fraternized with blacks. 
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In return, blacks whites in need. One black runaway told of a slave woman who 
had received fifty lashes of the whip for food to a white who was poor and 
sick. 
When the Brunswick canal was built in and white Irish 
workers were the that 
That may well 
wrote in her journal: 
would do violence 
famous actress 
But the Irish are not only quarrelers, and rioters, and fighters, and 
drinkers, and of niggers-they are a passionate, impulsive, warm-
hearted, generous people, much given to powerful indignations, which 
break out suddenly when not compelled to smoulder sullenly-pestilent 
sympathizers too, and with a sufficient dose of American atmospheric air 
in their lungs, properly mixed with a right proportion of ardent spirits, 
there is no saying but what they might actually take to sympathy with the 
slaves, and I leave you to judge of the possible consequences. You perceive, 
I am sure, that they can by no means be allowed to work together on the 
Brunswick Canal. 
The need for slave controlled to an ingenious device, paying poor whites-themselves so 
troublesome for two hundred years of southern history-to be overseers ofblack labor and 
therefore buffers for black hatred. 
•""'"'""'J'""' .. was used for control. A book consulted by many planters was the Cotton 
Plantation Record and Account Book, which gave these instructions to overseers: "You will 
find that an hour devoted every Sabbath morning to their moral and religious instruction 
would prove a great aid to you in bringing about a better state of things amongst the 
I "v!<I\J,<:-0'\.11 
nrP,l'll'i'11PT\:: as Genovese puts it, "they had to a defiant 
ni2'n-~mn"ltea among their flock but neither so inflammatory as to rouse 
not win nor so ominous to arouse the powers." 
Practicality "The slave communities, embedded as they were among numerically 
preponderant and militarily powerful whites, counseled a of 
acceptance of what could not be helped, of a effort to black community 
alive and healthy-a strategy of survival that, African prototype, above all said yes to 
life in this world." 
It was once thought that slavery had destroyed the black family. And so the black 
condition was blamed on frailty, rather than on pre1uOice. Blacks 
without families, kinship and no will to tlut 
interviews with done the 1930s Writers Project of the New 
Deal for the Library of Congress, showed a ua''"'"'"'u" story, which George Rawick 
summarizes (From Sundown to Sunup): 
The slave community acted like a generalized extended kinship system in 
which aU adults looked after aU children and there was little division 
between "my children for whom I'm responsible" and "your children for 
whom you're responsible." ... A kind of family relationship in which older 
children have great responsibility for caring for siblings is 
obviously more functionally integrative and for slaves than the 
pattern of sibling rivalry and often dislike that frequently comes out of 
contemporary middle-class nuclear families composed of highly 
individuated persons •... Indeed, the activity of the slaves in creating 
patterns of family life that were functionally integrative did more than 
merely prevent the destruction of personality .... It was part and parcel, as 
we shall see, of the social process out of which came black pride, black 
identity, black culture, the black community, and black rebellion in 
America. 
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out by historian Herbert Gutman (The in 
show stubborn resistance of the slave family to pressures of 
dis,mteg-~~ation, A woman wrote to her son from whom she had been for twenty 
to see you in my old .. Now my dear son I pray you to come and see 
I love you you love your Mother-You are my son .... " 
And a man wrote to his wife, sold away from him with their children: "Send me some of 
the children's hair in a separate paper with their names on the paper. I had rather anything 
to had happened to me most than ever to have been from you and the children. . . 
Laura I do love you the same .... " 
through records of slave Gutman found how high was the incidence of 
mam<lge among slave men and women, how stable these marriages were. He studied 
the remarkably complete records on one South Carolina plantation. He found a birth 
register of two hundred slaves from the ejghteenth century to just before the Civil 
War; it showed stable kin networks, unusual fidelity, and resistance to 
forced mam11ges. 
Slaves hung on determinedly to their selves, to their love of family, their wholeness. A 
shoemaker on the South Carolina Sea Islands expressed this in his own way: "I'se lost an 
arm but it hasn't gone out brains.'' 
This family solidarity carried into the twentieth century. The remarkable southern black 
farmer Nate Shaw recalled that when his sister died, leaving three children, his father 
proposed their care, and he responded: 
That suits me. Papa .... Let's handle em like this; don't get the two little 
boys, the youngest ones, off at your house and the oldest one be at my 
house and we bold these little boys apart and won't bring em to see one 
another. I'll bring the little boy that I keep, the oldest one, around to your 
home amongst the other two. And you forward the others to my house and 
let em grow up knowin that they are brothers. Don't keep em separated in 
a way that they'll forget about one another. Don't do that, Papa. 
Also insisting on the strength of blacks even under slavery, Lawrence Levine (Black 
Culture and Black Consciousness) gives a picture of a rich culture among slaves, a complex 
mixture of adaptation and rebellion, through the creativity of stories and songs: 
We raise de wheat, 
us de corn; 
de bread, 
us de crust, 
There WaS rnr•I'V•PT\T 
1843 in South ~"-'"•vu.uu, 
William Cullen Bryant, after attending a com shucking in 
dances turned into a pretended military parade, "a sort 
of burlesque of our militia traJmrtgs. II 
Spirituals often had double The song "0 Canaan, sweet Canaan, I am bound 
for the land of Canaan" often meant slaves meant to get to the North, their Canaan. 
During the Civil War, slaves began to make up new spirituals with bolder messages: 
"Before I'd be a slave, I'd be buried in my grave, and go home to my Lord and be saved." 
And the spiritual "Many Thousand Go": 
No more peck o ' corn for me, no more, no more, 
No more driver's lash far me, no more, no more .... 
Levine refers to slave resistance as "pre-political," expressed in countless ways in daily life 
and culture. Music, magic, art, religion, were all ways, he says, for slaves to hold on to their 
humanity. 
I 
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were about 130,000 in 
Carolina, moved to 
Walker's Appeal, became 
offered a reward of$10,000 to 
Walker alive, and $1,000 to anyone who would kill him. It is not 
when you read his 
In 1829, David Walker, 
where he sold old clothes. 
known. It infuriated 
who would deliver 
to understand why 
There was no in history, even that of the Israelites in 
slavery of the black man in America, Walker said." show me a 
sacred or profane, on which a verse can he found, which maintains, the Egyptians 
heaped the insupportable insult upon the children of Israel, by telling them that they were 
not of the human family. 
Walker was to his fellow blacks who would assimilate: "I would wish, 
candidly ... to be understood, that I would not a pinch of snuff to be married to any 
white person I ever saw in all the of my 
Blacks must for their freedom, he said: 
Let our enemies go on with their butcheries, and at once fill up their cup. 
Never make an attempt to gain our freedom or natural right from under 
our cruel and murderers, until you see your way clear-when 
that hour and you move, be not afraid or dismayed .... God has 
been pleased to give us two eyes, two hands, two feet, and some sense in 
our heads as well as they. They have no more right to hold us in slavery 
than we have to hold them .... Our sufferings will come to an end, in spite 
of all the Americans this side of eternity. Then we will want all the 
IP!lrniino and talents among ourselves, and perhaps to govern 
dog must have its the is coming to an 
end. 
One summer day in 1830, David Walker was found dead near the doorway of his shop in 
Boston. 
Some born in slavery acted out the unfulfilled desire of millions. Frederick Douglass, a 
slave, sent to Baltimore to work as a servant and a laborer in the somehow 
learned to read and write, and at twenty-one, in the year 1838, to the North, where 
he became the most famous black man ofhis time, lecturer, ne\iVSiJiap<;r 
his autobiography, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, he 
childhood thoughts about his condition: 
Why am I a slave? Why are some people slaves, and others masters? Was 
there ever a time when this was not so? How did the relation commence? 
however, in the I was not very long in 
out the true solution matter. was not color, but not 
but man, that afforded the true explanation of the existence 
was I in out another important truth, viz: what man can 
make, man can unmake .... 
dls,tiiJtCtlly remember even then, most with 
a free man some day. This assurance was an 
inborn dream human nature-a constant menace to one 
which an the powers of slavery were unable to silence or extin~~uisb. 
the southern states in return 
into the Union as 
"""-'"''"'v'"'" or simply to 
on:r~nizecl resistance to the 
it, and Senator Daniel 
son of a slave mother and her 
to college, and was 
that city in 1850: 
The time has come to change the tones of submission into tones of 
defiance-and to tell Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Webster, if they propose to 
execute this measure upon us, to send on their blood-hounds .... I received 
freedom from and with it came the command to defend my 
to it .... I don't respect this law-1 don't fear it-1 won't obey it! It 
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outlaws me, and I outlaw it .... I win not live a slave, and if force is 
empl()yed to re-enslave me, I shall make to meet the crisis as 
becomes a man. Your decision tonight of resistance will give 
vent to the spirit of liberty, and it will break the bands of party, and shout 
for joy all over the North. Heaven knows that this act of noble 
wm break out somewhere-and may God that be the 
honored spot, whence it shall send an through the land! 
The had its chance. A runaway slave named Jerry was captured 
and put on trial. used crowbars and a ram to break into the courthouse, 
defying marshals with drawn guns, and set Jerry free. 
Loguen made his horne in Syracuse a major station on the Underground Railroad. It was 
said that he helped 1 ,500 slaves on their way to Canada. His memoir of slavery came to the 
attention of his former mistress, and she wrote to him, him either to return or to send 
her $1,000 in Loguen's reply to her was in the abolitionist 
newspaper, The 
Mrs. Sarah Logue. . You say you have offers to buy me, and that you 
shall sell me if I do not send you $1000, and in the same breath and almost 
in the same sentence, you say, "You know we raised you as we did our 
own children." Woman, did you raise your own children for the market? 
Did you raise them for the whipping post? Did you raise them to be driven 
off, bound to a coffle in chains? ... Shame on you! 
But you say I am a thief, because I took the old mare along with me. 
Have you got to learn that I had a better right to the old mare, as you call 
than Manasseth Logue had to me? Is it a greater sin for me to steal 
than it was for him to rob my mother's cradle, and steal me? ... 
Have you got to learn that human rights are mutual and reciprocal, and if 
you take my and life, you forfeit your own liberty and life? Before 
God and high heaven, is there a law for one man which is not a law for 
every other man? 
If you or any other speculator on my body and rights, wish to know 
how I regard my rights, they need but come here, and lay their hands on 
me to enslave me .... 
Yours, etc. J. W. Loguen 
Frederick knew that the shame of slavery was not just the South's, that the 
whole nation was cornplicit in it. On the Fourth of July, 1852, he gave an Independence 
Day address: 
Fellow Citizens: Pardon me, and allow me to ask, why am I called upon to 
speak here today? What have I or those I to do with your 
national Are the of poiiticai freedom and 
embodied in of Independence, 
extended to us? am I, therefore, called upon to bring our humble 
offering to the national altar, and to confess the benefits, and express 
devout for the blessings resulting from your independence to 
us? ... 
What to the American slave is your Fourth of July? I answer, a day 
that reveals to him more than all other days of the year, the gross injustice 
and cruelty to which be is the constant victim. 'In him your celebration is 
a sham; your boasted liberty an unholy license; your national greatness, 
swelling vanity; your sounds ofrejoicing are empty and heartless; your 
denunciation of tyrants, brass- fronted impudence; your shouts of liberty 
and equality, hollow mockery; your prayers and hymns, your sermons and 
thanksgivings, with all your religious parade and solemnity, are to him 
mere bombast, fraud, deception, impiety, and hypocrisy-a thin veil to 
cover up crimes which would disgrace a nation of savages. There is not a 
nation of the earth guilty of practices more shocking and bloody than are 
the people of these United States at this very hour. 
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may, search where you will, roam aU the 
despo1:isnls of the Old World, travel through South 
abuse and when you have found the last, lay 
everyday practices of this nation, and you will 
.. "'"'nlt·inn barbarity and shameless tn""111"' .. ii<~~v 
Ten years after Nat Turner's rebellion, there no sign of black insurrection in the 
South. But that year, 1841, one incident took which kept alive the idea of rebellion. 
Slaves being transported on a the Creole, overpowered the crew, killed one of them, 
and sailed into the British West (where had been abolished in 1833). England 
refused to return the was much in American 
slavery), and this led to talk in of war with encouraged by 
Secretary of State Daniel The Press Webster's 
"bullying " and, the and the War of 1812, wrote: 
If war be declared . Will we fight in defense of a on'"""'nnru•r•t 
denies us the most precious right of citizenship? ... 
dwell have twice availed themselves of our voluntary 
repaid us with chains and slavery. Shall we a third time kiss 
crushes us? If so, we deserve our chains. 
As the tension grew, North and South, blacks became more militant. Frederick Douglass 
spoke in 1857: 
Let me give you a word of the philosophy of reforms. The whole history of 
the progress of human liberty shows that all concessions yet made to her 
august claims have been born of struggle .... If there is no struggle there is 
nrlUJriP!i\!L Those who to favor freedom and yet deprecate 
af!;iita1tiOJil, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They 
want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the 
awful roar of its many waters. The struggle may be a moral one; or it may 
be a physical one; or it may be both moral and physical, but it must be a 
struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it 
never will. ••• 
There were tactical differences between Douglass and William Lloyd Garrison, white 
abolitionist and editor of The Liberator-differences between black and white abolitionists in 
in armed insurrection, but also more to 
the to further their 
cause. were not morally absolute in their tactics as the Moral 
pressure would not do it alone, the blacks knew; it would take all sorts of tactics, from 




next summer to buy a farm and to work 
of the day to other part if we live to see it and come 
part of the day to see our mothers and sisters and cousins if we are 
and see our kind folks and to be boys and when we a man 
poor slaves from am sorrow to hear the 
boat ..• went down with 200 poor from up the river. Oh how sorrow I 
am to hear that, it grieves my heart so drat I could faint in one minute. 
White abolitionists did courageous and work, on the lecture in 
newspapers, in the Underground Railroad. less publicized, were the 
backbone of the movement. Before Garrison published his famous Liberator in 
Boston in 1831, the first national convention had been held, David Walker had 
already written his "Appeal," and a black named Freedom's Journal 
had appeared. Of The Liberator's first twenty-five most were black. 
Blacks had to constantly with the unconscious racism of white abolitionists. 
also had to insist on their own independent voice. Douglass wrote for The Liberator, 
but 1847 started his own newspaper in Rochester, North Star, which led to a break with 
Garrison. In 1854, a conference of Negroes declared: " ... it is emphatically our battle; no 
one else can fight it for us .... Our relations to the Anti-Slavery movement must be and are 
'-'H<UlJ::,'-''-'· Instead upon it we must lead it." 
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Certain black women faced the triple nllr'""'-'\T abolitionists in a slave society, of 
being black among white reformers, and women in a reform movement dominated 
by men. When Sojourner Truth rose to in New York City at the Fourth 
National Woman's Convention, all came There a hostile mob in the 
hall She said: 
I know that it feels a kind o' hissin' and ticklin' like to see a colored 
woman get up and tell you about things, and Woman's Rights. We have all 
been thrown down so low that nobody thought we'd ever get up 
but ... we wiH come up again, and now I'm here .... we'll have our 
see if we don't; and you can't stop us from them; see ifyou can. You may 
hiss as much as yon like, but it is comin'. I am sittin' among you to 
watch; and every once and awhile I will come out and tell you what time of 
night it is .... 
After Nat Turner's violent uprising and bloody repression, the security system 
inside the South became Perhaps only an outsider could hope to launch a rebellion. 
It was such a a man of ferocious and determination, John Brown, 
whose wild it was to seize the federal at Harpers Virginia, and then 
set off a revolt of slaves through the South. 
Harriet Tubman, 5 feet tall, some of her teeth missing, a veteran of countless secret 
missions blacks out was involved with John Brown and his plans. But 
sickness her from joining Frederick Douglass too had met with Brown. He 
argued the plan from the standpoint of its chances of success, but he admired the 
ailing man of sixty, tall, gaunt, white- haired. 
Douglass was right; the plan would not work. The local militia, joined by a hundred 
marines under the command of Robert E. Lee, surrounded the insurgents. Although his men 
were dead or John Brown refused to surrender: he barricaded himself in a small 
brick building near the gate of the The troops battered down a door; a marine 
lieutenant moved in and struck Brown his sword. Wounded, sick, he was interrogated. 
W. E. B. Du Bois, in his book John Brown, writes: 
Picture the situation: An old and blood-bespattered man, half-dead from 
the wounds inflicted but a few hours before; a man lying in the cold and 
dirt, without sleep for fifty-five nerve-wrecking hours, without food for 
as long, with the dead bodies of his two sons almost before his eyes, 
of his seven slain comrades near and a wife and a 
lis~:eniing in vain, and a Lost Cause, the dream of a 
heart .... 
Lying there, the governor ofVirginia, Brown said: "You had better-all you 
people at the ;:,ouml-DJ~eoare VOllrS<~lvc::s for a settlement of this question .... You may 
dispose of me very am nearly disposed of now, but this question is still to be 
settled,-this I mean; the end of that is not yet." 
Du Bois apr>ratses Brown's 
If his foray was the work of a handful of fanatics, led by a lunatic and 
repudiated by the slaves to a man, then the proper procedure would have 
been to ignore the incident, quietly punish the worst offenders and either 
the leader or send him to an asylum .... While insisting 
hoJpel1essJiy and ridiculously small to accomplish 
anything ... the state spent $250,000 to punish the invaders, 
stationed from one to three thousand soldiers in the vicinity and threw the 
nation into turmoil. 
In John Brown's last written statement, in prison, before he was hanged, he said: "I, John 
Brown, am quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land will never be purged away but 
with blood." Ralph Waldo Emerson, not an activist himself, said of the execution of John 
Brown: "He will make the holy as the cross." 
Of the twenty-two men in John Brown's striking force, five were black. Two of these 
were killed on the spot, one escaped, and two were hanged by the authorities. Before his 
execution, John Copeland wrote to his parents: 
Remember that if I must die I die in trying to liberate a few of my poor 
and oppressed people from my condition of servitude which Cod in his 
Holy Writ has hurled his most bitter denunciations 
IS~ 
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I imagine that I hear you, and an mother, father, sisters, and 
brothers, say-"No, there is not a cause which we, with less sorrow, 
could see you die." Believe me when I tell you, that though shut up in 
prison and under sentence of death, I have spent more happy hours 
and I would almost as lief the now as at any time, for I feel that I am 
nrE•n:~~'rPKi to meet my Maker. . 
John Brown was executed by the state of Virginia with the approval of the national 
government It was the national which, while weakly the law ending 
the slave trade, laws providing for the return to slavery. It 
was the national government that, in Andrew Jackson's administration, collaborated with 
the South to keep abolitionist literature out of the mails in the southern states. It was the 
Supreme Court of the United States that declared in 1857 that the slave Dred Scott could 
not sue for his freedom because he was not a person, but property. 
Such a national government would never by rebellion. It would 
end slavery only under conditions controlled by by the 
political and economic needs of the business elite of the North. It was Lincoln 
who combined perfectly the needs ofbusiness, the political ambition of the new Republican 
party, and the rhetoric of humanitarianism. He would the abolition of slavery not at 
the top ofhis list ofpriorities, but close enough to the top so it could be pushed there 
temporarily abolitionist pressures and by practical political advantage. 
Lincoln could skillfully blend the interests of the 
at a moment in when these interests met. And 
rich and the interests of the black 
could link these two with a 
growing section the white, un-anu-c:orrnnl[!. 
politically active middle class. As Richard Ho,tstadt'er 
Thoroughly middle class in his ideas, he spoke for those millions of 
Americans who had begun their lives as hired workers-as farm hands, 
clerks, teachers, mechanics, flatboat men, and rail- splitters-and had 
passed into the ranks of landed farmers, prosperous grocers, lawyers, 
merchants, physicians and politicians. 
in the District of Columbia, which did not have 
'-'Vl.fJ4l'"c.;:,, Lincoln said this 
Constitutionai, but it 
it. Since most there were white, this killed the idea. As Hotst<ldtc~ 
statement, it "breathes the fire of an insistence on moderation." 
Slave Law publicly. He wrote to a friend: "I 
down .. but I bite my lips and quiet." 
CongJressman, a resolution to abolish in the 
acc;orrlpamed this section requiring local authorities to arrest 
and return 
abolitionist, to 
into Washington. (This led Wendell Phillips, the Boston 
but could 
and to send them back to 
"that slavehound from IUinois. ") He 
so a constant theme in his am>ro::rch 
canr1pa.ign in Illinois for the Senate against Stephen Douglas, Lincoln spoke 
de]Jen.dlrtg on the views ofhis listeners (and also perhaps on how 
Speaking in northern Illinois in July (in said: 
Let us discard aU this quibbling about this man and the other man, this 
race and that race and the other race being inferior, and therefore 
must be placed in an inferior position. Let us discard all these things, and 
unite as one people throughout this land, until we shan once more stand 
up that an men are created equal. 
Two months later in Charleston, in southern Illinois, Lincoln told his audience: 
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I will say, then, that I am not, nor ever have been, in favor of hri,noino 
about in the social and equality of the white 
(aflpl:ms•e); that I am not, nor ever have been, in favor 
auam'viiJU! them to hold office, nor to 
And inasmuch as cannot so live, while they do remain t""'""~-•~ .... 
there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as 
other man am in favor the .. nrlPrior 
white race. 
Behind the secession of the South from the Union, after Lincoln was elected President in 
the fall of 1860 as candidate of the new Republican party, was a series of policy 
clashes between South and North. The clash was not over as a moral institution-
most northerners did not care enough about slavery to make for it, certainly not 
the sacrifice of war. It was not a clash (most northern whites were not 
economically favored, not politically most southern whites were poor farmers, 
not decisionmakers) but of elites. The northern elite wanted economic expansion-free land, 
free labor, a free market, a protective tariff for manufacturers, a bank of the United 
States. The slave interests opposed all that; they saw Lincoln and the Republicans 
continuation of their pleasant and prosperous way oflife impossible in the future. 
So, when Lincoln was elected, seven southern states seceded from the Union. Lincoln 
initiated hostilities by to the federal base at Fort Sumter, South Carolina, 
and four more states was formed; the Civil War was on. 
Lincoln's first Inaugural Address, in March 1861, was conciliatory toward the South and 
the seceded states: "I have no directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institution 
of slavery in the States where I believe I have no lawful to do and I have 
no inclination to do so." And with the war four months on, when John C. Fremont 
in Missouri declared martial law and said slaves of owners the United States were 
to be free, Lincoln countermanded this order. He was anxious to in the Union the slave 
states Missouri, and Delaware. 
It was only as the war more bitter, the casualties mounted, to win 
heightened, and the of the abolitionists threatened to unravel tattered coalition 
behind Lincoln that he Hofstadter puts it this way: "Like a 
delicate barometer, he recorded the trend of pressures, a..'ld the Radical pressure increased 
he moved toward the left. Wendell Phillips said that if Lincoln was able to grow "it is 
because we have watered him." 
Racism in the North in the South, and it would take the war 
to shake both. New York blacks could not vote they owned $250 in property (a 
qualification not to abolish this, on the ballot in 1860, 
was defeated two to one carried New York 50,000 votes). Frederick 
Douglass commented: suffrage was too ugly to exhibit 
on so an occasion. The away like some put out of sight 
their children when company comes. 
Wendell Phillips, with all his criticism of Lincoln, recognized the possibilities in his 
election. at the Tremont in Boston the day after the election, Phillips said: 
truth, for the first time in our history the slave has 
...... ,..., •• -t .. .,.t of the United States .... Not an Abolitionist, an 
an1tislav1erv man, Mr. Lincoln consents to represent an antislavery idea. A 
his value is in his position; with fair 
knight, bishop or queen, and sweep 
Conservatives in the Boston upper classes wanted reconciliation with the South. At one 
point stormed an abolitionist that same Tremont Temple, shortly after 
Lincoln's election, and asked that be made to the South "in the interests of 
commerce, manufactures, agriculture." 
The spirit of Congress, even after the war began, was shown in a resolution it passed in 
the summer of 1861, with only a few dissenting votes: " ... this war is not waged ... for any 
purpose of... overthrowing or interfering with the rights of established institutions of those 
states, but... to preserve the Union." 
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The abolitionists up their petitions poured into 
'-'VJ""''""'" in 1861 and In May Phillips said: "Abraham Lincoln 
may not wish it; he cannot prevent it; the may not will it, but the nation cannot 
prevent it. I do not care what men want or wish; the negro is the pebble in the co~~-wnet3L 
and the machine cannot on until you get him out. 
In July a Confiscation Act, which enabled the 
fighting the this was not enforced by the Union ,l;'-1•'-••'u", 
the nonenforcement. Garrison called Lincoln's policy "St1Jmbl1Jng, 
irresolute, weak, besotted," and Phillips said Lincoln was 
An ofletters between Lincoln and Horace editor of the New York 
of 1862, gave Lincoln a chance to express views. Greeley wrote: 
Dear Sir. I do not intrude to tell you-for you must know already-that a 
great proportion of those who triumphed in your election ... are sorely 
disappointed and deeply pained by the policy you seem to be pursuing 
with regard to the slaves of rebels, ... We require of you, as the first servant 
of the Republic, charged especially and preeminently with this duty, that 
you EXECUTE THE LAWS .... We think you are strangely and 
disastrously remiss ... with regard to the emancipating provisions of the 
new Confiscation Act. ... 
We think you are 
politicians hailing from the 
influenced by the councils ... of certain 
Slave States. 
amJeatea to the practical need of winning the war. "We must have scouts, guides, 
sp1es, teamsters, diggers and from the blacks of the South, whether we 
allow them to for us or not.... I entreat you to render a hearty and unequivocal 
obedience to the of the land. 
Lincoln had already shown his attitude by his failure to countermand an order of one of 
his commanders, General Henry Halleck, who forbade fugitive Negroes to enter his army's 
lines. Now he replied to Greeley: 
was a 
Dear Sir: ... I have not meant to leave any one in doubt .... My paramount 
object in this is to save the Union, and is not either to save or 
could save the Union without freeing any slave, I 
it; if I couid save it by ail the siaves, I would do it; 
and if I could do it some and others alone, I would also 
do that. What I do and the colored race, I do because it 
helps to save this Union; and I forbear, I forbear because I do not 
believe it would help to save the Union .... I have here stated my purpose 
according to my view of official duty, and I intend no modification of my 
n.H'-"'"'ft"''"'"''"'11 personal wish that all men, everywhere, could be free. 
Lincoln. 
SetJteinbc~ 1862, Lincoln issued his preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, it 
emancipate slaves 
the South four months to stop rebelling, threatening to 
continued to fight, promising to leave slavery untouched in 
states that came over to the 
.ll'!llnn:~rv AD 1863, all persons held as slaves within 
de5>iglltah~d the whereof shall then be in 
States shan thenceforward and 
Thus, when the Emancipation Proclamation was issued January 1, 1863, it declared slaves 
free in those still fighting the Union (which it listed very and said 
nothing about slaves behind Union lines. As Hofstadter put it, the Emancipation 
Proclamation "had all the moral grandeur of a bill of lading." The London Spectator wrote 
concisely: "The principle is not that a human being cannot justly own another, but that he 
cannot own him unless he is loyal to the United States." 
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summer of 1864, 400,000 stg11ah1res 
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the Senate had 
January 1865, the 
With the Proclamation, the Union army was open to blacks. And the more blacks 
entered the war, the more it a war for their liberation. The more whites had to 
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sacrifice, the more resentment was, particularly among poor whites in the North, who 
were drafted by a law that allowed the rich to buy their out of the draft for $300. And 
so the draft riots of 1863 took place, of angry in northern cities, their 
targets not the rich, far but the near at hand. It an of death and 
violence. A black man in described what he saw: a mob, with of beer on 
wagons, armed with clubs and bricks, marching through the city, black men, 
women, children. He heard one man "If we are got to be killed up then we 
will kill every one in this town." 
The Civil War was one of the bloodiest in human history up to that time: 600,000 dead 
on both sides, in a population of 30 million-the equivalent, in the United States of 1978, 
with a population of 250 million, of 5 million dead. As the battles became more intense, as 
the bodies piled up, as war fatigue grew, the existence of blacks in the South, 4 million of 
them, became more and more a hindrance to the South, and more and more an opportl.mity 
for the North. Du Bois, in Black Reconstruction, pointed this out: 
... these slaves had enormous power in their hands. Simply by stopping 
work, they could threaten the Confederacy with starvation. By walking 
into the Federal camps, they showed to doubting Northerners the easy 
possibility of using them thus, but by the same gesture, depriving their 
enemies of their use in just these fields .... 
It was this plain alternative that brought Lee's sudden surrender. 
Either the South must make terms with its slaves, free them, use them to 
fight the North, and thereafter no longer treat them as bondsmen; or they 
could surrender to the North with the assumption that the North after the 
war must help them to defend slavery, as it had before. 
soctol~::>gi:st and anthropologist, describes the development of blacks 
Civil ~/ar: 
trij~htenE~d human beings, thrown among 
strange who were not their kinsmen and who 
did not or understand their customs and to 
what W. B. DuBois once as the general strike whereby 
hundreds of thousands of slaves deserted the plantations, destroying the 
Smith's to supply its army. 
Black women 
Truth, the movement, 
became St. Pierre Ruffin of 
Boston. Harriet Tubman plantations, leading black and troops, and in one 
expedition freed 750 slaves. Women moved with the colored regiments that grew as the 
Union army marched the South, their husbands, enduring terrible hardships 
on the treks, which many died. They suffered the fate of soldiers, 
as in Confederate troops at Fort Pillow, Kentucky, massacred Union 
soldiers who had surrendered-black and white, along with women and children in an 
adJ,ommg camp. 
It has been said that black acceptance is proved by the fact that during the 
Civil War, when there were opportunities for escape, most slaves stayed on the plantation. 
In fact, half a million ran about one in five, proportion when one considers 
that there was great where to and how to live. 
The owner of a large in South Carolina and Georgia wrote in 1862: "This war 
has taught us the perfect of placing the least confidence in the negro. In too 
numerous instances those we the most have been the first to desert us." That same 
year, a lieutenant in the Confederate army and once mayor of Savannah, Georgia, wrote: "I 
deeply regret to learn that the Negroes still continue to desert to the enemy." 
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Mi:;;sissip·pi wrote in the fall of 1862: "On my arrival to hear 
staJmped(:xi to the Yankees last or rather I think 
ex<~ep·ttotls will go to the Yankees. Eliza and her family are 
thoughts but manifests her by her 
woman's 1865: 
The people are all idle on the plantations, most of them their own 
niPas:11rrp_ Many servants have proven faithful, others false rebellious 
all authority and restraint. ... Their condition is one of 
anarchy and rebellion. They have placed themselves in perfect antagonism 
to their owners and to all government and control.. .. Nearly all the house 
servants have left their homes; and from most of the plantations they have 
gone in a body. 
Also in 1865, a South Carolina planter wrote to the New York Tribune that 
the conduct of the Negro in the late crisis of our affairs has convinced me 
that we were all laboring under a delusion .... I believed that these people 
were content, happy, and attached to their masters. But events and 
reflection have caused me to change these positions .... If they were 
content, happy and attached to their masters, why did they desert him in 
the moment of his need and flock to an enemy, whom they did not know; 
and thus left their really good masters whom they did know from 
Genovese notes that the war no general of slaves, but: "In •.. A:LJ.a.v•-ccv 
County, slaves responded to the Emancipation Proclamation by driving ofi 
their overseers the land and implements themselves. 11 Aptheker reports 
a ofNegroes in in 1861 to kill their In Kentucky that year, 
houses were burned by and in the ofNew Castle slaves paraded 
through the city "singing political songs, and shouting Lincoln," according to newspaper 
accounts. After the Emancipation Proclamation, a Negro waiter in Richmond, Virginia, was 
arrested for leading "a servile plot," while in Yazoo City, Mississippi, slaves burned the 
courthouse and fourteen homes. 
There were moments: Robert Smalls (later a South Carolina Congressman) and 
other blacks over The Planter, and sailed it past the Confederate guns to 
deliver it to the Union navy. 
Most slaves neither submitted nor rebelled. They continued to work, 
happened. When opportunity came, left, often joining the Union 
to see what 
Two hundred 
thousand blacks were in the and and 38,000 were killed. tlls:tormn 
McPherson "Without their the could not have won the soon as it 
did, and it could not have won at all." 
har:me1t1ed to blacks in the Union and in the northern cities the war 
of how limited the would be, with full over the 
black soldiers were attacked in northern cities, as in Zanesville, 
where cries were heard to "kill the " Black soldiers were 
and dirtiest work, digging trenches, logs and carnion, loading 
wells for white regiments. White privates received $13 a month; 
$10 a month. 
Late in the war, a black sergeant of the Third South Carolina Volunteers, William 
Walker, marched his company to his captain's tent and ordered them to stack arms and 
resign from the am1y as a protest against what he considered a breach of contract, because 
pay. He was court-martialed and shot for mutiny. Finally, in June 1864, 
a law pay to soldiers. 
des:oer·ate in the latter part of the war, and some of its leaders 
su~;ge:sted the slaves, more more an obstacle to their cause, be enlisted, used, and freed. 
a number defeats, the Confederate of war, Judah tlemamlltl, 
wrote in late 1864 to newspaper editor in Charleston: ". . is well known that General 
Lee, who commands so largely the confidence of the people, is strongly in favor of our 
the negroes for defense, and emancipating them, if necessary, for that purpose .... " 
One general, indignant, wrote: "If slaves will make good soldiers, our whole theory of 
slavery is wrong." 
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had mounted, and in March President Davis of the 
a Soldier Law" the enlistment of slaves as soldiers, 
consent owners and their state governments. But before it had any 
the war was over. 
Former slaves, interviewed the Federal Writers' in the thirties, recalled the 
war's end. Susie Melton: 
I was a young gal, about ten years old, and we done heard that Lincoln 
gonna turn the niggers free. Ol' missus say there wasn't nothin' to it. Then 
a Yankee soldier told someone in Williamsburg that Lincoln done signed 
the 'mancipation. Was wintertime and mighty cold that night, but 
everybody commenced getting ready to leave. Didn't care nothin' about 
missus- was going to the Union lines. And all that night the niggers 
danced and sang right out in the cold. Next morning at day break we all 
started out with blankets and clothes and pots and pans and chickens piled 
on our backs, 'cause missus said we couldn't take no horses or carts. And 
as the sun come up over the trees, the niggers started to singing: Sun, you 
be here and I'll be gone 
Sun, you be here and I'll be gone 
Sun, you be here and I'll be gone 
Bye, bye, don't grieve after me 
Won't give you my place, not for yours 
Bye, bye, don't grieve after me 
Cause you be here and I'll be gone. 
Anna Woods: 
We wasn't there in Texas long when the soldiers marched in to tell us that 
we were free .... I remembers one woman. She jumped on a barrel and she 
shouted. She jumped off and she shouted. She jumped hack on again and 
shouted some more. She kept that up for a long time, just jumping on a 
barrel and back off again. 
Annie Mae Weathers said: 
I remember hearing my pa say that when somebody came and hollered, 
"You niggers is free at last," say he just dropped his hoc and said in a 
queer voice, "Thank God for that. n 
The Federal Writers' Project recorded an ex-slave named Fannie Berry: 
Niggers shoutin' and clappin' hands and singin'! Chillun runnin' all over 
the place beatin' time and yellin'! Everybody happy. Sho' did some 
celebratin '. Run to the kitchen and shout in the window: 
"Mammy, don't you cook no more. 
You's free! You's free!" 
Many Negroes understood that their status after the war, whatever their situation legally, 
would depend on whether owned the land worked on or would be forced to be 
semislaves for others. In North wrote that "if the strict law of right 
and justice is to be the around me the entailed inheritance of the 
Americans of African descent, by the invaluable labor of our ancestors, through 
a life of tears and groans, under lash and 
Abandoned plantations, however, were leased to former and to white men of 
the North. As one colored newspaper said: "The slaves were made serfs and chained to the 
soiL Such was the boasted freedom acquired by the colored man at the hands of the 
Yankee." 
Under congressional policy approved by Lincoln, the property confiscated during the 
war under the Confiscation Act of July 1862 would revert to the heirs of the Confederate 
owners. Dr. John Rock, a black physician in Boston, spoke at a meeting: "Why talk about 
compensating masters? Compensate them for what? What do you owe them? What does the 
slave owe them? What does society owe them? Compensate the master? .. It is the slave 




Some land on 
But only few afford 
delmquentt, and sold at auction. 
'-'"'·'v"'u"' Sea Islands, out of 
16,000 acres up for sale in March of 
buy 2,000 acres, the rest bought northern investors and sp~;:culat<)rs. 
were able to 
freedman 
on the Islands dictated a letter to a former teacher now in Phl!la<lelJJhi;a: 
My Dear Young Miss us: Do, my missus, tell Linkum dat we wants land -
dis bery land dat is rich wid de sweat ob de face and de blood ob we back .. 
. . We could a bin buy aU we want, but make de lots too and cut 
we out. 
De word cum from Mass Linkum's self, dat we take out claims and 
hold on ter urn, an' plant urn, and he will see dat we get urn, every man ten 
or twenty acre. We too We stake out an' list, but fore de time for 
plant, dese commissionaries sells to white folks all de best land. Where 
Linkum? 
In 1865, General William T. Sherman held a conference in Savannah, Georgia, 
with twenty Negro ministers and church officials, former slaves, at which one of 
them expressed their need: "The way we can best take care of ourselves is to have land, and 
till it by our labor ... "Four later Sherman issued Field Order No. 15," 
designating the entire southern coastline 30 miles inland exclusive Negro settlement. 
Freedmen could settle there, taking no more than 40 acres per family. By June 1865, forty 
thousand freedmen had moved onto new farms in this area. But President Andrew Johnson, 
in August of 1865, restored this land to the Confederate owners, and the freedmen were 
forced off, some at bayonet point. 
Ex-slave Thomas Hall told the Federal Writers' 
Lincoln got the for us, but did he do it? He gave us freedom 
without giving us any chance to to ourselves and we still had to depend 
on the southern white man for work, food, and clothing, and he held us 
out of necessity and want in a state of servitude but little better than 
the slave states in 1861 , not to end 
the enormous national and market and resources. Yet, victory 
The result after the Civil War in which southern voted, 
elected to state leg;isl:atures introduced and mixed 
public education to the constructed. The Thirteenth 
Amendment outlawed 
punishment for crime 
the United States, or 
repudiated the 
in the United 
equality, 
No State shan make or enforce any law which shall 
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State 
any person of life, or without due process 
deny to any person its the equal protection 
a 
The Fifteenth Amendment said: "The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not 
be denied or abridged the United States or any State on account of race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude." 
number of laws in the late 1860s and early 1870s in the same spirit-
a crime to of their requiring federal officials to 
right to enter contracts and buy without 
discrimination. a Rights Act outlawed the exclusion from 
hotels, theaters, railroads, and other public accommodations. 
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With these laws, with the Union and a civilian of 
officials in the Freedman's Bureau to came forward, 
fonned political and on issues important to 
them. They were by Andrew Vice-President 
under Lincoln, who President when was assassinated at the close of the 
war. Johnson vetoed bills to help he made it for Confederate states to come 
back into the Union without rights to During his nre:"<uie:nc~v 
these returned southern states enacted codes," which made the freed 
still the plantations. For instance, in 1865 made it for freedmen 
to rent or lease farmland, and provided for them to work under labor contracts which they 
could not break under penalty of prison. It also provided that the courts could black 
children under who had no were poor, to 
called - with purnshmeJot 
Andrew Johnson clashed with Senators and who, in some cases for 
in others out of political rights and 
treed!nru1. These members of Congress Johnson in 
using an excuse that he had violated some minor statute, but Senate fell one vote 
short of the two-thirds required to remove him from office. In the presidential election of 
that year, Republican Ulysses Grant was elected, winning by 300,000 votes, with 700,000 
voting, and so Johnson was out as an obstacle. Now the southern states could 
come back into the Union only approving the new Constitutional amendments. 
pol1tH~Iarls were to help their cause, southern blacks were 
determined to make most of their freedom, in spite of their lack of land and resources. 
study of blacks in Alabama in the first years after the war by historian Peter Kolchin find: 
that they immediately their of whites, fonning their own 
churches, politically active, their family ties, to educate th 
children. Kolchin with the of some historians that had create· 
suiJmtSS!ton among blacks. "As soon as were free, these 
Negroes were now elected to southern state legislatures, although in all these they were 
a minority except in the lower house of the South Carolina legislature. A propaganda 
campaign was undertaken North and South which lasted well into twentieth 
century, in the history textbooks of American schools) to show that blacks were inept, lazy, 
corrupt, and ruinous to the governments of the South when they were in office. 
Undoubtedly there was but one could hardly claim that blacks had invented 
political in the bizarre climate of financial finagling North and South 
after the Civil War. - -
It was true that the public debt of South Carolina, $7 million in 1865, went up to $29 
million in 1873, but the new introduced free public schools for the first time into 
the state. Not only were thousand Negro children going to school by 1876 where 
none had before, but fifty white children were going to school where only 
twenty had attended in 1860. 
Black in the 1869 resulted two Negro members ofthe U.S. Senate 
(Hiram Revels and Blanche Bruce, both from and twenty Congressmen, 
including eight from South Carolina, four from North three from Alabama, and 
one each from the other former Confederate states. (This list would dwindle rapidly after 
1876; the last black left in 1901.) 
A Columbia scholar of the twentieth century, John Burgess, referred to Black 
Reconstruction as follows: 
In the most of the 
people for benefit governed, here was the most 
ignorant and vicious part of the population .... A skin means 
membership in a race of men which. has never of itself succeeded in 
subjecting passion to reason; has never, therefore, created civilization of 
any kind. 
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Mr. Speaker .... I wish the members of this House to understand the 
position that I take. I hold that I am a member of this body. 
I shall neither fawn or cringe before any party, nor stoop to beg them 
my ... I am here to demand my rights, and to hurl thunderbolts at 
the men who would dare to cross the threshold of my manhood .... 
The scene presented in this House, today, is one unparalleled in the 
history of the world .... Never, in the history of the world, has a man been 
arraigned before a body clothed with legislative, judicial or executive 
functions, charged with the offense of being of a darker hue than his 
fellow-men .... it has remained for the State of Georgia, in the very heart of 
the nineteenth century, to call a man before the bar, and there charge him 
with an act for which he is no more responsible than for the head which he 
carries upon his shoulders. The Anglo-Saxon race, sir, is a most surprising 
one .... I was not aware that there was in the character of that race so much 
cowardice, or so much pusillanimity .... I tell you, sir, that this is a 
question which will not the today. This event shall be remembered by 
posterity for ages yet to come, and while the sun shall continue to climb 
the hills of heaven .... 
. . . we are told mat if black men want to speak, they must 
through white trumpets; if black men want their sentiments expressed, 
they must be adulterated and sent through white messengers, who will 
quibble, and equivocate, and evade, as rapidly as me pendulum of a dock.. 
question, sir is this: Am I a man? If I am such, I claim the 
Why, sir, though we are not we have accomplished much. We 
have pioneered civilization here; we built up country; we have 
fields, and garnered your harvests, two hundred and 
fifty what do we ask of you in return? Do we ask you for 
compensation for the sweat our fathers bore for you-for the rears you 
have and the hearts you have broken, and the lives you have 
the blood you have spilled? Do we ask retaliation? We ask it 
not. We are to let the dead past bury its but we ask you now 
for our RIGHTS .... 
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As black children went to school, they were encouraged by teachers, black and white, to 
express themselves sometimes in catechism style. The records of a school in 
Louisville, A~~ .. ·--.. J 
TEACHER: Now children, you don't think white people are any better 
than you because they have straight hair and white faces? 
STUDENTS: sir. 
TEACHER: No, they are no better, but they are different, they possess 
great power, they formed this great government, they 
control this vast country .... Now what makes them 
different from you? 
STUDENTS: Money! 
TEACHER: Yes, but what enabled them to obtain it? How did they get 
money? 
STUDENTS: Got it off us, stole it off we all! 
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Black women South. Frances Ellen Watkins born 
in Baltimore, the age of thirteen, a nursemaid, later as 
an abolitionist lecturer, all southern states after 
the war. She was a feminist, Convention, and 
founder of the National of Colored Women. In the she wrote the first 
novel by a black woman: lola or Shadows Uplifted. In 1878 she described 
what had seen and heard in the 
An acquaintance of mine, who lives in South Carolina, and has been 
engaged in mission work, reports that, in supporting the family, women 
are the mainstay; that two-thirds of the truck gardening is done by them 
in South Carolina; that in the city are more industrious than the men. 
. When the men lose their work through their political affiliations, the 
women stand by them, and say, "stand by your principles." 
Through all the struggles to equal for blacks, certain black women spoke out 
on their special situation. Sojourner Truth, at a meeting of the American Rights 
Association, said: 
There is a great stir about colored men getting their rights, but not a word 
about the colored women; and if colored men get their rights, and not 
colored women theirs, you see the colored men will be masters over the 
women, and it will be just as bad as it was before. So I am for keeping the 
thing going while things are stirring; because if we wait till it is still, it will 
take a great while to get it going again .... 
I am above eighty years old; it is about time for me to be going. I have 
been forty years a slave and forty years free, and would be here forty 
yea:rs more to have equal rights for all. I I am kept here because 
some-thing remains for me to do; I suppose am yet to help break the 
chain. I have done a great deal of work; as much as a man, but did not get 
so much pay. I used to work in the field and bind grain, keeping with the 
but men doing no more, got twice as much pay-... I suppose I am 
about only colored woman that about to speak for the rights of 
the colored women. I want to thing now that the ice is 
cracked .... 
the laws for racial 
to vote and to office. Cut so long as 
u"""""""" .... whites for work, for the necessities of life, his vote could be 
threat of force. Thus, for treatment became 
troomHncludmtg colored in the South, this 
process to change. 
The southern white olHmn~hv 
and other terrorist 
political support in and office by force-
against the more stable situation of a South returned to white supremacy, accepting 
Republican dominance and business legislation. It was only a matter oftime before blacks 
would be reduced once to conditions not far from slavery. 
Violence almost immedi~.tely with the end of the war. In Memphis, Tennessee, in 
May of 1866, on rampage of murder killed forty-six Negroes, most of them 
veterans of the Union army, as well as two white sympathizers. Five Negro women were 
raped. Ninety homes, twelve schools, and four churches were burned. In New Orleans, in 
the summer of 1866, another riot against blacks killed thirty-five Negroes and three whites. 
Mrs. Sarah Song testified before a congressional investigating committee: 
Have you been a slave? 
I have been a slave. 
What did you see of the rioting? 
I saw them kill my husband; it was on Tuesday night, between ten and eleven 
o'clock; he was shot in the head while he was in bed sick, ••• There were 
between twenty and thirty men. • .. They came into the room. ... Then one 
stepped back and shot him •.. he was not a yard from him; he put the pistol 
to his head and shot him three times . ••• Then one of them kicked him, and 
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another shot him 
then went 
The violence mounted 
organized raids, nrnt'n 1 ntTc 
1871, the 
when he was down. . He never he fell. 
come back again. 
1. A mob visited Harrodsburg in Mercer County to take from jail a man 
name Robertson Nov. 14, 1867 .... 
5. Sam Davis hung a mob in Harrodsburg, May 28, 1868. 
6. Wm. Pierce hung a mob in Christian July 12, 1868. 
7. Geo. Roger by a mob in Bradsfordville Martin July 11, 
1868 .... 
10. Silas Woodford badly beaten by disguised mob .... 
109. killed by Klan in county 14, 1871. 
blacksmith named Charles Caldwell, born a slave, later elected to the 
Mi1;sissip]pi Senate, and known as "a notorious and turbulent by whites, was shot at 
by the son of a white Mississippi judge in 1868. Caldwell fired and killed the man. 
Tried by an all-white jury, he argued self-defense and was acquitted, the first to kill a 
white in and go free after a trial. But on Christmas Day 1875, "' ... ''"'"''"'" 
shot to death by a white It was a The old white rulers were 
power in Mississippi, in the South. 
white violence rose in the 1870s, the national even under President 
Grant, became enthusiastic about not prepared to arm 
them. The Supreme Court its role of pulling the branches of 
o-n''"'nnrnPnt back to more conservative when they went too far. It began 
mt~erpret11ng the Fourteenth Amendment- presumably for racial equality-in a way 
impotent for this purpose. In the Civil Rights Act of 1875, outlawing 
using public facilities, was nullified the Supreme Court, 
which said: invasion of individual is not the subject-matter of the 
amendment. The Fourteenth Amendment, it was aimed at state action only. "No state 
shall " 
A remarkable dissent was written by Court Justice John Harlan, himself a 
former slaveowner in Kentucky, who said Constitutional justification for banning 
private discrimination. He noted that the Thirteenth Amendment, which banned slavery, 
to individual the state. He then that 
discri1mtrmti1on was 
clause of the Fourteenth Arrtenc1m<::nt, 
citizen, and to the clause in Article 4, Section 
entitled to all and immunities of citizens 
also to the first 
born in States was a 
"the citizens of each State shall be 
several States." 
Harlan was than the mood of the Court reflected 
a new coalition and southern bmnnc;;ssJmen-pilartters. The 
culmination of this mood came in the decision of 1896, when the Court 
ruled that railroad could were equal: 
The object of the amendment was to enforce the absolute 
Pnlli~••tv of the two races before the law, but in the nature of things it could 
not have been intended to abolish distinctions based upon color, or to 
enforce social, as distinguished from political or a commingling 
of the two races upon terms to 
Harlan again dissented: "Our Constitution is color-blind .... " 
It was the year that out and what happening. 
When the year the election of the past November was in bitter dispute. 
The Democratic candidate, Tilden, had 184 votes and needed one more to be 
elected: his popular vote was by 250,000. The Republican candidate, Rutherford 
had 166 electoral votes. states not counted had a total of 19 electoral 
votes; could get all of those, he would 185 and be President This is what his 
managers proceeded to arrange. They made concessions to the Democratic party and the 
white South, to remove Union troops from the South, the last 
military obstacle to of white supremacy there. 
and economic interests needed powerful allies and stability in the face 
of national The had been in economic depression since 1873, and by 1877 
farmers and workers were to rebel. As C. Vann Woodward puts it in his history 
ofthe 1877 Compromise, Reunion and Reaction: 
I 
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the worst year of the severest riPr\rP·~~i,.m 
~>vv,..,.ri~>r~w~>•r1 In the labor and the were 
temper .... Out West a tide radicalism was 
From both East and West came threats the elaborate structure of 
protective tariffs, national banks, subsidies and monetary 
arrangements upon which the new economic order was founded. 
It was a time for reconciliation between southern and northern elites. Woodward asks: " 
could the South be induced to combine with the Northern conservatives and become a prop 
instead of a menace to the new order?" 
With billions of dollars' worth of slaves gone, the wealth of the old South wiped 
out. now looked to the national government for help: credit, subsidies, flood control 
projects. United States in 1865 had spent $103,294,501 on public works, but the South 
received only $9,469,363. For instance, while Ohio over a million dollars, Kentucky, 
her neighbor south of the river, got $25,000. While got $3 million, Mississippi got 
$136,000. While million had been to subsidize the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific railroads, thus a transcontinental railroad through the North, there was no 
such subsidy for the South. one of the things the South looked for was federal aid to the 
Texas and Pacific Railroad. 
Woodward means of appropriations, subsidies, and bonds such as 
Congress had so showered upon capitalist enterprise the North, the South might 
yet mend its fortunes- or at any rate the fortunes of a privileged elite." These privileges 
were with the of poor white farmers, brought into the new alliance against 
blacks. farmers wanted railroads, harbor improvements, flood control, and, of course, 
land-not knowing yet how these would be used not to help them but to exploit them. 
For as the first act of the new North-South capitalist cooperation, the Southern 
Homestead which had reserved all federal lands-one-third of the area of Alabama, 
Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi-for farmers who would work the land, was 
repealed. This enabled absentee speculators and lumbermen to move in and up much of 
this land. 
And so the deal was made. The proper committee was set up by both houses of Congress 
to decide where the electoral votes would go. The decision was: they belonged to Hayes, 
and he was now President. 
As Woodward sums it up: 
The of 1877 did not restore the old order in the South .... It 
did assure the dominant whites political autonomy and non-intervention 
in matters of race and promised them a share in the of the 




ov1:rtttrn1tng what black power existed in the 
F"'CHUla., .. a Reconstruction, 
different racism factor 
the men who controlled them, were as unaffected by 
to be. Without sentiment, without emotion, those who 
sought profit from an of Alabama's natural resources turned other men's 
prejudices and attitudes to their own account, and did so with skill and a ruthless acumen." 




of coal and power, and northern Alabama had both. "The bankers in 
New York, and even in London and Paris, had known this for almost two 
traJnsr1on:at1on." And in the Bond notes, 
railroad lines. J.P. Morgan 
appears by 18 7 5 as 
1886, Grady, an editor of the Atlanta Constitution, spoke at 
In the audience were J.P. H. M. Flagler associate 
and Charles Tiffany. His was called "The South" and his theme 
was: Let be bygones; let us have a new era of peace and prosperity; the Negro was 
a prosperous laboring class; he had the fullest protection of the laws and the friendship of 
the southern people. Grady joked about the northerners who sold slaves to the South and 
said the South could now handle its own race problem. He received a rising ovation, and 
the band played "Dixie." 
That same month, an article in the New York Daily Tribune: 
of23 
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coal and iron men of the South, who have been in this 
the ten will go home to the Christmas hollid3tVS. 
thoroughly satisfied the business of 
for the future. And have good reason to time for 
have been for twenty when Northern ca1>it~aHsts 
would be not of the but of the immense profits to be 
gained from the investment of their the fabulously 
rich coal and iron resources of Alabama, has 
come at last. 
The North, it must be recalled, did not have to a revolution in its thinking to accept 
the subordination When the Civil War ended, nineteen of the rnll"'nT'If-T•nnr 
northern states did not allow to vote. By 1900, all the southern states, in new 
constitutions and new statutes, had written into law the disfranchisement and of 
and a New York Times editorial said: "Northern men no longer denounce the 
suppression of the The of it under the supreme law of self-
nrP"'Pr'u!ltinn is 
While not written into law in the North, the counterpart in racist and practice 
was there. An item in the Boston September 25, 1895: 
A colored man who gives his name as Henry W. Turner was arrested last 
night on suspicion of being A highway robber. He was taken this morning 
to Black's studio, where. he had his picture taken for the 
Gallery". That him, and he made himself as rii~~~o·r"""''~ hi~> as he 
possibly could. Several times along the to the photographer's he 
resisted the police with all his might, and to be clubbed. 
ofthe Negro came mostly from southern white writers like 
novel Red Rock referred to a character as "a hyena 
'"a species of worm," "a wild beast." And, with 
of friendship for the Joel Chandler Harris, his Uncle Remus 
Uncle Remus say: "Put a spellin-book in a han's, en right den 
en dar' you loozes a plowhand. I kin take bar'l stave an fling sense inter a nigger in 
one minnit dan all de schoolhouses betwixt dis en de state er Midgigin." 
atn1osph,ere it was no wonder that those leaders most in white 
PlllH'>~ror Booker T. a one-time White House guest of 
Negro Invited the white org;anizers 
Cotton States and International Exposition Atlanta in 1895 to 
the southern to "cast bucket where you are"-that 
to be farmers, mechanics, even to attain to the prc'te~:sio1ns. 
white to hire 
Negroes, strikes labor wars," were law-abiding and 
unresentful people that the world has seen." He said: "The wisest among my race 
understand that the of social equality the extremest folly." 
this as tactic of survival in time 
throu:gh<)Ut the South, It was a low 
editor of the New a Senate 
the situation of the Negro in the United States. He spoke of 
go,;enrunent betrayal, of desperate attempts to educate 
The farm laborers in the South about fifty cents a day, 
which he could use only at a 
"The farmer, the 
wherewithal crop, had to it to store, and when was 
added up at the end of the year he was in debt, so his crop was constantly owed to someone, 
and he was tied to the land, with the records kept by the planter and storekeeper so that the 
Negroes "are swindled and kept forever in debt." As for supposed laziness, "I am surprised 
that number of them do not go to fishing, hunting, and " 
Fortune spoke of"the penitentiary system of the South, with its infamous chain-gang ... 
. the object being to terrorize the blacks and furnish victims for contractors, who purchase 
the labor of these wretches from the State for a song .... The white man who shoots a 
negro always goes free, while the negro who steals hog is sent to the chaingang for ten 
years." 
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Louisiana, and 
miJgratedto Kansas to escape and poverty. Frederick and 
some leaders this was a wrong but such "We 
have found no leader to trust but God overhead " one said. Adams, another 
black illiterate, a veteran of the Union told a Senate committee in 1880 why 
he left Louisiana: "We seed that the South - every state in the South 
men that held us slaves." 
Even in the worst periods, southern 
defense. Herbert Aptheker reprints thirteen ao<:un1enrs 
in the 1880s - in Baltimore, Louisiana, the Carolinas, 
Texas, Kansas - showing the spirit of defiance and resistance of blacks 
South. This, in the face of over a hundred lynchings a this time. 
ho]pe1ess:ne:5s of this situation, there were black leaders who thought 
WatshJmgton wrong in advocating caution and moderation. John Hope, a young 
who heard Washington's Cotton Exposition told students at a 
Tennessee: 
If we are not striving for equality, in heaven's name for what are we 
living? I regard it as cowardly and dishonest for any of our colored men to 
tell white people or colored people that we are not struggling for equality .. 
. . Yes, my friends, I want equality. Nothing less .... Now catch your 
breath, for am going to use an adjective: I am going to say we demand 
social I am no wild beast, nor am I an unclean thing. 
Rise, Brothers! Come let us possess this land .... Be discontented. Be 
dissatisfied .... Be as restless as the tempestuous billows on the boundless 
sea. Let your discontent break mountain-high against the wall of 
prejudice, and swamp it to the very foundation .... 
Another black man, who came to teach at Atlanta University, W. E. B. DuBois, saw the 
late- nineteenth-century betrayal of the as part of a larger happening in the United 
States, something happening not only to poor blacks but to poor whites. In his book Black 
Reconstruction, written in 1935, he said: 
God wept; but that mattered little to an unbelieving age; what mattered 
blood. For there 
new enslavement 
a new capitalism and a 
Du Bois saw this new capitalism as part of a process of exploitation and bribery taking 
place in all the "civilized" countries of the world: 
Home labor in cultured lands, apJ>ea:se<t a ballot whose 
curtailled, was bribed by high power the dictatorship of vast 
wage and political office to unite 
and black labor, in lesser lands .... 
exJploitation yellow, brown 
Was DuBois right-that in that growth of American capitalism, before and after the Civil 
War, whites as well as blacks were in some sense becoming slaves? 
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LESSON: Differing Perspectives Concerning the 
ESSENTIAL 
• How did the women's suffrage movement challenge the customs, traditions, laws, 
and of the 19th and early 20th centuries in order to secure political 
rights for women? 
• How did the of prominent African American leaders including Booker 
Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois shed further light on the Woman Suffrage 
Movement during an era when suffragists were either aggressively challenged or 
staunchly supported? 
NYS STANDARDS: UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
• Standard 1 "History of the United States and New York" 
• Standard 5 "Civics, Citizenship, and Government." 
PRIMARY SOURCES: 
• Booker Washington, "The Woman Suffrage 1v1ovement," New York Times, 20 
1Pf'P•1"Yl h.Pr 1908 • 
• W.E.B. DuBois, "Woman Suffrage," The Crisis (November 1915). 
• W.E.B. DuBois, "Women," The Horizen (December 1909) 
Students 
accordance with questions based on each 
to issues surrounding 
• Identify the concerns of elite ..................... v..., ... u of the African American community as 
they to the woman movement. 
• positions among African 
Americans towards the woman movement. 
• Formulate a broader view of the circumstances that the 
champions for women's rights in their quest for equality. 
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NCSS 
• people, political ideologies and environments 
• human behavior (both positive and negative) in relation to social and 
political environments 
Individuals, Groups, and Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what controls and influences them, 
and how can be maintained and/or changed 
Civic Ideas and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in public policy 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence public policies 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• Activating prior knowledge 
• and differences 
• Cooperative learning 
• questions, and advanced organizers 
• Homework and practice (learning extension) 
• "According to what we have already about the 
abolition of slavery, why would women seek equality under 
• any background information on the Woman 
of the prominent were 
movement. 
• data-based students will reminded that many 
Americans had a different hlindset during the early part of the 20th century that 
would unrecognizable in today' s society. This includes a significant 
proportion of the U.S. population who did not want women to vote, including 
African American men. 
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to students that the woman movement was no 
that it was a laborious, and dangerous road 
................. LJ .. ,'U by both supporters and detractors alike. 
Differing Views Concerning Woman Suffrage in America: Booker Washington 
and DuBois 
• Following the students will be given the data-base question 
asked to answer the questions that chronologically correlate with it. After 
v ............ ;;;., independently for approximately to 35 minutes, students will be asked 
to gather together in small groups to discuss and ultimately clarify important 
....... n ... "" ... , ................. J-. the data-based question sheet(s) as it relates to the topic of the 
woman movement zoth na .... rn..-.: 
• this will to create their own questions about the topic 
UJ..:::J"-'~c•.:::JJ.'U'J..l from the class as a whole. 
• as a whole will the data-based question sheets and further clarify 
(and predict) what happens as history of the Woman Suffrage 
Movement unfolds. Overall, these activities will be reflected as a form of 
reciprocal teaching. It will engage both students and teacher with the use of prior 
knowledge. 
• Finally, there should be a discussion that deals with how the Woman 
Suffrage Movement changed the course of American history and how it still 
affects us today. 
• will discuss some of the legacies/outcomes that the Woman 
on United It will mentioned how 
spread across both gender and lines and that 
were even were other words, not 
everyone strove for equality in same manner since all situations were unique. 
• it to that is it is 
in terms of racial and gender equality because of the brave men and women who 
upheld the democratic principles that this nation was founded upon despite facing 
overwhelming 
169 
Independent it to 
"-'\.ll~"-'"'"'""'u to find someone within the ,...,..,. .. ,.,.....,...,,...,.~1-.. , 
lived during the movement or was 
friend) and particular person based on some of the learning that we 
have come across throughout 3 that we had in class. I will encourage 
them to bring a tape recorder (if permissible) so that the atmosphere of the 
interview can be more fluid and relaxed. 
• Naturally, I would like students to come back into the classroom eagerly willing 
to share their accounts with others since the interviews will serve as the most 
useful primary sources of history. 
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This question is based on the accompanying documents (1-3). The question is designed 
to your ability to work with historical documents. Some of the documents have been 
edited for the purposes of the question. As you analyze the documents, take into 
account the source of each document and any point of view that may be presented in 
the document. 
Historical Context: 
During the latter part of the 19th and early 20th centuries, male black leaders 
developed contrasting views towards woman suffrage, particularly Booker T. 
Washington and W.E.B. Dubois. Many African Americans who supported woman 
suffrage likely anticipated racial equality as a whole. However, others remained aloof 
and faced the issues of equality based on gender and race in different ways. 
Task: 
Using information from the documents and your knowledge of United States 
history, answer the questions that follow each document in part A. Your answers to the 
questions will help you write the part B of the essay in which you will be asked to: 
-Identify and explain reasons why some black Americans actively participated in the 
woman suffrage movement. 
-Identify and explain reasons why some black Americans distanced themselves from the 
woman suffragist movement. 
1 
"I am in favor of measure that will give to woman, the opportunity to 
develop to the highest possible extent, her moral, intellectual, and physical nature so 
that she may make her life as useful to herself and to others as it is possible to make it. 
I do not, at the moment, see that this involves the privilege or duty, as you 
choose to look upon it, of voting. 
"The influence of woman is already enormous in this country. She exerts, not 
merely in the homes, but through the schools and in the a powerful and helpful 
influence upon affairs. It is not clear to me that she would exercise any greater or more 
beneficent influence upon the world than she now does, if the duty of taking an active 
part in politics were imposed on her. 
"But this is a question concerning which, it seems to me, the women know better 
than men, and I am willing to leave it to their deliberate judgment." 
Booker T. Washington, 1908 
Describe some reasons that Booker Washington gave for not actively supporting the 
woman suffrage movement. 
1 
2 
signs of awakening womanhood in the world today are legion. The best 
novelists are women. Some of the keenest essayists and graceful writers of verse are 
women. Women are among the greatest leaders of social reforms, and at last in 
England they are fighting, literally fighting, for their political rights. Of course there are 
fools a plenty to tell them they don't need the ballot and to feed them the ancient taffy 
about homes and babies." 
W.E. Du Bois, 1909 
Are Du Bois' descriptions of women customary to them during this era? 
1 
Document 3 
"The statement that woman is weaker than man is sheer rot: It is the same sort of 
thing that we hear about 'darker races' and 'lower classes.' Difference, either physical or 
spiritual, does not argue weakness or inferiority .... " 
W.E.B. DuBois, 1915 







• Martin Luther 's concepts relating to nonviolent forms of 
.... .., ... ,_,. .. '-4-A .... ....,..., towards segregation laws an effective means of securing civil 
rights for black Americans in the 1 
• did King conceptualize nonviolent resistance as it related to civil 
disobedience? 
• What were the primary criticisms of King's methods of nonviolent 
resistance and what alternatives were proposed that opposed his 
philosophies of securing civil rights for black Americans in the 1960s? 
NCSS STANDARDS: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Culture 
• Helping to understand ourselves both as individuals and as members of 
different racial and political groupings 
• Understanding how American culture is dynamic and ever-changing 
.LJ.._., .. ....,..., .......... J ......... ,,r-. a sense of order and time 
• Understanding connections to past 
• Reconstructing the past in order to make sense of the present in terms of 
culture, race, and politics 
and political connections between people and their 
• Analyzing human behavior (both positive and negative) in relation to a 
turbulent 
• understanding 
• Analyzing personal identity through cultural, institutional, and racial 
influences 
• Examining the social processes that influence identity formation 
Individuals, Groups, Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed , what controls and influences 
them, can be maintained, altered, and ultimately v.~. .... .u..~.~",""'u 
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Civic Ideals and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in public policy 
• Understanding how the democratic process can influence policies 
NYS STANDARDS: 
Geography 
• Analyzing the role and influence of geography on historical and cultural 
development 
• Relating the past to geographic issues today 
Diversity, Justice, Civic Values, Human Rights 
• Activists and leaders such as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. developed strategies to 
secure civil rights for African Americans 
Change, Power 
• Groups in C<r>.r•1 a.T· ... ,· tum to violence (and nonviolence) to reach their goals 
Reform in America 
• Understanding the role of progressivism in government action 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
• and differences 
• and note-taking 
• Cooperative learning 
• Cues, questions, and advanced organizers 
• Assessing prior knowledge 
• learning 
AGENDA: 
Class Notes: Activating Prior Knowledge of American Civil Rights 
• Teacher will provide information and background on Civil Rights 
Movement and more specifically, upon Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 
legendary "Letter from a Birmingham JaiL" 
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Cooperative Learning: Comparing Similarities and Differences 
• Students will provided important primary resources in order to bolster 
their general understanding of the American Civil Rights movement, and 
more events surrounding Martin Luther King, 's 1 0 day 
1963 jail term for violating a court in junction against any "parading, 
demonstrating, boycotting, trespassing and in Birmingham." 
• Other primary resources will include: 
o from a Birmingham Jail" 
o a Dream" speech/transcript 
o Alabama's Racial Segregation Ordinances 
o group of Birmingham 
o against Birmingham demonstrators 
..., ........... ""'- ......... '" ....... forms (Mississippi) 
o H. Jackson speech/transcript (promoting court/legal 
methods) 
• addition to the above primary resources, this educational portfolio will 
contain questions that will help facilitate learning and interpretation 
among u>t-Y.U.....,J.J.O.u>o 
• Students will thus gather in small groupings and gather knowledge/data 
from the primary resources and have the opportunity to distinguish 
similarities differences among the schools of thought proposed by 
the clergymen, and Dr. Joseph Jackson concerning 
for African Americans. 
• Jail" as opposed to public statements of 
1 Address to the 
u. .. ..,...,..._"'"' .. v·.~. .. of the pros 
cons use 
• For background information, students will have the opportunity read over 
• the to Jr. 
from a group (April 12, 1963) and answer guided questions 
(attached) 
• Students will in an open forum-style discussion 
...,v ..... ,._, .................. F, the opposing views on both of this 
critical civil rights occurrence in our nation's history. 
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American Martin ........... ,.._ ...... .., .. 
• opportunity to listen and/or 
Martin Luther Jr.'s famous Have a in order to 
gain further understanding and background of his methods/ of 
nonviolent f".t:::>C'I 1 cd·•CI1"'1r>.c> 
• This will enhance student in King's overall rhetoric and become 
an excellent bridge to the next primary document his "Letter 
from a Birmingham Along with this document, students will be 
a questions in order to facilitate (Attached) 
• In addition, students will be provided visual imagery of the Birmingham 
police brutality through Charles Moore's photos of a water 
hydrant as a weapon against demonstrators. (Attached) 
Joseph Jackson's Vision on Civil Rights 
• rights era, a critic King 
offered different for Americans to secure civil rights in 
Joseph Jackson, president of the National Baptist 
Convention (also known as the "black pope") believed that rhetoric 
of nonviolent disobedience undermined the proper that 
black America needed. 
• th~l~~~e 
a.-r--r.a.r>Ti'tTt::> methods to 
• Pairs will team up to create groups of 4 and will compare lists. 
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between 
and those promoted through 
~...," ...... ...., .... and the clergymen). 
Independent Practice: What Do the Teachings Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Mean 
toMe? 
• Students will use class notes, activities, and discussions order to reflect 
what they learned from Martin Luther King on a personal level. 
• Students will complete King's famous "I Have a Dream" speech 
(August 1963) in the context oftoday's society/world. They will replace 
King's original words (found within each of the parenthesis) with their 
own thoughts. In this manner, students will be able to assess themselves 




"Letter to Martin Luther King, Jr. from a Group of 
1963): 
• What recommendations did a group of Alabama clergymen propose in order to 
resolve the racial divide in Montgomery, Alabama? 
• What were the clergymen's primary criticisms of the King-driven protests and 
demonstrations that took place in Montgomery? 
• Why do you think that the conduct of Birmingham police officers and local media 
were given a pass by clergymen? 
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''Letter from Birmingham Jail'' Guided Questions: 
• Why does Martin Luther King, Jr. consider himself an "outsider" in terms of his 
advocated protest movement( s) in Birmingham? 
• How does king justify civil disobedience without lending itself to anarchy? 
• In his letter, King refers to "eternal and natural law." Why? 
• Explain why King believes that the protest movement promotes social reform? 
• At that time, why does king remain optimistic about the possibility for equality of 
~ ..... ,.-.... 4A Americans? 
• Describe King's response to the clergymen's support of the Birmingham police 
officers during 
181 
Guided Questions for Joseph H. Jackson's ''Annual Address to the National Baptist 
Convention'' (September 10, 1964): 
• Why did Jackson believe that civil disobedience and forms of nonviolent protest 
were counterproductive towards the overall civil rights movement? 
• What recommendations does Jackson make instead of "street marches, boycotts, 
and picket lines" in order to attain equal rights/ 
• What important historical events does Jackson use 
philosophies? 
to support the basis of 
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What Do Teachings of Martin Luther King, Mean toMe? 
I have a dream that one day this nation up and live out the true meaning of 
its creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal.") 
I have a dream that one day: (on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and 
the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at a table of 
brotherhood.) 
I have a dream that one day: (even the state of Mississippi, a desert state, sweltering 
the heat of injustice and oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom 
and justice.) 
I have a dream that: (my four children will one day 
be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character.) 
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I a dream today. 
... ......... V ....... " .. '""'· whose governor's lips are presently 
dripping the words of interposition and nullification, will be transformed into a situation 
where little black boys and black girls will able to join hands with little white boys and 
white girls and walk together as sisters and brothers.) 
I have a dream today. 
I have a dream that one day: (every valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain 
shall be made low, the rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be 
made straight, and the glory of the Lord shall revealed, and all flesh shall see it 
together.) 
This is our hope ... With this faith we will be able to: (hew out of the mountains of 
despair a stone of hope. With this faith we be able to transform the jangling discords 
184 
to 
freedom together, knowing that we will be 
,. ...... ,., ................ to go to jail 
one day.) 
This will be the day when: (all of God's children will be able to sing with a new 
meaning, My country, 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my 
fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring.) 
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a 1 oflO 
a Jail 
the Birmingham city I came across recent statement ..,~ .......... Jo-. 
and untimely." Seldom do I pause to answer criticism 
sought to answer all the that cross my desk, would have little time for anything 
other than such in course of the and I would have no for constructive 
work. But I feel that you are men of genuine good will and that your criticisms are set 
I want to try to answer your statement what I hope will and terms. 
I think I should indicate why I am here in Birmingham, you have been influenced by the view 
which argues against "outsiders coming in." I have honor of serving as president of the Southern 
with in 
affiliated across the South, and one them is 
Alabama Christian Movement for Human Frequently we share staff, educational and 
financial resources with our affiliates. Several months ago the affiliate here in Birmingham asked us to 
to in a nonviolent direct action program such were deemed We readily 
the hour came we lived up to our I, along with my 
.... ""',.., .... ,,,,,.,.I was I am 
the eighth 
'V'V'.._. ..... ,~ .......... ....,.., of their 
Christ 
fails 
not causes. It are 
place Birmingham, but it is even more unfortunate that the city's white power structure left the Negro 
community with no 
lS 
more unsolved bombings 
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faith 
""""'""u .... ~_, .. ..,~ to remove 
Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth and 
the Rights to a moratorium on all 
demonstrations. and months went by, we that we were 
.,.. ... r ... ....-.."'"" A few signs, briefly removed, the others remained. As in so past Pv~'""'r'""'"·,...""'~ 
blasted, and the shadow of deep disappointment settled upon us. We had no 
to prepare direct action, whereby we would present our bodies as a means of 
our case before of local and the national community. Mindful of the 
we decided to a of self purification. We began a of 
workshops on nonviolence, and we repeatedly asked ourselves: "Are you able to accept blows without 
retaliating?" "Are you able to endure the ordeal of jail?" We decided to schedule our direct action 
program for the season, realizing that except for Christmas, this is the main shopping period of 
Knowing that a economic-withdrawal program would the by product action, 
we felt that this would to to bear on merchants the needed change. 
it occurred to us that Birmingham's mayoral was up in March, and we speedily 
"'""''., ...... ~ .. to postpone action until after election When we discovered that the Commissioner 
.L...I .... ,""'..., ........ "Bull" Connor, had piled up enough votes to in the run we again 
to postpone action until the day after run off so that the demonstrations could not be used to cloud 
the Like many others, we waited to see Mr. Connor defeated, and to this end we endured 
postponetnent postponement. Having aided in community need, we felt that our action 
.,.. ... r,rn-a....-. could be no 
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voluntarily. 
as Reinhold Niebuhr 
through painful is never voluntarily the oppressor; it must 
demanded by the oppressed. Frankly, I have yet to engage in a direct action campaign that was "well 
timed" in view of those who not unduly from the of For now 
I the "Wait[" It rings in the ear Negro with piercing familiarity. This "Wait" 
almost always meant " We must come to see, with one of our distinguished jurists, that 
too long is justice " 
have waited more than 340 for our constitutional and nations of Asia 
and Africa are moving with jetlike speed toward gaining political independence, but we still creep at 
horse and buggy pace toward gaining a cup of coffee at a lunch counter. Perhaps it is for those who 
never felt the stinging darts of to "Wait." But when you have seen vicious mobs 
lynch mothers and fathers at will and drown your and brothers at whim; when you seen 
filled policemen curse, kick and even kill your black brothers and when you see the vast 
your million brothers smothering in an airtight of poverty in the midst of 
an affluent society; when you suddenly find your tongue twisted and your speech stammering as you 
to explain to your year old daughter why can't go to the public amusement park that just 
advertised on and see tears up when she is told that Funtown is 
to children, and see clouds of inferiority beginning to form in her little mental 
and see her beginning to distort her personality by developing an unconscious bitterness toward 
white people; when you have to concoct an answer for a five year old son who is "Daddy, why 
white people treat colored so mean?"· a cross county find it 
to night after night the uncomfortable corners of your automobile because no motel 
.... "'"''"'~"'"" s~~gnegaLUon distorts 
segregated a false sense 
not 
one has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust 
"an unjust law is no law at all." 
is just or 
unjust law is a 
unjust 
law that uplifts human 
All statutes are unjust 
C1CHlr ... Clol'1"<:>1'"I""V a sense of 
Segregation, to use the terminology of the 
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...., ......................... "' a more concrete of just and law is a code that a 
or power majority group compels a minority to but does not make binding on 
This is difference made legal. By the same token, a just law is a code that a majority compels a 
to follow that it is willing to follow This is sameness made legal. me 
another explanation. A law is unjust if it is inflicted on a minority that, as a result of being denied 
right to had no part in or Who can say that the legislature of Alabama 
which set up that segregation laws was democratically elected? Throughout Alabama all sorts of 
methods are used to prevent Negroes from voters, and there are some 
counties in which, even though constitute a majority of the population, not a Negro is 
law enacted such be democratically 
n.......-,""1'1rn""'CI a is just on its and unjust in its application. For ... , ..... ..., . .._ ...... ,, ..... ..,. I have arrested on a 
of parading without a Now, there is nothing wrong an ordinance which requires 
a permit a parade. But ....... u ......... ~ ...... .._, • ..,....,._. ............... '"'unjust when it is to maintain and 
to the protest. 
I hope you are able to see the distinction I am trying to point out. In no sense do I advocate evading or 
the law, as would the rabid segregationist. That would lead to anarchy. One who breaks an 
law must with a to the I submit that an 
who willingly penalty of 
cannot with your methods of 
for another ....,..., ..... '"' ......... who 
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will is more 
more 
I had hoped that the white ......... "'""""""''"" ... "" would that law and order 
establishing justice and fail in this they LIV ... #V.U.J.V 
that block the of social I had hoped that the white 
is a of the from an obnoxious ..-.a ...... ai-··~'0 
passively accepted his unjust plight, to a substantive and 
....,....,11J ............ the dignity and worth of human personality. Actually, we who in nonviolent 
\4...., ...... ....., .... are not the creators of We to surface the hidden tension that is 
already alive. We bring it out in open, where it can be seen and dealt with. a boil that can never 
cured so long as it is up but must with all its to the natural medicines of 
and light, must be with all the to the light of human 
....... n ....... ; ....... .., .......... ..., and the of national opinion before it can 
assert that our even though peaceful, must be condemned they 
precipitate But is this a logical Isn't this like condemning a robbed man because 
T'\A•"".,.'C'"~"' ..... of money precipitated the Isn't this like condemning Socrates because his 
unswerving commitment to truth and his philosophical precipitated the act by the misguided 
this like his unique 
will the evil act of crucifixion? We 
ot-0.1''\t-hr affirmed, it is to urge an individual 
to cease his efforts to gain his basic constitutional rights because the may precipitate violence. 
Society must protect the robbed and punish the robber. I had also hoped that the white moderate would 
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II 
two that we 
.... ....,~ .... v.u. ... ...., . .., ...... nor despair of the black nationalist. 
nonviolent protest. I am grateful to that, through the of the Negro church, the 
became an part of our If this philosophy had not pm,prrTPI1 
streets South would, I am convinced, be flowing with blood. And I am further ,...,......"t, ... ,1 .,.,"""r1 
that if our white brothers as "rabble rousers" and "outside agitators" those of us who employ 
nonviolent direct action, and if refuse to support our nonviolent efforts, millions will, 
out of frustration and despair, and in black J.H .. H .... v ... ,.""" ...... ,..:. ........... ,,n .. ::: .• ....,,,,-- ..... 
that would inevitably lead to a 
unnre:sst:~d people cannot remain oppressed T'"'""'"" ........ 
and that is what happened to the American within has reminded him of his 
birthright of freedom, and something without has reminded him that it can be gained. Consciously or 
...., ......... ,..,... ..... up and with his black brothers of Africa and his 
South America and Caribbean, the United States Negro is 
with a sense of great toward promised land of racial justice. If one this 
urge that has engulfed the Negro community, one should readily understand why public 
rla~ ....... "'..-.C<,N""' 1~1 r\'"'" are place. Negro has many pent up resentments and latent frustrations, and he 
So let him him prayer pilgrimages to city hall; 
try to understand he must so. If his are not in 
nonviolent they will seek expression through violence; this is not a threat but a fact of history. So 
not said to my people: "Get rid of your discontent." Rather, I have tried to that normal 
healthy channeled into the outlet of nonviolent direct action. And now 
............. , ...... ""' ....... I was initially at 
matter I 
and to 
such as Ralph McGill, Lillian ................ ~ ........ 
12/13/2010 
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'"",...~tt"''" about our terms. 
n·--ITTl._. ........... streets of the South. 
and brutality of policemen 
A.U.'LI"-'""'A,.._._..., brothers and they have TPI"'OCT1'll'7~::>f1 
need for powerful "action" antidotes to combat disease me note of my 
disappointment. I have been so greatly disappointed with the white church and its leadership. Of 
course, there are some notable exceptions. I am not unmindful of the fact that of you has taken 
some significant stands on this I commend you, Stallings, for your Christian stand on 
past Sunday, in welcoming Negroes to your worship service on a nonsegregated basis. I commend 
the Catholic leaders of this state for integrating Spring Hill College years ago. 
despite these notable exceptions, I must honestly reiterate that I have been disappointed with the 
church. I do not say this as one of those negative critics who can always find something wrong with the 
church. I say this as a minister of the gospel, who loves the church; who was nurtured in its bosom; who 
has been sustained by its spiritual blessings and who will remain true to it as long as the cord of life shall 
lengthen. 
When I was suddenly catapulted into the leadership of the bus protest in Montgomery, Alabama, a few 
I felt we would be supported by the white church. I felt that the white ministers, priests and 
rabbis of the South would be among our strongest allies. Instead, some been outright opponents, 
refusing to understand the freedom movement and misrepresenting its leaders; all too many others have 
more cautious than courageous and have remained silent behind the anesthetizing security of 
stained glass windows. 
spite of my shattered dreams, I came to Birmingham with the hope that the white religious leadership 
,....n., ............ .,,.. ... ~.-.. , would see the of our cause and, with deep moral concern, would serve as the 
v ...... U .... .L.L.L ... "'. through which our just could reach the power structure. I had that each of you 
I 
traveled the length and breadth of Alabama, Mississippi and all 
" ..... ,,"" .... "'''1'"11'1,,..... summer autumn I at 
their lofty pointing heavenward. I have beheld impressive outlines of her religious 
education buildings. Over and over I found myself asking: "What kind of people worship here? 
Who is their Where were of 
interposition and nullification? Where were they when 
-u. .. ,., .............. ...,....., and hatred? Where were their of support 
women decided to from the dark dungeons 
church. But 
where is not deep 
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~~ ~ ~ 
t3a.-nnAn worthy to for what they believed. those church was not merely a 
thermometer that recorded the and principles of popular opinion; it was a thermostat that 
,. .... '=l .... ",,.r,..,..""""'n the mores of the early a town, the people in power 
.....,.., .............. ...,disturbed and immediately sought to convict the for being "disturbers of the na.<JO"""" 
and "outside agitators.'" But the Christians pressed on, the conviction that they were "a colony of 
....... ,."1-''Tl " called to obey God rather than man. Small in number, they were big commitment. They 
were too God-intoxicated to be "astronomically intimidated." their effort and example they brought 
an to such as infanticide gladiatorial contests. Things are different now. often 
the contemporary church is a weak, ineffectual voice with an uncertain sound. often it is an 
archdefender the status quo. Far from being disturbed by the presence of the church, the power 
structure of the community is consoled by the church's silent--and often even vocal--sanction of 
as they are. 
the judgment of is upon the church as never Iftoday's church not the 
...., ....... , ..... .&. ............... spirit of the early church, it will lose its authenticity, forfeit the loyalty of millions, and be 
social club with no meaning twentieth day I meet 
atsapr,ounment with church turned outright .......................... , ... 
Perhaps I have once again been too optimistic. organized religion too inextricably bound to the status 
quo to save our nation and world? I must tum my faith to the inner spiritual church, the 
""' ......... , ..... ""'..., ... u. and the But again I am thankful to God 
....... ...,..r""~ loose from the chains 
.., .... ,, .... 'V._. ..... , ..... ln 
your statement that 
for "order" 
if you 
, ..... J ..... ..., ... , ............ , ..... if you were to 
were to watch them push 
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'"'L""''"'L ..., ... ..., ..... ~ a discipline 
t-hP•rn•~"" 1 ,.,"'~ rather "nonviolently" public. But for what purpose? 
the past I consistently preached that nonviolence 
means we use must as pure as the we I tried to that it is 
to use immoral means to attain moral But now I must that it is just as wrong, or 
"""1"'h<:l1''\C' even more so, to use moral means to preserve immoral ends. Mr. Connor and his 
nonviolent in public, as was Pritchett in Albany, Georgia, but 
used the moral means of nonviolence to maintain the immoral end of racial injustice. S. Eliot 
"The temptation is treason: To do the right for the wrong reason." 
I wish you had commended the Negro sit inners and demonstrators of Birmingham for their "'""'-'' ........... ..., 
""''"''.._ .......... ....,.their willingness to suffer and their amazing the midst of provocation. One 
South will heroes. will with noble sense of 
that enables them to hostile mobs, and with the agonizing that 
...... ,._...., ...... "'""''"'the of the They will be old, oppressed, Negro women, symbolized in 
a seventy two year old woman in Montgomery, Alabama, who rose up with a sense of dignity and with 
people decided not to ride buses, and who responded with ungrammatical profundity to 
inquired her "My is but my is at rest." will the young 
..,...,JLI.'-''"' .. and college students, the ministers of the gospel and a host their elders, 
courageously and nonviolently sitting in at lunch counters and willingly going to jail for conscience' 
day the South will know that when these disinherited children of God sat down at lunch 
reality up what is the most sacred 
letter finds you strong in the 
too long to 
been writing 
other than write 
great wells of 
Constitution and the 
indicates an unreasonable impatience, I 
truth and my having a 
'"'"""'·""AJlJl'V'V'U.• I beg me. 
me to meet not as an or a a 
'"'".LLJ....,._ll..._ ...... brother. Let us all hope that the dark clouds of racial prejudice will soon pass away and the 
of misunderstanding will be lifted from our fear drenched communities, and in some not too 
rhoi·r:> ..... t- tomorrow stars will over our nation with all 
'-''"'"-·'-'·"·'"'- .. ...._ ......... .1'-J beauty. 
I 
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The following is an the original city ordinances for the 
tJzr·mzn£,naJn. The ordinances are in the Institute's Kn-rrJ.or" 
SECTION 369. SEPARATION OF 
It shall be unlawful to conduct a restaurant or of food 
in the city, at which white and colored people are in the same room, 
unless such white and colored are effectually separated 
partition extending from the floor upward to a distance of seven or higher, 
compartment. and unless a separate entrance from the street is provided 
SECTION 597. NEGROES AND 
TOGETHER. 
PERSONS NOT 
It shall be unlawful for a a white person to play or in 
company with other of or dice, dominoes or checkers. 
who being owner, proprietor or or superintendent, of any 
tavern, inn, restaurant or other public house or public place, or clerk, servant 
or employee or such owner, proprietor, keeper or superintendent, knowingly 
permits a negro and a white person to play together or in company with each 
other at any game with cards, dominoes or checkers, in his house or on his 
premises shall, on conviction, be punished as provided in section 4. 
An Ordinance To Amend 
or on 
0 h-arn'"" supervision or control, 
in Section 4. 
Approved Sept. 19, 1 
Eunice Hewes, 
General Code Of The City Of 
............ ,, ...... t", .......... ,, ..... that Section 597 
said section is, 
owner, 
and a white to play together 
game with a baseball, softball, basketball 
........ "' . .,....,~"'"""or in a house or on under 
on conviction, be punished as provided 
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,...,.rl_,......,. ... or outdoor 
to cause, permit or allow or thereon any theatrical 
exhibition, or educational or entertainment program of any kind 
whatsoever, room, hall, theatre, picture house, auditorium, yard, 
ball park, or other has and seating or standing 
set aside for and to the use of white and other 
entrances, and and to the 
use of negroes, unless the or standing set 
aside for and assigned to the use of white persons are distinctly from 
those set aside for and assigned to the use of negroes, by well defined physical 
barriers, and unless the of each race are effectively and 
"''T~ nTH-"" to the for and assigned to the use of such race. 
(b) It shall one race to use or '"'~"''""....,''' 
"""'"H" ...... ",""o. exit or or ._.._....,_ ... "".·'"-'-1-; ""'r•T•n·.-, set for and assigned to the use 
of members of the other race. 
SECTION 939. OF RACES. 
It shall be unlawful for a and a white to play or 
company with each other at any game of pool or billiards. 
Any person, who, being owner, proprietor or in charge of any poolroom, 
pooltable, billiard room or billiard table, knowingly permits a a white 
person to play with other at of pool or 





to ---..-- ................ ,with 
owner or operator of any or taxicab the city shall 
equal but accommodations for the white and colored races by dividing 
""'nr:l-r<:l 1r""' vehicles or by clearly indicating or by visible ............ , ... .._.., .. 
area to be occupied by race two races are 
permitted to be carried together and by confining each race to occupancy the 
area of vehicle so set apart for it.It shall be unlawful for any to 
operate or cause or allow to operated or to aid in operating for the carriage of 
and colored passengers not equipped as provided in this 
section. it shall be unlawful for any person, contrary to the provisions of 
this section providing for equal and separate accommodations for the white and 
colored races, to ride or attempt to ride in a vehicle or a division of a vehicle 
designated for the race to which person does not belong. 
Failure to comply with this shall be deemed a misdemeanor. 
OF ALABAMA) 
JEFFERSON ) 
I, Eunice S. Hewes, City Clerk of the City of Birmingham, do hereby certify that 
the above are true and correct copies of Sections 369, 597, 859, 939, 1002, 1413 
of the 1944 Code of Birmingham. GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND 
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Letter to Martin Luther King 
A Group of Clergymen 
April 1963 
We clergymen are among those who, in January, nan Appeal for Law and Order and 
Common " in dealing with problems in Alabama. We understanding that 
courts, but urged that convictions in racial matters could properly be pursued in 
Oe,CISIOriS Of those COUrtS ShOUld in the meantime be peacefully nn,::nJc•n 
Since that time has been some of increased forbearance and a willingness to face 
facts. citizens have undertaken to work on various problems which cause racial 
friction and unrest. In Birmingham, recent public events have given indication that we all have 
opportunity for a new constructive and realistic approach to racial problems. 
we are now confronted by a series of demonstrations by some of our Negro citizens, 
in We recognize the natural impatience of peopie who feei tha~ 
are slow in being ""'"'~H • ..,.,.,.,.., But we are convinced that 
untimely. 
\!Ve agree with certain local 
issues in our area. we believe this kind 
demonstrations are unwise 
honest and open 
of issues can best be 
by citizens of our own metropolitan area, white and Negro, meeting with their 
knowledge av•~cu·•cu"lrt:lC' of the situation. All of us need to that responsibility and find 
Just as we rnrrncu-· ... ~.~ ............... ,..,.,.rt out violence no sanction in our 
political traditions," we point out that such actions as incite to and violence, however 
actions not to resolution of our local 
We not believe that these days of new hope are days when extreme measures are 
We commend the community as a whole, and 
in particular, on the calm manner in which 
local news media 
http:/ /teachingamericanhistory .org/library /index.asp?documentprint=53 3 




to continue to show restraint the law enforcement 
to remain calm and continue to our city 
We strongly urge our own Negro community to withdraw support from 
and to unite locally in working peacefully a Birmingham. When rights 
are denied, a cause should in courts and in negotiations among local 
and not in the streets. We appeal to both our white and Negro citizenry to observe the 
principles of law and order and common sense. 
Signed by: 
C.C.J. CARPENTER, D.O., LL.D., Bishop of Alabama. 
JOSEPH A. DURICK, D.O., Auxiliary Bishop, Diocese of Mobile-Birmingham 
Rabbi MIL TON L. GRAFMAN, Temple Emanu-El, Birmingham, Alabama 
Bishop PAUL HARDIN, Bishop of the Alabama-West Florida Conference of the Methodist Church 
Bishop NOLAN B. HARMON, Bishop of the North Alabama Conference of the Methodist Church 
GEORGE M. MURRAY, D.O., LL.D., Bishop Coadjutor, Episcopal Diocese of Alabama 
EDWARD V. RAMAGE, Moderator, Synod of the Alabama Presbyterian Church in the United States 
EARL STALLINGS, Pastors, First Baptist Church, Birmingham, Alabama 
URL: ://www.TeachingAmericanHistory.org/library/index.asp?documentprint=533 
I 
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Joseph Jackson 
September 10, 1964 
Delivered at 84th Annual Session of the National Baptist Convention 
Cabo Hall Arena 
Detroit, Michigan 
PARTICIPATING IN THE STRUGGLE OF AMERICA 
As we are a part of our nation and a of the struggle of America. America was 
into being to satisfy and to answer the human longing for freedom. There was urge in 
man to be related to other men as men without a modifier or any kind of limitation or restriction. 
There was an awareness of a human kinship deeper than race, more profound than nationality, 
more inclusive than any accepted religious In addition to the for a new 
geographical spot there was a search a new human relationship, a new freedom, and new 
opportunities. basic urges inspired the early colonies to brave the dangers of a rough and 
unknown sea, a land in which live as free men and aspire to the 
goals of without enslavement of or being the victims of the determinism 
of 0" 1~ .......... ~or1 circumstances. They wanted a chance to explore and to search out the meaning of life 
for '"""'~I'Y1•C"al\!t:~C" and an opportunity to conscience. 
soon convinced that there was no such land, no such Utopia, but all they would find 
would be an opportunity to make such a land and such a country. They were convinced it could be 
out that now their out of liberty 





resources of of and the Constitution 
attempts to put on paper the that inspired the birth of the 
on which the nation was a ... t:l.,...,..t:~rl and sustained. There principles by which 
and gross sins this American but this high 
not repudiated or . The Massachusetts theocracy became oppressive 
toward freedom. Some human beings were slain in the episode of the great Witch 
http:/ /teachingamericanhistory. org/library/index.asp? documentprint=64 2 12/13/2010 
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Hunt. took its toll, denying to human dignity that God had upon 
as a resu It of cruel nation was divided into two 
::at"n-..o/"'1 camps, a cruel civil war saw Americans of and nl"t"\t-n,a 
shedding their brothers' blood. But from the dust and dirt of this event the American 
sprang up again with new vigor and vitality, and continued its upward march on the rough 
highway of human history. This American venture is powerful not ever growing but 
not grown; and still becoming, but is not yet complete. The kind hand of destiny and 
benevolent providence of Almighty God have placed the American Negro along with races 
and nationalities in this flowing stream of the nation's life for which we are justly proud. As 
patriotic Americans we are devoted to our nation's cause, and are wedded to its ideals and 
principles. By precept and example, by instinct and intuition, we now know the difference between 
which is truly American and that which is not. We draw a distinction between that which 
is 
nation. To the former we pledge our total allegiance and commit every ounce of energy, our 
strength, all of our powers, and even our very lives. But against the latter we stand with 
uncompromising determination, and will not rest until all the enemies of our nation have been 
subdued and conquered. This is the true meaning of the civil rights struggle. 
THE CIVIL RIGHTS STRUGGLE 
time and space is in the It 
our congressmen, has occasioned many of debate and deliberation. In the 
name civil rights thousands have through streets of our boycotts have been 
picket lines have been thrown around of institutions of learning; and in 
every nook and corner of the country voices have been heard in the defense of and in the interest 
of rights. 
What is this for civil I answer, it is an effort American to full 
equality opportunity. It is resolution and the determination be in these 
United States one of citizens and that is first class citizens. This is a struggle to adopt in 
man on ,.........,,.,.,.,,.,,...is 
to fully implement the Constitution, one of the ........ ., .... "".~ ... documents for human 
'"'"oan ..... f"'n since the writing of the Magna Carta. The civil is a for full 
justice, and equality before the law. It is a to from paper lofty idea Is 
America, and to apply in practice to the lives and actions of all Americans. In reality it is 
America's struggle to be herself, to fulfill the highest promises of her being, and to build a social 




The civil rights struggle is not a 
It is not an .,. ..... ,..., ........... ," ... to convert the nation into an .,. ............. ,... camp or to ...:>Y•-'...:>'"'''-Y'·'"' 
in law and or to ::::an"IOnil""1 
downward the highest laws of 
It is in no wise an ...,.,.1"...,...,..,,....,. to 
land proclaiming t'raarlo"'\1'"11"\ and for ali. 
WHY THEN THE STRUGGLE? 
The answer is there is a group in the United States that that when 
of the rights of American citizens it meant only men whose were white. This group believes 
in as a means protecting the best interests of the nation and of the races 
and pure. But as we look at the degrees of pigmentation among all the races in these 
I my segregationist friends, don't you think it is rather late now to talk about 
race; for the blood of white segregationists is in the veins of many whom they 
their kinship is a biological fact. Many segregationists fear that granting 
equality of opportunity to people of color will in some way jeopardize their upon 
freedom, threaten their rank, position, and But such fear is unfounded if the 
any to of 
privileges of true freedom to all men, for the the number of free men the more secure 
is freedom and is the power and of oppression. Abraham Lincoln sensed fact when 
he freedom to slaves we insure to II presence one 
the stream human of one chain of oppression 
creates a in the mind and 
the heart every man master himself 
mentally and the servant a cause that is hostile to 
and the victim of emotions of own nature. 
for civil rights for a there are among 
us who are victims of the psychology of chattel slavery and are yet blinded to the verdict 
of to of in voice of Some 
that their very future and the future well-being of their families depend on keeping alive 
of In uage of one we in 
we will not be changed. We will not be frightened or . We will oppose you 
with every ounce we We will you until noon. We will eat 
our and then re-turn to the field of battle and fight you until sunset. If opportunity 
permits we will 
comes." With 
commitment to 
is no surprise 
a bite to eat in twilight and return to our and fight until the morning 
determination, with faith in way of with 
of opponents democracy and freedom, it 
the for civil rig remained so long and still re-mains one of the 
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/index.asp?documentprint=642 12/13/2010 
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grave the land 
c-o .. ~nn.n reason why the for civil is that the not 
and cannot as a way of life. bound men read with care the 
promises of our Federal Constitution, and they have heard clearly the pronouncements of 
and have followed the logic of every philosopher of and they now know 
and racial discrimination have no logical or legitimate place in the American character 
and constitution. The is just as determined to destroy the awful demand of racial 
segregation as segregationists are to keep it alive. 
struggle will continue of the inner nature of the segregated themselves. There has 
implanted in the and minds of all men the hope, the love, and expectation of 
freedom, and this inner conviction compels us, and the freedom of soul constrains us so that we 
cannot rest in chains or be at in a house of bondage, or compromise with the dungeons of 
discrimination and as our lot the cruel and oppressive hand of those heartless masters who 
allow pigmentation of skin to blind them to the inner principles of truth and to the revealed 
God. goes on because two determinations meet: one; to and 
the other; to be free, and can be no compromise, and from the task of solving the problem of 
freedom there must be no retreat. 
SOME SUGGESTIONS TO THE AMERICAN NEGRO 
But we as a people must ever us the true meaning of our struggle so that we will 
never be used as tools in the hands of those who love not the nation's cause but seek the nation's 
hurt not our help. Hence are some things that we must do. 
1. In our for we must remain .,,..,,.,.,,£' in the mainstream of American 
Our cause must never divorced from American cause, and our must 
not from the American We must to law and in 
are no in American cannot I say now, 
commitment to the our in Obedilentce to American nn;llt"\C~nrln\l and way 
of In spite of criticisms not-with-standing threats and open 
from this position and never will as long as America is the America of the Federal Constitution and 
a land of due process of law. We cannot win our battle through force and 
intimidation. As a minority group we cannot win outside of the protection and power of the just 
laws of land. Read with open eyes and attentive minds, we will that no 
minority group has and can win in a struggle by the direct confrontation of the 
employing the same of pressures the in 




the minority struggle is with just of land and moral and constructive 
are to 
While we must be determined to achieve the we must not be guided by a spirit of revenge, 
blind emotions, and uncontrolled temper. When we act by baser emotions we find ourselves 
contradicting ourselves. We will deny freedom of speech to those who differ with us, and will 
to do the things that will embarrass others however costly it may be to us and to them. When we 
are guided by revenge we do not our program of action There are some groups 
who are thus motivated, will go in, sit in, or lie in, in places that have objected to their presence. 
These same groups when they are dissatisfied in places that have accepted them, will give up 
their achieved rights and walk out in protest and revenge. Our actions must be guided both by 
logic and by law. 
2. The methods that we employ in the present struggle must not lead us into open opposition to 
the laws of the land. In some cases the technique of direct action and demonstrations have led to 
mob violence and to vandalism. At least some who have desired to practice these negative 
methods have used the technique of so-called direct action. 
3. Negroes must become polling booth. In the 
campaign we must not allow our our for individuals, to us into 
emotional outbursts and candidates contending the presidency of the United 
States deserve, and should enjoy, the respect from American citizen. It is beneath the 
of land of ours to to howl down, and to boo from any candidate 
whom we not favor \lVe must candidate whom we think will serve the best 
interest of this nation and the cause, and then our ballot and help to elect our 
As I told this convention in I tell you the is our most important weapon. 
We must not it, or it, but use it for the protection of the nation, the promotion 
of promotion of every citizen, and for the glory of the United States of America. 
I in 1956 I still say now. 
4. Negroes must still make their own We must not expect the public press, radio, and 
television to do this job for us. news media are too busy with other responsibilities to 
assigned the task of choosing Negro leaders to represent the race in these days of stress and 
strain. must not we many fields in which leaders are necessary and 
important, and we should accept and follow the leaders in their field· that when 
are right. We political of whom are of our and our 




We follow them and show our for them. We some dedicated civil rights 
We and follow them in their when are We 
We should and follow them when they are of 
human betterment, human uplift, and the work of re-making the social order in the name 
righteousness, and peace. 
We have worthy business who can show us the way to improve our economic and 
to develop our available economic resources. Let us follow them. We have educators who are 
their contribution in the field of thought and of mental growth. Let us honor them and 
resoe<:t them, and let us not discourage Negro educators by advocating directly or indirectly, that 
they are by nature inferior to educators in other racial groups. 
We and comedians. Let us applaud our athletes when they on the field 
of competition, and let us join with others and freely laugh at the jokes that our comedians give. 
But we must not confuse various fields. must not develop any dictatorship of any one 
field, athletes and comedians must not make the mistake of assuming the role of political, 
religious, and cultural leaders. We as a race must see to it that each man serves in his field, and 
we must not allow the white community to pick our leaders or to tell us what Negro we should 
follow. 
5. Let us be courageous enough not only to oppose the wrong and the un-American actions in our 
we must appreciate and in of our nation. There are 
some recent which give us reason for grounds for trust, and basis for 
Ten years ago Court the United States rose co .... -.:::. ... ,~r..-. but 
and had no in public education. This 
year, a long, hard, and laborious fight, the of the United 
bill in its and said that 
in American and to of us to facts 
We must not the constructive laws of our land, we must not organize, 
condone, or support mobs that parade in the name of freedom. We must not turn aside from 
constructive American in our for . In our us not 
be haughty. In our determination we must not become detrimental, and in our demonstrations we 
cannot afford to damn the nation of which we are a vital part. 
6. DIRECT ACTION IN THE POSITIVE 
http:/ /teachingamericanhistory .org/library/index.asp?documentprint=64 2 12/13/2010 
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We have much in recent direct action in terms 
and of various In case purpose as is a lofty one; 
the winning of rights and the achievement of equality opportunity. I are 
worthy ends and desirable goals, but this kind of action is against 
the most part, must be classified in the negative since they have been designed to stop, or 
hinder certain orderly in the interest of civil rights. In some cases however, 
actions have been against practices and laws considered to be both evil and unjust. 
I for another of action; that direct action in positive which is 
orientated towards the Negro's ability, talent, genius, and capacity. Let us take our economic 
resources, however insignificant and small, and organize and them, not to stop the 
economic growth of others, but to develop our own and to help our own community. If our 
patronage withdrawn from any store or will weaken said why not 
resources and them into producing that we can 
direct and control. In the act of boycotting, our economic talents are not called into play, and 





""',.... of boycotting what others have produced? We must not be guilty of possessing the minds 
and actions of a blind Sampson who pulled a massive building down upon him-self as well as his 
and died with in a final act of revenge. No act of revenge will lift a race from 
thralldom, and any direct actions reduce the economic strength and life of the community is 
sure to punish poor as well as rich. Direct actions that encourage and create more 
ill will, will to more 
spiritual to new growth and 
we to change certain notions and 
in human relations. Remember that when 
of men we are seeking to change 
which is very in human nature. we 
believe are right, we are the 
within. new patterns of thought, changing human nature 
action which is and aimed at 
action that starts with 
as aims to 
racists who 
emotions and 
In addition to that of 
within us as 
may to create new attitudes and new where human will regard others 
as them-selves. Why should we direct actions others to bear 
immediate fruit, then procrastinate and postpone the direct actions that will make us better 
•c .. ·"="=·c men, better thinkers, and better men and women with better homes 
fellowship NOW? Now must not only applied to the for changes and 
it must also applied to us as as people and as a race when we aspire for the 
and more constructive creative methods of We can now. We can 




a narro ... education now, we can our now and receive our in this 
economy of enterprise now. In spite of all attained as a people we not 
and the does not the limits of our Are we not as 
well equipped to respond to the of the right, the the ..,.,.... ...... .,.-.... best as 
are the white whom we fight? Has not the God put in our souls the 
thirst for truth and righteousness? Are we not endowed as with the creative 
spirit the universe? Then we not wait until all is well before we harness our resources and 
venture upon new ways of life and 
We must not play ourselves too or ...,...., .......... ,v day of things when the hour of 
fulfillment is already at hand. To the leaders school boycotts who have called children to remain 
out of school in order to help correct the and errors of an imperfect of education, are 
you willing now to use your influence to lead young people to the ranks of drop-outs and 
struggle now to make the best out of the education that is now available? The call to out of 
school does not appeal to the highest in students but to the ordinary and the easy. It requires less 
initiative to out of school than it does to attend school. It requires less mental to 
to study than it does to study. Is not some than no Of course 
we should get all the education possible and go as far up the ladder of intellectual attainments as 
our powers will allow us. We must strive for very best opportunities, the possible schools, 
and the possible but if are not available to us then us make use 
of Remember future is with person who knows, 
who soul, who can pro-duce, invest, create live in 
harmony with the highest and the Of course we adults must continue to correct the evils 
which make education more difficult. We must strive for quality education and to make 
all the resources 
in the of and for truth. 
progress of the race not in continued street demonstrations, and the liberation of an 
nnnr£:1C'C'arl people shall not come by acts of revenge and retaliation but by the constructive use of 






• What are the Martin Luther King, 's philosophies of 
beloved community" and Malcolm separate black nation terms of 
achieving civil 
• How would (black) to and/or act in to allow each 
of King's or Malcolm 
OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to: 
't"s::>cn,:::.,-.-..1 '{ 7""' riAClrs:>c and methods of Malcolm and Martin Luther 
the possibilities for black civil rights during the 
1960s. 
• why Malcolm proposed that black Americans needed a separate nation 
of their own in to improve quality of their individual collective 
lives. 
• Understand why Malcolm believed that peaceful integration and Martin Luther 
ideas/methods of nonviolent protest strategies were a false hope for blacks 
• of each activist's argument and decide 
secures civil rights for American blacks. 
People, 
people, race, and interpersonal relationships 
Individuals, Institutions 
• Understanding how institutions are formed, what controls and influences them, 
how can be maintained and changed 
Civic Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in 
212 
the role and ~~-LLJLY.VJL~VV 
development 
• past to today 
Diversity, Justice, Civic Values, Human Rights 
• and such as Martin Luther King, Jr. developed strategies to 
secure civil rights for African Americans 
Change, Power 
• Groups in society tum to violence (and nonviolence) to reach their goals 
Reform in America 




• Cooperative ............................ '""' 
• Cues, questions, and advanced organizers 
• Check for understanding 
PRIMARY SOURCES: 
Primary Sources of Malcolm 
-Audio recording and/or ., ... '"'"L..._ ............ I-' ..... "Message to the Grassroots" (November 10, 1963) 
1963) 
Primary Sources of Martin Luther King, Jr.: 
-Audio recording of"I Have a speech (August 28, 1963) 
-"The Power ofNonviolence" transcript 
213 
Eyes on the 
of 
a report/editorial 
reformer provided greater opportunities 
civil rights. 
documents/recordings, ... ._....,.,""'...., ... ~.--u 
their in order to judge 
order black to 
• as of rights era history, will play the role of a 
who has seen, on a the that some 
urban centers. doing so, each reporter will take into account the 
conflicting messages of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm 
• Accordingly, students will an editorial/column that will what 
............. ,., ........ ,. ........... ...,.and each possessed based on 
speeches, writings that are part public domain (as 
mentioned above). 
• goal of writing a the two political/social 
philosophies should be addressed at the of this project so that students 
can the ultimate goal in mind throughout their will have 
the option to either work with another reporter (classmate) or to work by 
themselves. 
Malcolm 
• of the Civil Rights 
.., ......... ,...., ... _._ ........ ...,.,_ .............. ~--'.'-'"''--' of racial discrimination 
m "".,.' "<:>n history. 
• to Malcolm 
....,_....,._,._Jl'VL.A.U that ri'"''"'A-1-IITY .,..,,....-t-.-. • ..., 
• students will be provided with questions that will help their 
understanding of both Malcolm "Message to the Grassroots" and the 
with Louis Lomax. 
Would Martin 
• introduced to 
to a brief excerpt of his famous Have a Dream" (Students will also 
provided with the entire Have a transcript in 
• Additionally, students will provided with that will help guide their 
understandings of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s as well as 
"Power of Nonviolence. 
The Final Product: Dissenting Opinions Concerning 
• should have a fairly good understanding of each of the 
overall philosophies through the of their spoken words 
(audio) and (primary 
• Thus, this will enable students to take on the task of their culminating 
project a column for a (keeping mind its audience). The 
assignment must '-'"'-""L...._~,...,. 
o Explanations supported by at least a few details concerning conditions that 
black faced prior to and during the rights era. 
o A that assesses the and of Malcolm 
"'('ITh'li-a.o into a 
thinks is better solution of the two visions that of 
rights leaders offer for the dilemmas that black community 
and their reasons for supporting Malcolm X or 
's 
rhetoric of nonviolent 
ah'l'•nr:>"t•'<T 1 
• In """"""'"'l'v.-. advocacy groups, Dr. King wrote an article for 
Ebony ......... '"".,F,~"""'""'''l""' that countered claims of the new Rights Movement and 
means 
• Students will have opportunity to 
Nonviolence" (June 4, 1957) 
understanding( s ). 
216 
Why does Malcolm to whites as "devils"? 
The Nation of Islam does not want to integrate blacks into the larger American society. 
Why is this and what does Malcolm X propose as solutions? 
How does Malcolm X divert criticisms claiming black extremism and violence from the 
Nation of Islam? 
Why does Malcolm disapprove of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s approach to secure civil 
rights for black Americans? 
Does Malcolm X think of African 
why not? 
7 
Roots'' (November 10, 
-What are the goal( s) of any revolution according to Malcolm X? 
-How does Malcolm X justify violence as a means for black Americans to ascertain civil 
rights? 
-According to Malcolm X, what are "Uncle Toms" and how do they slow progress for 
blacks in America? 
218 
's "I a 
-How does King characterize his philosophies as strong-willed rather than cowardly or 
passive? 
-What are the ultimate goals of nonviolent resistance? 
-Explain how MLK believes that God is involved in the Civil Rights Movement. 





propose that advocacy for not in terms of securing 
for black 
-Why does Dr. believe that a focus on self-defense to promote progress for African 
Americans will be unproductive? 
-Dr. proposes that protestors should risk injury rather than seek their own safety and 
self-defense in the name of civil rights progress. Why? 
-Why does King theorize that the "moral power" of a committed minority will create 
significant change socially, politically, and economically in America? 
1966, Dr. King believes that marches, boycotts, and organization still hold the best 
possibilities for in the communities of America. Why? 
220 
1 
Home > Document Civil >Malcolm X to Grassroots 
Message to Grassroots 
want to just an you me us. We want to 
right down to earth in a language that everybody here can understand. We all agree 
tonight, all the that America has a serious problem. Not only 
....,..._ ........ "'"'"J problem, but our people 
only reason has a problem is 
you look at yourself, be you black, brown, red, or 
a represent a person who poses such a problem 
America because not wanted. Once you this as a fact, then you can start 
plotting a course that will make you appear intelligent, instead of unintelligent. 
you and I to 
don't come Tr.rr·nrn 
and you don't catch hell 
came 
if you was an 
catch 
were the ones who brought you 





have a common have common: We a common oppressor, a 
common and a common discriminator. But once we all that we have this 
common enemy, on we 











you I can use 
i-.ranrai-~"\O't" Their were dark 
nations from Some of them were Buddhists. Some of them were Muslim. 
Some them were Some were some were ... """""",""""' 
........ "'"',...,...,~ .. ""'their religious differences, came together. Some were 'VV'., ........ J, ......... u ...... ..J some were 
some were capitalists. their economic political rlt++a ... an.na" came 
i-.racrai""l'""lal" All Of them Were black, brown, Or 
number-one thing that was not allowed to attend the Bandung was the 
man. He couldn't come. they excluded the man, found that could 
they kept him out, fell in and fell in is the 
thing that you I to understand. And who came together didn't 
they didn't have jet planes; they didn't all of the heavy armaments 
that the white man has. But they had unity. 
were able to submerge their little petty and agree on one thing: 
though one came from and was being colonized by the Englishman, and 
.......... , . ....,~~ .. came from the .......,v~ .... .so.v 
~,._,, ... '"' ......... ..,. ............ '"'.._.. . .._..., .......... and in 
India, and Afghanistan, and in world 
man; where 
dark man was being exploited, he was being exploited by the white man. they got 
they 
when you and I in <TlL..>lr'H"~ who 
look around us, we too rro"' .... ", .... ·we have a common 
Georgia or ........... ,._ ... .u.""" ........... , ·u,·n a,rn California or 
the same man: blue eyes and blond hair and pale skin same man. So what we have to 
is what they to quarreling '"'TriiU,,fT rt-.arn"""'"c'c Any 
11 
12/13/2010 
they'd into a huddle 
..... C'it-ar,rt of us our public, we to 
And when you have a family squabble, you don't 
"'""'T"''""" 7'"''""''"'"T calls you uncouth, 
let 
all the same 
If you do, 
don't it at 
3 11 
that 
it at home; you it out behind closed doors. And then 
you come out on the a common front, a united front. And is what 
we need to do the community, and the and in the state. We to stop our 
rhrtaran.r-&:ic in front of man. Put the white man out our number one, 
then down and talk shop with other. [That's] all you gotta do. 
I would like to a 
revolution and Negro revolution. a difference. Are they both the same? And if 
not, what is the difference? What is the difference between a black revolution and a 
revolution? what is a revolution? to that many 
of our people are this word "revolution" loosely, without careful consideration 
[of] what this word actually means, and what historic characteristics are. When you study 
the historic nature of revolutions, motive of a revolution, the objective of a revolution, 
and result a revolution, the a you words. 
You may another program. You may your goal and you may change your 
mind. 
was what? did 
was it for? 
no 
out it 
-- what was it based 
afraid to I said, 
long as white man sent you to sent you to you 
sent you to the South to fight the ..., ......... ....,.._,....,, you bled. You bleed for 
But when it comes bombed and little black girls be 
..... ...,A.'"'-'-· you haven't 
the man 
man says 
white man says 
http:/ /teachingamericanhistory .org/library /index. asp? document= 1 
you 
I hate to 
12113/2010 
bombed, and your little are being murdered, and at same 
time you're 
know? 
-.nr.ln"l"\1"" with and somebody that you don't even 
If is wrong 1'""\"\£, .... , .. ~ ..... violence is If it's wrong to violent 
defending black women babies and black men, 
.,...,"' ...... r .... to draft us us violent abroad of And if it is 
4 11 
to draft us, and teach us how to violent it is right you 
and me to do whatever is necessary to defend our own people right here in this country. 
......., .............. ,.,....,'"' Revolution -- wanted land. British out, along with 
Tom Chinese. they did. '"' ........... '"''t-' ... ...,. When I was prison, I read 
an article -- don't shocked when I say I was in prison. still in That's what 
When I was in prison, I an article in Life ... _ .... _..,,...., ... L.!.LLJ,.._ showing a 
old; father was on his hands and knees and was pulling 
the trigger 'cause he was an Uncle Tom Chinaman, When they had the revolution over there, 
took a whole generation of Uncle Toms --just wiped them out. And within ten 
some France. 
more Toms in today 
countries on 
battle. 





....... , ....... '"'.""-some not 
So I cite these various revolutions, ., ... ,".-"""~"''"' ctc-t·a"""' to show you -- you don't have a 
peaceful revolution. 
thing as a only kind 
no 
rr.l,,i:","''"' that's nonviolent is the Negro 





down next to white on 
The white man knows 
in scope and 
its head in Latin 
a revolution is. 
black 
is 
knows that the black revolution is 
Africa, is 
a revolution. They 
rY<r<::>ri'll-rrlari the Revolution is Revolution is white man is 
screaming he sees revolution in Latin America. How do you think he'll react to you 
when you learn what a real revolution is? You know what a revolution If you did, 
you wouldn't use that word. 
revolution is bloody. is hostile. Revolution knows no compromise. Revolution 
overturns 0 "":.-ru-t-h,ncr that way. And you, around like a 
to no matter how much they me." 
No, you a revolution. Whoever heard of a revolution where they lock arms, as 
,._, ..... ~ ..... ,F.,v was out beautifully, singing "We Shall Overcome"? Just tell me. 
that in a revolution. You do singing; you're too busy 
wants land so he can set up own nation, an independent 
nation. ....... _,.., ........ Ji-> for no nation. to back on the 
called nationalism. When 
nationalism. think so? Why [do] you think 
.U.U.l.J.VJ.JlU.J.J.>::IJ.J.J., All the 
.I.J.UILJ.VJ.J.o I was some .................... ,-t-•• 
together with someone the 
city because all of them were afraid of being with nationalism. 
afraid of black nationalism, you're afraid of revolution. And if you love revolution, you love 
black nationalism. 
To understand you have to to 
house Negro and the field Negro -- back 
young here referred to as the 
There was two kinds of 
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what 
in the attic or basement, but still 
master more than the master loved They would 
than the master would. The house "We 
a good would II 
Whenever the master said 
would fight to put the out 
than the master would. If master the house Negro would "What's the 
matter, boss, we sick?" We identified himself with his master more than his master 
identified with himself. And if you came to the Negro and said, run away, 
...,....,, ....... ~ ......... ~."the house Negro would look at you and say, "Man, you What 
Where is there a better than this? can I wear 
clothes than this? Where can I eat better food than this?" That was that house In 
days he was called a "house "And that's what we him today, ....,\v ............. ..,...., we've 
still got some house around here. 
as 
nothing but a 
loves his master. wants to near him. He'll pay three times 
and then only 
" "I'm the only one 
And if someone comes to you 
ate 
nothing but what was left of the insides of the 
na•:>Tc;n from to 









about "our government is in " 








a Negro out of 
to keep the field 
..,..,.'"t'h,.,.,,t'T but modern Uncle 
to keep you and me us under control, 
making you nonviolent. when 
7 11 
you to the ""'""'"" "'''"""'• your tooth. going to fight when 
he starts pulling. So your jaw called novocaine, to make you think 
not doing all of novocaine 
you suffer na<:lr>£>1r11 Blood running down your and you don't know 
happening. someone has taught you to suffer -- peacefully. 
and a tooth for a tooth, and a life 
r. .... r~r.TT resent 
way it is with white man a wolf and you're a 
a pastor, teach [sic] and me not to run from the 
the to me. 
1"'\1"'t:)C'£:>11""1T£:> your thing if got to it 
up, it even -steven. 
12/13/2010 
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I would to just mention just one quickly, method that the 
white man uses, how the white man uses 
black revolution. are not a part of 
revolution. 
When Martin Luther in 
TTlL.•r· .. ··"' reached its low point. King bankrupt almost, as a Plus, even 
financially, the Southern Christian Conference was in financial trouble; plus it 
was in trouble, period, the people when failed to ..... '"'"''"'J"..JlvJ"..U.'-'-' 
Negro national stature ...,.a.., ................ 
...,'"' ... -u.._ ...... ..__ fallen idols, began to lose their and influence, local Negro leaders began to 
up the masses. In Cambridge, Maryland, Gloria Richardson; Danville, Virginia, and 
the to at level. 
was never done by 
you, but they never ................ '"' ..... you; they 
some more 
out of jail 
all the money and 
Roy 
national stature other, they began to 
control of the masses. 
~.. ......... , ...... ,,n about [how] we was 
to l'Y'I"l-rnn 
AAAAAL("'t''-'·'-'-A.AA. had 
exploded, and the began 





started talking about [how] they were 
about what? 
march on the White march on the Congress, and tie it bring it to a halt; don't let 
they was going out to the airport and lay down 
v ... u..uvu land. I'm telling what said. That was 
revolution. That was revolution. That was the black revolution. 
was the roots out in street. [It] the white man to death, scared the 
white power structure Washington, D. to death; I was When they found out that 
black was to come down on the they called in Wilkins; 
in Randolph; they called in these national Negro that you respect and told 
"Call it off." Kennedy said, "Look, you all letting this thing go too "And Old Tom 
"Boss, I stop I didn't start it." you what they said, 
"I'm not even in it, much less at the head of it." They said, "These Negroes are doing things 
on their own. They're running ahead of us." And that old fox, said, "Well If you all 
put it. put you at head of it. endorse welcome it. I'll 
help it. " 
A matter of went by. a at The 
the Kennedy family; the night at, 
A v ... u .... ._. ... '~"'Jt-r-.._,t"' .... "~"'A..-.,'"" C1AII'~,a-r-., headed by a man 
me show 
man, a millionaire. Powell was talking about it down at the Cobo 
~ ~ h ~~ 
it happened. Wilkins knows it happened. King knows it happened. Everyone of that so-
called Six -- they know what happened. 
Once they formed it, with the white man over he promised them and gave them 
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but 
[As] soon as 
relations ....... ,.. ..... ,...'""'.,.c<· 
got 
and told them that 
to for, 
UU.J..LJ.v..::J and the 
,... ........ ,, ........ '"''""'"• the 
country at news media across 
Six as the leaders of 
] talking this march 
_ .... _ .. u, .... '-'J, ... Originally, even 
on Hastings 
still was talking the march 
Avenue, and out on --What you call -- Fillmore Street, and Central Avenue, and 
Street and 63rd That's ·urh£>.1"C> the march talk was being talked. But the white 
man put Six the march. became the march. They 
took it over. And the first move took it over, they invited Walter 
Reuther, a white man; they invited a priest, a rabbi, and an old white an old 
white preacher. The same that in power --labor, the 
and liberal [the] same clique that put power, 
joined the march on Washington. 
just some too black, means 
you it with cream; it If you pour too much cream in, you 
won't even know you ever had coffee. It it cool. It to strong, 
it It to This is 
it over. And as they took it over, it lost militancy. 
1t 
J.L 
.L''O..JL.L~; ... L -- I saw it on 
"-> ............... "'. I know you don't like what 
it was a came in 
wouldn't him by the script. Burt .......... ,u.._, ..... "' 
the that Baldwin was ",,.,..,.,..."""C"""rf to they wouldn't let Baldwin up there, 
they know Baldwin's liable to anything. They controlled it so tight-- they told 




was out town by 
I know don't my But I can back it up. was a a 
............ L ... '"''-' that beat anything Hollywood could ever do, the of the 
Reuther and those three devils should get a Academy for the actors 'cause 
they really loved and fooled a whole lot of And the six 
leaders should get an award too, for the best supporting cast. 
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The I Have a Dream Speech 
............ ...., ..... ..., ...... ~ the equality of man envisioned by the ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
color blacks, Hispanics, Asians were discriminated .... ~". ................ .. 
overt and covert. 1950's were a turbulent time when 
Supreme Court decisions, like Brown v. Board of Education; 
ofblacks, fighting equal rights. 
Luther a Baptist minister, was a driving the 
and 1960's. In 1 King and staff focused on marched 
protested non-violently, the of local officials who sicced water cannon and police dogs on the 
whose ranks included teenagers and children. bad publicity and break-down of business 
white leaders of Birmingham to concede to some anti-segregation demands. 
national spotlight in Birmingham, he was arrested and jailed, 
............. ,, .. "'-'..., a march on Washington, DC, on August 28, 1963. His partners in the March on 
Washington for Jobs and Freedom included other religious leaders, labor and black 
assembled masses marched down the Washington Mall the Washington Monument to 
........, ...... ,l""''-''· ....... Memorial, heard from Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, and heard speeches by actor Charlton 
lS 
president Roy Wilkins, and future Representative from Georgia John 
exact text of 
..., ... '-'..., ............ speech was carried live on major 
go 
.I....J ....... ....,'-f,L.l..l. in his "I Have a 




as white men, would 
It is obvious today that has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as color are 
""'"'"'"""'-''· ... ·"" ........... J....,. .... ,'"" .... of honoring this obligation, the Negro a bad .., ..... ""'""'·n .• 
which has come back marked "insufficient 11 But we refuse to that the bank of 
justice is bankrupt. We to believe that there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of 
opportunity of nation. we have come to cash this a check that will give us upon rf""-r'""'£3 ... \rf 
of freedom and the security of justice. We have also come to this hallowed spot to remind 
of the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to in the luxury of cooling off or to take 
the tranquilizing drug of gradualism. Now is the time to make the promises of democracy. Now is 
time to the dark and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlit path of racial Now 
is the time to lift our nation from the quick sands of racial injustice to the solid rock of brotherhood. 
Now is the time to make justice a reality for all of God's children. 
It would fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of the 
moment. This sweltering summer of the Negro's legitimate 
discontent will not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of 
freedom and equality. is not an end, but a 
'-''"'f'., ...................... ,M. Those who hope that the to blow off 
steam and will now be content will have a rude awakening if 
nation returns to business as usuaL There will be rest 
tranquility in America until the Negro is granted his ci ..... ·""'.., ...... .., ........... 
The whirlwinds of revolt will continue to shake 
foundations of our nation until the bright day of justice pm,p,rn•""Q 
there is something that I must to my people who stand 
on warm which into the In the ....... "'.~""'~ 0 
we must not of 
cup of bitterness and hatred. 




winds of police brutality. 
the that 
back to go back to Alabama, back to South 
Louisiana, back to the slums and ghettos of our northern cities, 
can and will be changed. us not wallow the of despair. 
I to you today, my friends, so even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still 
have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. 
I have a dream that one this nation will rise up and live out "We hold 
truths to that all men are equal." 
I have a dream that one on the red hills of the sons of former slaves and sons of former 
owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood. 
I have a dream that one day even the state of "'""'"'..:'"'"'"'·'-~-'~-''"'• a state sweltering with the heat of injustice, 
.,, .. ,,"',,."' ................. with of will -tr;:),nCI-t.n.rn-."".rt into an oasis of freedom and justice. 
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by 
the color of their skin but by the content of their character. 
I 
that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with its governor his lips 
words of interposition and nullification; one day right there in Alabama, little black 
will be able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and 
brothers. 
I 
hill and ~ ... ,~ni·a 1 ..-. 
made ........... ,A._ ....... 
will the day when all God's children will be able to sing with a new "My 
of thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing. where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, 
II 
.LL ....... ..., ......... .,...... is to a nor·r. ........ a true. So let 









the curvaceous California! 
from 
Lookout Mountain 
from hill and molehill Mississippi. From mountainside, freedom 
And when this happens, when we allow freedom to ring, when we let it ring from village and 
hamlet, from every state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of God's 
children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join 
hands and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! free at last! thank God Almighty, 
we are free at last!" 
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A Summing Up: Louis Lomax interviews Malcolm X 
Louis Lomax 
1963 
LOMAX: Minister Malcolm, we are all by now with your basic philosophy; we have heard 
you seen you on television, and 
I think, everybody knows your position 
you hold that the black man is of 
your remarks in and newspapers. By now, 
white man is a devil, a man incapable of doing 
he fell from power of 
you hold further that the white man's rule over the earth was scheduled to end in 
but that his end has been of the need to the American Negro into the 
fold of the black brotherhood 
MALCOLM X: 
time is up; it up for almost 
men in 
are. You see, when a man 
can up out of the 
is why we teach in 
novv. It I IC' U..;;J 
of North America to wake up 
who he who God is, who 
himself up and up 
for a man to really 
a must some land of his own, a God of his own, a 
Most of all he must have love and devotion for his own kind. 
LOMAX: Wouldn't you say the Negro has a nation-America? 
white devil's 
who 
devil is ... then he 
a man should 
himself he must 
of his own. 
MALCOLM X. how can a say America is nation? He was here in 
was put in ._~,::;:a.,L..>.-,, an worked like a mule three hundred years; he was separated from his 
culture, his God, his language! 
Negro was taught to speak the white man's tongue, worship the white God, and accept the 
man as his 
This is a white man's country. And the Negro is nothing but an ex-slave who is now trying to get 
integrated into the 
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And the want you! You and bled and died in every war white man 
waged, you You his baby behind wife, and 
he still won't give you ; you turned cheek while lynched you and raped your 
women, he still won't give you equality. Now, you integration-minded Negroes are trying to 
yourselves on your former trying to make him you in drawing room; 
want to hang out with his women women of your own kind. 
LOMAX: Are you suggesting that all of us who fight for integration are after a white woman? 
MALCOLM X: I wouldn/t say all you, but the evidence for Check up on these 
integration and you will find that most of them are either married to or hooked up with 
some white woman. Take that meeting between James Baldwin and Robert Kennedy; practically 
everybody there was interracially married. Harry Belafonte is married to a white woman; Lorraine 
is married to a white man; Lena Horne is married to a white man. 
Now how can any Negro, man or woman, who with a white person speak for me? No black 
married to a white person can speak for me! 
LOMAX: Why? 
MALCOLM X: Why? Because only a man who is ashamed of what is will marry out of his race. 
to be something wrong when a man or a woman own and marries 
.,. .... ,,...r .... o .. kind. Men who are proud of being black marry black women; women who 
are proud of being black marry black men. 
is true you realize 
•r.rc, ... ,.,..,:::. ...... ~"'' 0 are iinking up with very who mothers, 
put kid sisters in kitchen to scrub floors. Why would any black man in his right mind 
want to marry a lyncher, a murderer, a rapist, a dope peddler, a gambler, a hog eater ... Why 
would any man want to marry a devil... that's just what man is. 
LOMAX: I have 
white man a devil? 
you that a thousand but it a I ways me. Why do you call the 
MALCOLM X: Because that's what he is. What do you want me to call him, a saint? Anybody who 
rapes, plunders, and and steals, and drops hell bombs on people ... anybody who 
does these things is nothing but a devil. 
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rtoe•r ........ himself! 
Now why would I want to integrate with somebody marked for destruction? 
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad teaches us to get away from the devil as soon and as as we 
can. This is why we are demanding a state. Tell the slave master we will no longer beg 
for crumbs from table; let him us some land of our own so we can go for If he 
doesn't give us some land, there is going to be hell to pay. As I said at Howard University and at 
College, once the white man let the Negro an education, the Negro began to want 
what the white man has. But he Negroes get an education and now they are demanding 
integration; they want to have exactly what he has. And the white man is not going to give it to 
LOMAX: But we have made some 
MALCOLM X: What gains? All you have gotten is tokenism-one or two Negroes in a job or at a 
lunch counter so the rest of you will quiet. It the United States Army to get one Negro into 
of Mississippi· it took troops to in the white at Little Rock 
n-
.u. nine years since 
less than ten per cent in are in 
That isn't integration, that's tokenism! In of all the dogs, fire 
club-swinging policemen, I have yet to read of anybody c::=~r·•nn an integrated hamburger in 
You '"''"'·~"~ ... ""''"'"" are not willing to admit it 
nature to you into 
than a T can sprout wings and fly. It 
Now Muhammad says it would 
will not work. Why, it is against the 
Even if he wanted to, he could no more do it 
in him. 
easiest thing in the world white 
man to destroy all Black Muslims. We contend the man is a devil. If he is not a devil, let 
him prove it! 
He do it, Lomax; it isn't in him; it is against nature. 
on ; a big jobs, but the black masses will 
hell as long as they stay in white man's 
12/13/2010 
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only possible way out white man is to us some land of our own; us out, 
away from his for 
But white man will not He is going to you integration-minded 
cooped up in this country, and when you discover that white man is a a devil, 
that has no intentions of integrating, then you will run wild. will be the time ... 
LOMAX: time for what? 
MALCOLM X: Only The Honorable Elijah Muhammad can answer that! 
LOMAX: is strong gospel, Minister Malcolm; many people, Negro and white, what you 
.-. ... .::ll~r·n amounts to that your is anti-Semitic. What is your comment to 
that? 
MALCOLM X: The white people who are guilty white supremacy are trying to hide their own guilt 
by Honorable Elijah Muhammad of teaching black supremacy when he tries to uplift 
the mentality, the social, mental and economic condition of the black people in this country. Jews 
who have been guilty of exploiting the black people in this country, economically, civically, and 
hide behind-hide guilt by Muhammad of 
simply teaches our people to go into IC'Ir"\OC'C" for 
over the economic in our own community. And since white oec:Jole 
and they know oract1c:ea the worst form of in this they are 
guilty of now when The Muhammad comes and to list the historic 
toward the U...lloell;.ooHRr~r of 
We 
which mean nr::~\/t::hr 
rnn"\~1"11 .,..,........,.,..,....,, ..... us that since 
immorality, that is going to 
are in this c~r-u:uu can be saved is not to integrate into this 
from lift up our and 
to integrate with white man, or 
imitate the man. 
your movement 
of 
and The Honorable Elijah 
na.rnr-no overrun with 
people who 
but car'l~t"·::.ra 
and godly-try to with 
and imitate God instead of trying to 
0 
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MALCOLM X: No, sir. have victims of 
of men for four hundred following the ignorant we 
that it was godlike to turn that was brutalizing us. Today The 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad is showing black oelome in this country that, just as the white man 
and every other person on this God-given rights, natural rights, civil rights, any kind of 
that you can think of, when it comes to defending himself, black people-we should have 
the right to defend ourselves also. And, The Honorable Elijah Muhammad makes black 
brave enough, men enough to defend ourselves no matter what the odds are, the white 
man runs around here with a doctrine that Mr. Muhammad is advocating the violence when he is 
actually telling Negroes to defend themselves against violent people. 
LOMAX: Reverend Martin Luther King ra=~rrlcc a doctrine of nonviolence. What is your attitude 
toward this philosophy? 
MALCOLM X: The white man supports Reverend Martin Luther King, Martin 
Luther King, so that Reverend Martin Luther King can continue to teach the Negroes to be 
what you mean by nonviolent-be in the face of one of the most 
cruel beasts that has ever taken people into captivity-that's this American white man, and they 
proved it throughout the country by police dogs and the police clubs. A hundred 
ago to put on a white and use a bloodhound Today they have 
white sheet and put on and traded in the bloodhounds for police 
still doing the same thing. Just as during used to keep 
or the Ku Klux Klan by them to love 




of attack that Uncle Tom did on 
...................... of the Klan in that day. 
Now of Dr. Martin is to a to sit in 
restaurant beside the same white man who has brutalized them for four hundred years. The goal 
of Martin to to people who brutalized 
four hundred by lulling them to and making them forget what those whites 
to them, but 
putting down. 
masses of 
LOMAX: Minister Malcolm, you often 
go for what Martin 





kingdom on this upon brotherhood and and the white man is 
white man is peace. His on 
Nowhere in history he brotherly toward anyone. only time is brotherly toward 
you is when he can use you, when he can exploit you, when he will oppress you, when you will 
submit to him, and since his own history makes him unqualified to be an inhabitant or citizen in 
kingdom of brotherhood, The Honorable Elijah Muhammad us that God is about to 
eliminate that particular race from this Since they are due for elimination, we don't want to 
with them. We are not going to integrate with that which we know come to the end of its 
rope. We are trying to from it and get with something that is more and we think 
that God is more lasting than the white man. 
LOMAX: Then your movement does not share the integration of the NAACP, CORE, Martin 
King's movement, and the Student Nonviolent movement. 
MALCOLM X: You don't with a sinking You don't do anything to further your stay 
a ship you see is going to go down to the bottom of the ocean. Moses tried to 
his people from Pharaoh, and when he the tried to fool the people into 
staying with the Pharaoh, and we look upon these other organizations that are trying to get 
to integrate with this doomed white man as nothing but modern-day magicians, and The 
Muhammad is a modern-day Moses 
white rnan in America sits down 
to us from 
with The Honorabie 
Muhammad, he won't even know what race ni'"I''H"\I.OI'Yl-\Atn the race problem what it is. 
Just like couldn't a solution to to or 
or Belshazzar couldn't a solution to problem until he talked to Daniel, the 
white man in America will never race problem or come 
to until talks to The Honorable Muhammad. i"ir. 
not some kind of political analysis or psychologist's 
or some kind of clergyman's analysis, but God's analysis. That's the analysis that Moses 
that we a modern 
a modern Pharaoh 
LOMAX: I am figures you mentioned-Pharaoh, 
end Are to the 
American white establishment will come to a bitter end, perhaps be 
I am sure you know 




is going to punish this wicked devil Just as 
........... "-~ .... "~..;;; were visited on Pharaoh so will and be visited on the white man. 
Why, it has already started: God has begun to send them when they cold; he sends 
cold when they Their crops are dying, their children are born with 
kinds of the rivers and lakes are coming out of the belly of earth to wash them 
away. 
Not only but started slapping their planes down from the sky. Last year [ God 
brought down one of their planes loaded with crackers whose fathers had lynched your and my 
...... ,.., ... ,..,,"' ... <:"' and sisters. They were from your state, Lomax, down there in where both you 
and Mr. Muhammad come from Now, long before that plane I predicted [in Los 
that was going to strike back at the devil for the way white cops brutalized our brothers in 
When the plane fell, I this was way of letting his wrath be known. I said Los 
much same thing when that submarine-the Thresher-went down to the bottom of the sea. 
Now I was called -names some of these Uncle Tom Negroes rushed into print to condemn 
me for what I had said. But what was wrong with what I said? Everybody has a God and believes 
that his God will deliver him and him from his enemies! Why the black man have a 
God? so wrong when a biack man says his God will him form his white foe? If 
can slay Philistines for the Jews, why can't Allah crackers for the so-called Negro? 
LOMAX: Is reasoning your remark after the assassination of President Kennedy? 
You are .-<::>r,,... ... ,,=rl to said that Kennedy's death was an instance of "chickens coming home to 
roost." 
MALCOLM X: but up what I I did not say was a reason 
is not what I meant at all. I meant that the death of Kennedy was the 
of the culmination of and doubt in 
this country has allowed white people to kill and brutalize those they 
assassination is a of way thinking. The 
came that's all there is to it. America-at the death of the President-just reaped 
it had 
LOMAX· But you were disciplined for making remarks; The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has 
publicly rebuked you and has ordered you not to in public until further notice. 
X: is true. I was wrong; me not to say 
0 
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the I omitted any to in my main soE~ec:n But 
during a '-IU'-vi.IVI .. ::::~r,c,~,,cr period someone of the 
and I said it was a case of chickens coming home to roost. Now that 
as if you have cut off a radio is still but it makes no sound. 
You can cut it back on when it pleases you. 
LOMAX: How long do you think this suspension will 
MALCOLM X: Only The Honorable Elijah Muhammad can answer that. I don't think it will be 
LOMAX· Then you do expect to return to your duties? 
MALCOLM X: Yes, sir. 
LOMAX: And you will continue to preach separation from the white man? 
MALCOLM X: Yes, sir. 
LOMAX: Just a moment, if I may, Minister Malcolm. Now, you talk about separation from the white 
man. 
MALCOLM X: Yes, sir. 
LOMAX: You even take it so far as to suggest that we shouldn't even get on airplanes and ships 
white people. Am I correct in that? 
tv1ALCOLM X: Yes, sir, on the whoie. Yes. 
LOMAX: But Minister Malcolm, few people, Negro or white, travel as much as you and I do. You 
much of your on and aircraft. you fear you just might 
when God sees fit to slap down a and kill a few score white oe1DDI'e 
MALCOLM X: Sir, my in God is such I am not afraid. I know that I will not die until my 
time comes. But if I am aboard one of I will be to my to see some of 
white devils die. Like Samson, I am ready to pull down the white man's temple, knowing full 
well that I will be by the falling rubble. 
LOMAX: But Minister 
as a result 
you 
Revolt. 
no for that have come 






MALCOLM X: as man 
telling the white man that everything is all right, everything is under control, and they 
Mr. Muhammad is wrong, don't listen to him. But every thing Mr. Muhammad been saying 
is going to come to pass, is now coming to pass. Now the Negro are standing up saying 
that we are about to have a racial explosion. You're going to have a racial explosion, and a racial 
explosion is more than an atomic It's going to explode black people 
are dissatisfied; they're dissatisfied not only with the white man, but they're with 
Negroes who have been sitting around here posing as and spokesmen for black 
people and actually making the problem worse instead of making the problem better. 
LOMAX: Do you deny are now 
all, both the President and Attorney General have come to our aid 
MALCOLM X: You never will get protection from the Federal Government. Just like King is asking 
Kennedy to go to Alabama to stand in a doorway-to put his body in a doorway. That's like asking 
the fox to protect you from the wolf! The masses of black people can see this, and it is only the 
Negro leadership, the bourgeois, hand-picked, handful of Negroes who think that they're going to 
some kind of recognition, or protection from the Government. Government is 
responsible for what is happening to black people in this The President has power. You 
notice send any into to the Negroes when the dogs were 
the Negroes. only time he sent troops into Birmingham was when the Negroes erupted, 
and then President sent the troops in there, not to protect the Negroes, but to protect them 
white people down erupting Negroes. 
LOMAX. Are not American citizens? 
MALCOLM X: If they were you wouldn't have a race problem. If Emancipation 
was have a race . If and 1 
you If 
was authentic, you wouldn't a race problem. All of 
this hypocrisy that practiced by the so-called white liberal for the four 
it more instead of eliminating 
problem. 
LOMAX: What, then, do you see as the final result of all 
X: Any time you put too many around a powder keg, thing is going to 
0 
and if 
So Honorable Muhammad is white man, 
the black people in this country from you, while 
man is allowed to and go into some land of his own where 
problems, won't be any and Negroes who want to 
let them with the white who want to 
Elijah Muhammad. 
LOMAX: Now that you have mentioned The IVIP.c::c::~:lnr,P.r 
the [New York] Amsterdam News ... 
I would like to 
10 11 
will destroyed. 
out of your 
still time." If black 
his own 
with the white man, 
go to Honorable 
you about this article in 
MALCOLM X: a lie. Any article that says there is a "minor" difference between Mr. Muhammad 
and me is a lie. How could there be any difference between The Messenger and me? I am his 
slave, his his son. He is the leader, the only spokesman for the Black Muslims. 
But I will you has seen God. He was with Allah and was given divine 
with the devil. He is willing to wait for Allah to with this Well, the rest of us 
Black Muslims have not seen God, we don't have this gift of divine patience with the devil. The 
younger Black Muslims want to see some action 
LOMAX: What kind of action? 
MALCOLM X: Some things are better done than said. 
LOMAX: According to your own newspaper, one of the things you Muslims may do in the near 
future is vote. 
X: Yes. and prayerful consideration, The Honorable Elijah Muhammad allowed 
us to announce the possibility of Muslims voting. The announcement came at our annual Saviour's 
Convention in 
LOMAX. it mean? 
MALCOLM X: Mr. Muhammad is only one who can explain that fully. However, I can say that 
we may be ready to vote. Then we will out who represent our 
interests and support them. need not be Muslims; what we want are race men who will 
speak out for our people. 
LOMAX: are rumors may run 
12/13/2010 
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MALCOLM X: Why must I run had of running 
and fighting with other. is we would put a Muslim candidate in the 
a devil, all we stand 
Black Muslims joining us in 
MALCOLM X: As I told you, only Mr. Muhammad can answer that. But let me tell you something: 
Better 
to the 
and housing are only temporary solutions. They are """..., .. ,....., ... ,,_..., of tokenism and don't go 
of the problem. 
is why integration will not work. It assumes that the two races, black and white, are equal 
and can made to live as one. This is not true. 
white man is by nature a devil and must be destroyed. The black man will inherit the earth; 
he will resume control, taking back the pos:ltlo he held centuries ago when the white devil was 
on his all fours. Before the white devil came into our lives we 
had a civilization, we had a culture, we were living in silks and satins. Then he put us in chains 
and us aboard the "Good Ship Jesus," and we have lived in hell ever since. 
Now the white man's time is over. Tokenism will not help him, and it will doom us. Complete 
will save us-and who knows, it might make God decide to give the white devii a few 
more 
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The Power of Non-violence 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
June 1957 
From the very beginning there was a philosophy undergirding the Montgomery boycott, the 
philosophy of nonviolent resistance. There was always the problem of getting method over 
it didn't make sense to most of the people in the beginning. We had to use our mass 
meetings to explain nonviolence to a community of people who had never heard of the philosophy 
and in many instances were not sympathetic with it. We had twice a week on Mondays 
and on Thursdays, and we had an institute on nonviolence change. We to it 
clear that nonviolent resistance is not a method of cowardice. It does resist. It is not a method of 
stagnant passivity and deadening complacency. The nonviolent resister is just as opposed to the 
that he is standing as the violent resister but he resists without violence. This method 
physically 
NOT TO HUMILIATE BUT TO WIN OVER 
that we 
nnilli,.t·a or defeat 
to over was fact 
cry that v..;e had to set 
not seek to 
was always a 
not to 
humiliate the white community, but to win of who had 
....... £~t- ... ,::at-£l.rl this in the end violence or the =-rr.a ...... n=-t·n of violence is bitterness. 
nonviolence reconciliation and the creation of a community. A boycott 
is never an within itself. It is means to sense 
rather 
to time 
but is end is I'"OI"IOI'Y\ 
to it 
individuals who happen to be caught up in the system. And this is why I say from time 
South is not so much 
if there is a it will not be a ,,,....,......,. ... ,, merely for fifty thousand 





over is that nonviolent resistance is an matter. It 
, ................ ,..,.. or violence but ,,.,...,,,<::>r•r-<=> of 
And so at the center of our movement stood philosophy that only way 
to ultimately change humanity and make for the that we all long for is to keep love at the 
center of our lives. Now people to ask me from the beginning what do you mean by love and 
how is it can tell us to those who to us and who 
us; how can you love such And I had to make it clear all along that love in 
its highest sense is not a sentimental sort of thing, not even an affectionate sort of thing. 
AGAPE LOVE 
The language uses three words for love. It talks about eros. Eros is a sort of aesthetic love. 
It has come to us to be a sort of romantic love and it stands with all of its beauty. But when we 
of loving those who oppose us we're not talking about eros. The Greek language talks about 
phi/ia and this is a sort of reciprocal love between personal friends. This is a vital, valuable love. 
But when we of loving who you and those who to defeat you we are not 
talking about eros or philia. The Greek language comes out with another word and it is agape. 
Agape is understanding, creative, redemptive good will for all men. Biblical theologians would say 
it is the love of God working in the minds of men. It is an overflowing love which nothing in 
return. And when you come to on this you begin to love men not because they are 
not do things attract us, loves vve love 
the person who type of 
that stands at the center of the movement that we are trying to carry on in the Southland-
SOME POWER IN THE UNIVERSE THAT WORKS FOR JUSTICE 
I am quite aware of fact are nolrCI"ionC' who firmly in nonviolence who do not 
believe in a God, but I think person who believes in nonviolent resistance believes 
..,...."' ......... ,,A, that universe in some of That is 
unfolding in the universe whether one of it as a unconscious process, or one 
of it as some someone it as a nOII""C'f"on:ll 
is something in the universe that unfolds for and so in Montgomery we felt somehow that 
we we cosmic And was one of that 
people together, the belief that the universe is on of 
that as men and women all over the 
love in 
wise restraint but you must 
will 
........ AI ... ,. ... says you must go on with 
moving. We have a great opportunity 
tl 
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in America to build a nation, a nation where all men live as and 
'-.J,_, .... ,_ ... the dignity and worth of all human We must moving toward that goal. I 
know some are saying we must slow up. They are writing to the North 
are appealing to white people of good will and to the Negroes saying slow up, you're pushing too 
They are saying we must adopt a policy of moderation. Now if moderation means moving on 
with wise restraint and calm reasonableness, then moderation is a great virtue that all men of 
good will must seek to achieve in this tense period of transition. But if moderation means slowing 
up in the move for justice and capitulating to the whims and of the guardians of the 
deadening status quo, then moderation is a tragic vice which all men of good will must condemn. 
We must continue to move on. Our self-respect is at stake; prestige of our nation is at stake. 
Civil rights is an eternal moral issue which may well determine the destiny of our civilization in the 
ideological struggle with communism. We must keep moving with wise restraint and love and with 
proper discipline and dignity. 
THE NEED TO BE "MAlADJUSTED" 
Modern psychology has a word that is probably used more than any other word. It is the word 
"maladjusted." Now we all should seek to live a well-adjusted life in order to avoid neurotic and 
schizophrenic personalities. But there are some things within our social order to which I am proud 
to be maladjusted and to which I call upon you to be maladjusted. I never intend to adjust myself 
to segregation and discrimination. I never intend to adjust myself to mob rule. I never to 
myself to the tragic of methods violence and to militarism. I 
upon you to maladjusted to such things. I call upon you to be as to 
I call upon you to be as maladjusted as Amos who in the midst of the injustices his day 
judgment run down 
a stream." As vision to 
see that nation could not exist half As maladjusted as who in 
of an age amazingly to could cry out, "All men are and 
are endowed by their Creator with certain and that among these are life, liberty 
and of " As maladjusted as Jesus of Nazareth who dreamed a of the 
of man. God that we will so we 
will able to go out and change our world and our civilization. And then we will able to move 
from bleak and desolate midnight of man's inhumanity to man to the bright and glittering 
daybreak of freedom and justice. 




• How you the John Brown to Malcolm X in terms of 
relations? 
• In what ways were John Brown and Malcolm X similar? In what ways were they 
different? 
OBJECTIVES: 
• Compare the social condition of African Americans prior to the Civil War and the 
Civil Rights Movement. 
• Analyze a variety 
Malcolm X. 
• comparing and contrasting the ideologies of two 
that contrasting the ideoiogies of two major figures that 
change African Americans in the United States 
• Understanding connections to the past 
• Making connections with people, social relations, and racial relations within their 
• Analyzing human behavior (both positive and negative) in relation to their social 
environment 
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• Understanding how racial relations are formed, what controls and influences 
them, and how they can managed changed 
Ideas and Practices 
• Establishing and understanding methods for involvement in public policy 
• Analyzing how the democratic process can influence policies 
NYS STANDARDS: UNITED HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
• Students will use a variety of skills to demonstrate their understanding of major 
ideas, themes, developments, turning points in the history of the United States 
and New York. 
MARZANO STRATEGIES: 
AGENDA: 
• Identifying similarities and differences 
• Cooperative learning 
• Summarizing and note taking 
• Intrinsic learning 
Homework and practice 
• Students will be asked 3 essential questions that will guide them throughout the 
entire lesson: 
1. In what ways were John Brown and Malcolm X similar? 
2. In ways were John Brown Malcolm X 
3. What would for a 
251 
the Ending 
• will provide information on motivations led to abolitionist 
movement as well events that led to the American institution of slavery. 
will discuss historical 
American history. 
that led to the aforementioned events in 
Video Clip: 11John Brown, the Abolitionist: 150 Years later' 
(http://www .youtube.com/watch ?v=RjVoZvlfveg) 
• In groups, Students will at a numerous different stations and 
readings, lyrics, and biographies to the social 
views of John Brown and Malcolm X. 
• Within each station, students will complete a summary page and create 3 inquiry 
questions using the Socratic method. 
• Other groups will have the opportunity to answer inquiry questions that were 
created by their peers and out/discuss their summaries and inquiry 
questions. This will help in the facilitation of a discussion entire class concerning 
the topic(s). 
• They will utilize the Venn Diagram in to describe how 2 major figures 
contributed to the social change of African Americans within the United 
they will do this by a persuasive findings. 
Independent Practice: 11Quote Me on It!" 
• Students will choose a quote from the following and describe it in their personal 
interpretation: 
-~~Without the shedding of blood, there is no remission of sins." 
-John Brown 
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you don't you will fall for anything." 
-Malcolm X 
• Students will decide if they or disagree with the statement/quote 
and offer details using their personal experience and knowledge of U.S. History & 





Describe your document: 
Describe what you have learned: 
Why is this knowledge important to you? 






John Brown's add to the court 
Address John Brown to the Virginia 
1859 
at Charles Virginia on 
I may it please the a 
place, I deny everything but what I have all along admitted, -- design on 
to slaves. I intended certainly to made a clean thing of that matter, as I 
did last winter, when I went into Missouri and took slaves without the snapping gun 
on either side, moved them through the country, and fmally left them in Canada. I 
designed to do the same thing again, on a larger scale. That was all I intended. I never did 
intend murder, or treason, or the destruction of property, or to excite or slaves to 
rebellion, or to make insurrection. 
another objection; and that it that I should suffer such a penalty. Had I 
the manner which I admit, and which I admit has been fairly proved (for I 
truthfulness and portion 
this case), -- had I so interfered behalf of the rich, the powerful, the 
.. -"·""""-U-.I.:F-1""' ...... , the so-called or in behalf of any of their friends-- either mother, 
or children, or any of that class -- and suffered and what I 1n 
~..-. .... ,~ ... ..-.,.,..>3 .. --.~;3 it would all a.."ld this court have 
£1p;:•m;:•r1 it an act 1[1[7rt.rih..:r 
treatment I on the 
n-.,. ..... O,..•""'""' than I expected. I feel no of my 
intention was, and what was not. I never had 
.... , .. 
1
"'11'C><nn nor any disposition to commit 
h.CO.Y"I>O.,..!lil -a-rlC'"l111MI"~"'hr•n I never ..,..,...,,.,...,...,,....,.r .. .,.,..rll 
.~...,,::;,.u.~.u. to statements by some to 
it by some of them that I have induced 
"""f"'''-t ... a~-c:r is true. I do not say this to injure them, but as regretting 
is not one of them but joined me ofhis own accord, and the greater part of them at 
their own expense. A number of them I never saw, and never had a word of conversation 
till the day came to me; and that was for the purpose I have stated. 
Now I 
(born May 19, 1925, Omaha, Nebraska, U.S. February 
New York) African American leader and prominent figure in the who 
articulated concepts of race pride and in the early 1960s. After his 
assassination, the widespread distribution of his life story-The Autobiography of 
Malcolm X (1965)-made him an ideological hero, especially among black youth. 
Early years and conversion 
Born in Nebraska, while an infant Malcolm moved with his family to Lansing, Mich. 
When Malcolm was six years old, his father, the Rev. Earl 
and former of 
insane in 
family members. 
juvenile home in 
sister from his 
While in prison for robbery from 1946 to he underwent a conversion that 
him to the an American movement 
combined Islam with black nationalism. His decision to join the Nation 
was influenced by discussions with his brother Reginald, who had become a 
member in Detroit and who was incarcerated with Malcolm in the Norfolk Prison 
Colony in in 1948. Malcolm quit and gambling and to 
eat pork in keeping with the Nation's dietary restrictions. In order to himself, 
he long books in the prison library, even memorizing a 
dictionary. He sharpened his forensic skills by participating in ,.=,n:;; .. -= ..... u.;;J.;;;,~.;J!. 
Following Nation tradition, replaced surname, "Little," with an 
among Nation of Islam followers who considered their family names to 
originated with white slaveholders. 
Malcolm X and Nation of m 
After his release from prison Malcolm helped to lead the Nation of Islam during the 
period of its greatest growth and influence. He met in Chicago in 
1952 and then began organizing temples for the Nation in New York, Philadelphia, 
and Boston in cities in the South. He founded the Nation's newspaper, 
Muhammad Speaks, which he printed in the basement of his home, and initiated the 
t":l>l''rir·a of requiring every male member of the Nation to sell an assigned number of 
newspapers on the street as a recruiting and fund-raising technique. He also 
articulated the Nation's racial doctrines on the inherent evil of whites and the natural 
of blacks. 
Malcolm rose rapidly to the minister of Boston which he 
founded· he was rewarded with the of minister of No. 7 in Harlem, 
the and most temple in Nation the Chicago 
headquarters. Recognizing his talent and ability, Elijah Muhammad, who had a 
special affection for Malcolm, named him the National Representative of the Nation of 
Islam, in to Muhammad himself. Under Malcolm's lieutenancy, the 
Nation a membership of 500,000. actual number of members fluctuated, 
r-arr::::l>rran through the public persona 
of Malcolm exceeded its size. 
An articulate public cn•:::ll~Lra ... 
Malcolm X avr"\I'"QC'CCU'"f 
to 
1965. He on the streets of Harlem and spoke at major universities as 
University and the of . His incisive wit, and 
ardent radicalism made him a formidable critic of American society. He 
the mainstream civil movement, challenging central 
notions of integration and nonviolence. Malcolm argued that more was at stake than 
the civil right to sit in a restaurant or even to vote-the most important issues were 
black identity, and independence. In contrast to King's strategy of 
nonviolence, and redemptive suffering, Malcolm urged his 
followers to defend themselves "by any means necessary." His biting critique of the 
"so-called Negro" provided the intellectual foundations for the Black Power and black 
consciousness movements in the United States in the late 1960s and '70s (&see; 
==~=::::..:..=='-"-'-'-'. Through the influence of the Nation of Islam, Malcolm X helped to 
change the terms used to to African Americans from "Negro" and "coloured" to 
"black" and "Afro-American." 
Final years 
In 1963 there were tensions between Malcolm Muhammad over 
political direction of the Nation. Malcolm urged that the Nation more active 
in widespread civil rights protests instead of just being a critic on the sidelines. 
Muhammad's violations of the moral code of the Nation further worsened his 
relations with Malcolm, who was devastated when learned that Muhammad 
fathered children by six of his personal two of whom filed paternity suits 
and made the issue public. Malcolm brought additional bad publicity to the Nation 
when he declared publicly that Pres. assassination was an 
example of "chickens coming home to violent society suffering the 
consequences of In response to this statement provoked, 
Muhammad ordered Malcolm to a of and the 
between the two leaders became permanent. 
Malcolm left the Nation in March in 
Inc. During his pilgrimage to Mecca 
second conversion and embraced Sunni 
Malik the 
in the United 
Union since 
promote African unity, cooperation, and economic development. In 
1965 he founded the Organization of Afro-American Unity as a vehicle to 
internationalize the plight of black Americans and to make common cause with the 
people the developing world-to move from to human 
Nation led to 
at the Audubon in ....... ,r ........ T. 
a 
were convicted of the murder. He was survived by whom he 
in six His contributed 
to the development of black nationalist ideology and the Black Power movement and 
hel to popularize the values autonomy and independence among African 
Americans in the 1960s and '70s. 
Lawrence A. Mamiya 
Types of Socratic Questions 
Types of Questions 
Clarification 
Probing Assumptions 
3 Probing Reasons and Evidence 
4 Viewpoint and Perspectives 
5 Probing Implications and Consequences 
6 Questions about Questions 
Six Types of Socratic Questions 
Clarification 
2 Probing Assumptions 
Probing Reasons and Evidence 
4 Viewpoint and Perspectives 
Probing Implications and Consequences 
6 Questions about Questions 
What do you mean by __ ? 
Could you put that another way? 
Can give me an example? 
What are you assuming? 
How did you choose those assumptions? 
What could we assume instead? 
How do you know? 
Why do you think that is true? 
What would change your mind? 
What are you implying by that? 
What effect would that have? 
What an alternative? 
How can we find out? 
Why is this issue important? 
What generalizations can you make? 
What does that mean? 
What was the point of this question? 
Why do you think I asked this question? 
What you mean by __ ? 
Could you put that another way? 
you me an example? 
What are you assuming? 
did those assumptions? 
What could we assume instead? 
do you know? 
Why do you think that is true? 
What would change your mind? 
What are you implying by that? 
have? 
How can find out? 
Why is this issue important? 
What generalizations can you make? 
What does that mean? 
What was the point of this question? 





Explain what you learned: 
I , .. ,. . Ll •• f . .. . . . -
vvny is In!S rn ormation Important!' 
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